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Our understanding of the molecular architecture of intact, native plant
cell walls is very limited. Traditional methods of investigation rely on
techniques which disturb the tissue to varying degrees. Conclusions based on
these methods may be intimately related to the techniques used. A promising
new technique to study native-state organization and compositional variability
in plant cell walls is polarized Raman microspectroscopy. Information
obtained from this method should complement that from traditional methods of
investigation.
The purpose of this present work was to investigate the macromolecular
orientation and compositional variability for both cellulose and lignin in the
latewood (S2) secondary cell walls of loblolly pine and, to a lesser extent,
black spruce tracheids using laser Raman spectroscopy. During the early
stages of this study, it was recognized that lignin underwent photo-induced
changes, i.e., the probe was not entirely nonintrusive. Raman microprobe
studies of both black spruce's and loblolly pine's S2 cell wall layer showed
that the intensity of 1595 cm- 1 aromatic ring-breathing vibrational band of
lignin decreased during 514.5 nm laser irradiation. Because of this, the
focus of the study changed. The level of detail initially envisioned for the
spectral mapping of the biopolymers was not possible without additional foun-
dation work relating to this decay phenomenon.
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The first part of this investigation was directed towards understanding
the factors which contributed to the photomodification of lignin. Model
compound studies and using several excitation frequencies revealed that the
1595 cm-1 band was subject to two enhancement mechanisms. The first of these
was conjugation enhancement (CE). It arose from aromatic ring conjugated
groups in the lignin macromolecule, e.g., a-carbonyls and a-B double bonds
that occur in the propyl side chain. Preresonance Raman enhancement (PRRE)
was the second mechanism. It was due to the absorption of 514.5 nm photons by
structures in lignin. The structural units responsible for this absorption
included some of the same lignin subunits that gave rise to CE. For black
spruce, approximately 49% of 1595 cm- 1 band intensity was due to CE, 37% was
due to PRRE, and the remainder (14%) due to nonenhanced Raman scattering from
an idealized basic phenylpropane unit. For loblolly pine, these percentages
were 33%, 56%, and 11%, respectively. The difference in values between the
two wood species may reflect differences in the subunits which comprise the
lignin macromolecule.
Evidence supported the idea that the decay of the 1595 cm-1 band was
due to the disruption of these enhancement mechanisms with an accompanying
loss of aromaticity. Scanning electron micrographs of the irradiated area
revealed a feature whose topography supported the idea that cell wall materi-
al, i.e., lignin, was being solubilized. It was felt that phenoxy-type radi-




Attempts to stabilize lignin to laser radiation met with little success.
Reduction, oxidation, and substitution reactions of the lignin macromolecule,
as well as the use of fluorescence quenchers/radical scavengers failed to stop
the decay. The chemical treatments did, however, alter the percent contribu-
tion of CE/PRRE to the 1595 cm- 1 band intensity. Several of the treatments
showed promise, but unwanted side reactions prevented their use, e.g., decay
was minimized when using a nonaqueous immersion medium (glycerol) but sample
burning occurred.
A methodology that was thought to minimize the photomodification of
lignin was followed in the spectral mapping studies of cellulose and lignin.
This involved a mild acid-chlorite treatment (black spruce) prior to data
acquisition, using low laser power levels, keeping acquisition time to a
minimum, and treating each acquisition location identically. Sixty neighbor-
ing locations were studied for black spruce, fifty for loblolly pine. These
locations included three distinct morphological regions: the S2 cell wall
layer of one fiber, the compound middle lamella (CML) between, and the S2
layer of the adjoining fiber.
Analysis of the data confirmed that in loblolly pine, on the average,
cellulose was not uniformly distributed in the three regions. The peak cellu-
lose concentration occurred in the inner S2 cell wall layer and declined to a
minimum near the CML. This trend was also seen for the adjoining fiber,
although the peak concentration differed slightly. The data also suggested
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that the chain axis of cellulose was more oriented parallel to the cell wall
(in a radial section) in the inner S2 layer and this became less pronounced
closer to the CML.
Lignin also showed a nonuniform distribution. The 1595 cm-1 lignin peak
intensity decreased from a high value near the lumen to a minimum in the outer
S2, and then increased in the CML region. This was paralleled in the
adjoining fiber. It was unknown if the data reflected a true lignin concen-
tration gradient or whether the degree of 1595 cm- 1 band enhancement (reflect-
ing structural differences in lignin macromolecule) varied over these regions.
The data also suggested, in general, the aromatic rings of the phenylpropane
units in lignin are slightly more oriented parallel to the cell wall (in a
radial section) in the inner S2 regions and thus, parallels the trend seen for
cellulose. These data taken together support the idea that during biogenesis,
cellulose may act as a template for lignin organization.
The lignin-to-cellulose ratio was fairly flat for both 52 regions but
showed a strong peak in the CML. This peak reflected the lower cellulose
concentration and the higher lignin concentration/degree of enhancement in
this region.
In addition to these average trends across the three morphological
regions, the molecular organization of cellulose and lignin was found to
vary along these regions as well. This may be indicative of the occurrence of
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nodes in the organization of these components.
The interpretation of the black spruce data was more complex. The mir-
roring of the trends in organization for the adjoining fibers was not seen.
For one fiber (A), on the average, the peak cellulose concentration occurred
in the inner S2 and declined to a minimum in the outer S2 and remained at that
level in the CML. The adjoining fiber (B) showed a flatter cellulose profile.
For this fiber, only a slight peak in concentration was seen to occur in the
middle of the S2 cell wall layer. The data suggested that for one of the
fibers (A), the chain axis of cellulose was more oriented parallel to the cell
wall (radial section) in the inner S2 and this orientation became less pro-
nounced closer to the CML. This preferential orientation was not as apparent
for the adjoining fiber (B).
The trends in the 1595 cm-1 band intensity of lignin paralleled those
seen for cellulose. The intensification of this band in the CML region that
occurred in the loblolly pine data was not seen. It was felt that specific
subunits in the CML lignin may have been very sensitive to the acid-chlorite
pretreatment and consequently, the enhancement of the 1595 cm- 1 in this region
was disrupted.
The lignin-to-cellulose ratio was fairly flat throughout S2/CML/S2 re-
gion. The strong peak seen in the loblolly pine data was not apparent; this
most probably reflected the disruption of the 1595 cm-1 band enhancement
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mechanisms.
It is not known to what extent these black spruce data represented the
actual native-state cell wall organization, but it was felt that the acid-
chlorite pretreatment, as well as the sensitivity of black spruce lignin to
514.5 nm radiation may have biased the (lignin) data.
This present study laid the foundation for future systematic spectral
mapping studies of the two major biopolymers, i.e., cellulose and lignin, in
secondary plant cell walls in addition to providing a glimpse into the molecu-
lar organization of these walls.
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PREFACE
As initially envisioned, the purpose of this thesis was to probe the
molecular architecture of native plant cell walls using laser Raman spectros-
copy. Specifically, investigating the patterns of organization for both
cellulose and lignin in the S2 latewood cell wall layers of loblolly pine and,
to a lesser extent, black spruce tracheids was to have been the emphasis of
the study. The early experiments revealed that certain substructures in the
lignin macromolecule with enhanced Raman scattering coefficients were not
stable to 514.5 nm laser radiation but underwent photo-induced changes. The
intensity of the 1595 cm- 1 aromatic ring-breathing vibrational band of lignin
decayed with irradiation time under some conditions. A considerable effort
was invested in exploring this photodecay, both because it had to be adequate-
ly dealt with if the spectral mapping studies of the biopolymers were to
reflect their native-state organization, and because of the new insights it
provided about species which are constituents of native lignin, but which very
likely become fugitive in the course of most preparative procedures.
The thesis thus deals with several distinct but intimately related sub-
jects. These are the photomodification and photostabilization of native-state
lignin, Raman intensity enhancement effects, and the molecular architecture of
softwood cell walls.
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The thesis is divided into three main sections: Introduction, Experimen-
tal Material and Methods, and Results and Discussion. The Introduction begins
with a brief discussion of the woody cell wall; its components, their organi-
zation and methods of investigation are covered. This is followed by a state-
ment of the revised thesis objectives reflecting the transience of intensity
in the 1595 cm- 1 lignin band.
The major portion of the Introduction is devoted to a review of the
pertinent literature. The first part of the review is concerned with the
photochemistry of wood and related materials. It is subdivided into three
sections: near-UV and visible light chromophores, photodegradative reactions,
and photostabilization methods. The literature pertaining to enhancement
effects on the Raman intensities of aromatic compounds is surveyed in the next
part of the review. The review finishes with an in-depth examination of the,
(woody) plant cell wall; the biogenesis, distribution, and organization of the
major components are covered.
The Introduction concludes with a section on theory. The principles of
photochemistry are discussed in the first part of this section, while the
Raman scattering process and Raman band enhancement effects are addressed in
the second. This section provides the reader with the theoretical background
that is needed to understand certain aspects of the thesis.
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The second major section of the thesis, titled Experimental Material
and Methods, is a presentation of the experimental plan, apparatus and proce-
dures which were used. The section is divided into six main areas: Experimen-
tal Program, Instrumentation, Species Selection, Sample Preparation, Spectral
Enhancement, and Lignin Model Compounds. Instrumentation is further subdivid-
ed into two major areas reflecting the two different types of Raman systems
which were used in the investigation: macro- and micro-Raman instruments. The
classification is based upon the size of the data acquisition region.
The third major section is titled Results and Discussion. In the first
part of this section the results of the investigation into understanding the
photodecay of the 1595 cm- 1 aromatic ring-breathing vibrational band of lignin
are presented. This initial section is further divided into three main sub-
sections: Cell Wall Feature, Conjugation and Preresonance Raman Enhancement,
and Photostabilization of Lignin. The first subsection presents the results
of the investigation of the feature which developed at the location on the
cell wall where the laser beam was focused while acquiring the Raman spectrum.
The results of the study of Raman band intensity enhancement mechanisms using
lignin model compounds and native woody tissue are detailed in the second
subsection. The subsection titled Photostabilization of Lignin reports on
the results of experiments to determine the causes of the photo-induced
changes that occurred in the lignin macromolecule during laser irradiation and
attempts to achieve photostabilization.
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In the second part of the Results and Discussion section, the results of
the spectral mapping of the organization of cellulose and lignin in the sec-
ondary cell walls of black spruce and loblolly pine are presented. Although
complete photostabilization of lignin was not achieved, a methodology that was
thought to minimize the bias introduced by lignin photomodification was fol-
lowed in these studies.
In addition to the three main sections described above are three smaller
sections titled: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Appendices. The Conclu-
sions section presents the major findings of this study in a concise form.
Recommendations contains suggestions for future work in this area. The Appen-
dices contain representative raw data, the specifics for the chemical treat-




The use of plant fibers is widespread in our society. The pulp and paper
industry and, to a lesser extent, the textile industry derive their livelihood
from these materials. The suitability of these various fibers for specific
applications is closely related to their development and molecular properties.
1
Preston2 has stated in reference to wood fibers that the hoped-for optimiza-
tion of these natural materials will require an even more complete knowledge
of their properties and development. This notion was echoed by James d'A.
Clark3 when he stated that "the more one knows about the fundamental nature of
a material or process, the more likely it is that some improvement can be
effected." One area that is lacking in our understanding of the cell wall is
the way in which the chemical constituents are structurally organized.
Cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin are the major components of plant
cell walls and basically establish the chemical and physical nature of the
wall (Table 1). As can be seen from this table, cellulose, the B-1,4 linked
polymer of anhydroglucose, is the primary component. The principal function
of cellulose in the cell wall is to provide a framework while hemicelluloses
and lignin serve as matrix materials. The secondary (or minor) components
consist of inorganic materials and extractable compounds and typically impart
certain characteristics to wood, e.g., color and resistance to disease, but
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are not an essential part of the structure of the cell wall.4
The cell wall consists of an intricate intermixing of the various compo-
nents. Figure 1 is a generalized diagram of cell wall organization in a
softwood tracheid. The wall consists of concentric lamellae which are organ-
ized in a primary wall (P) and a secondary wall in three layers (S1, S2, and
S3). The primary wall is laid down in the initial stages of growth. The
secondary wall is formed when cell enlargement ceases. The warty layer is
believed to consist of a localized thickening of the S3 layer together with
the denatured remnants of the membranous portions of the cytoplasm.'1,4 The
exact physical arrangement of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin is, for the
most part, not known. Most of the investigations have focused on the primary
wall; information about the secondary wall is lacking.
Traditional methods of cell wall investigation fall into two major cate-
gories.6 ,7 The first provides structural information on the molecular level
derived from physico-chemical analyses of isolated cell wall components.
Techniques using optical and electron microscopy which provide descriptions of
cell wall morphology are included in the second category. Although both have
been frequently used to elucidate the structure of the cell wall, there are
shortcomings associated with each. In the first category, the procedures used
to isolate the cell wall components are extremely disruptive of the native-
state structures8 and conclusions drawn from this information are open to
question. While the second category has been useful in describing the
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Table 1. Schematic Classification of the Chemical Components of Cell Wall
Substance in Normal Wood. Percentages Based on Ovendry Weight.4
I. Primary Components
A. Total polysaccharide fractions, expressed as
holocellulose -- 60-85%
1. Cellulose -- 40-50%
Long-chain polymer generally with low solubility
2. Hemicellulose -- 20-35%
Noncellulosic polysaccharides; these are readily
soluble in dilute alkali and hydrolyzable by dilute
acids to component sugars and uronic acids
B. Lignin -- 15-35%
II. Secondary Components
A. Tannins
B. Volatile oils and resins
C. Gums, latex, alkaloids, and other complex organic
compounds including dyes and coloring materials
D. Ash -- usually less than 1% (domestic woods)
Figure 1. Diagram of cell wall organization.
ML - middle lamella, P - primary wall,
S - secondary wall, W - warty layer. 5
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morphology of the cell wall, it is very limited in the information it can
provide about molecular structure.
Recently developed techniques using electron microscopy, e.g., energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM-EDXA), to investigate the distribution of
lignin in the cell wall are not well developed and are not without their
problems.9
Polarized Raman microspectroscopy is a promising new technique to
investigate both the orientation and compositional variability of the major
cell wall components in undisturbed plant tissue.10'125 Although the Raman
effect was first observed in 1928, it was not until the advent of the intense,
monochromatic excitation beam that the laser provided that this vibrational
spectroscopy technique advanced. The recent development of the laser Raman
microprobe (a combination of a microscope and a Raman spectrometer) has opened
up new areas of investigation that were heretofore not possible.200-202
Information derived from this technique should complement that obtained from
the traditional methods of investigation.
The initial purpose of this present work was to examine the organization
for both cellulose and lignin in the latewood, secondary cell walls of loblol-
ly pine and, to a lesser extent, black spruce using laser Raman microspectros-
copy. As the thesis evolved and it was recognized that certain substructures
in the lignin macromolecule were not stable to 514.5 nm laser radiation the
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focus, of necessity, changed. Prior to the systematic spectral mapping of the
biopolymers' organization, additional foundation work relating to the photo-
induced changes in the lignin macromolecule, i.e., the decay of the 1595 cm-1
aromatic ring-breathing band during laser irradiation, had to be undertaken.
THESIS OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this thesis as initially envisioned were:
1. Further refine the technique of polarized Raman spectroscopy as
applied to the study of both cellulose and lignin in plant cell
walls,
2a. Investigate the macromolecular orientation and compositional
variability for both cellulose and lignin, as well as their
interrelationships in the secondary cell walls of southern pine
and, to a lesser extent, black spruce tracheids using Raman
microspectroscopy, i.e., conduct a comprehensive mapping study of
these biopolymers' patterns of organization,
2b. Correlate the spectral mapping data with cell morphology,
2c. Interpret these findings in light of the present knowledge of cell
wall architecture.
Number 2 was to have been the primary objective, but as previously men-
tioned the early experiments revealed that photomodification of the lignin
macromolecule was most likely occurring during 514.5 nm laser irradiation. If
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the spectral mapping studies of the biopolymers (particularly lignin) were to
reflect their native-state organization then the photodecay of the 1595 cm- 1
lignin band had to be more fully understood and adequately accounted for in
the mapping studies. Therefore, a further objective of the thesis was to
investigate this photodecay phenomenon.
LITERATURE SURVEY
This survey is divided into three major parts: Photochemistry Of Wood And
Related Materials, Conjugation And Preresonance Raman Effects On Raman Inten-
sities Of Aromatic Compounds, and the Plant Cell Wall. The first two parts
deal with the photodecay of the 1595 cm- 1 aromatic ring-breathing vibrational
band of lignin while the latter is concerned with the molecular architecture
of (woody) plant cell walls.
Photochemistry Of Wood And Related Material
The aim of this survey is to present a brief overview of the photochemis-
try of lignocellulosics. Emphasis will be given to the near-UV and visible
light photochemistry of woody materials.
Photochemistry is the study of the chemical and/or physical changes that
occur in molecules upon absorption of electromagnetic radiation.11 '1 2 Photo-
chemical reactions occur when molecules absorb this radiation and become
photoexcited. These excited molecules are very energetic and have the potential
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for internal rearrangement or reaction with other molecular species in the
system. The principal regions of the electromagnetic spectrum that are of
interest in lignocellulosic photochemistry are the near-ultraviolet (300-
400 nm), and the visible region (400-700 nm).11,12
Wood Chromophores
Wood is a complex, highly inhomogeneous macromolecular system. The
primary chemical constituents besides water are cellulose, hemicelluloses, and
lignin, while secondary components include extractives and inorganics. Upon
exposure to sunlight, wood and other lignocellulosic products such as paper
undergo a complex series of chemical reactions which eventually result in the
degradation of these materials. Substantial effort has been directed towards
understanding the nature of the chromophores that are responsible for the
initial light absorption, as well as those produced during photochemical
degradation.
Wood is a fairly good absorber of light and is capable of interacting
with a range of wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation because of the wide
range of chromophoric groups associated with its basic components. 13- 15
Several wood components have been found responsible for the absorption of near
UV-visible radiation. Van den Akker et al.16 demonstrated by comparing the
light absorption properties of cellulose and lignin, that photochemical reac-
tions are primarily due to chromophoric groups present in lignin. In another
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study, Nolan et a1.17 concluded that lignin is the principal contributor to
the photoyellowing of wood. They based this conclusion on the similarity in
shape between the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of lignin and the photo-
yellowing spectral sensitivity curve of groundwood, i.e., the degree of
photoyellowing of groundwood as a function of exposure wavelength.
Norrstrom 18 showed that the polysaccharides and dichloromethane extracted
materials contribute only in a minor way to the light absorption of spruce
wood (Picea abies) at 457 nm. Extractives have been mentioned as secondary
contributors to the absorption of near UV-visible radiation. They usually
have the ability to absorb in the 300 to 400 nm region of the spectrum.1 4, 15
Although minor constituents, it has been reported that they contribute to the
natural yellowish to reddish-brown color of wood19-22 which indicates that
their absorption spectrum extends into the visible region.
As suggested above, the evidence points to the lignin macromolecule as
the principal near UV-visible light chromophore in wood. Its absorption spec-
trum extends beyond 400 nm as shown in Figure 2. The study of this chromo-
phore is an extremely difficult problem. The complexity of its structure, as
well as the multitude of possible reaction sites contribute to the difficulty
in studying it. In general, the configurations in lignin responsible for
light absorption include ring conjugated carbonyls and aliphatic double bonds,
quinones, quinone-methides, and free radicals (Figure 3).24- 26
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identified so far, only coniferaldehyde may explain the absorption of visible
light. 27'28 Approximately 4% of C-9 units2 9 in lignin are of the conifer-
aldehyde-type and 1/4 of these (or 1%) have free phenolic hydroxyl groups. 30
Pew and Connors31 reported that coniferaldehyde groups are a major contributor
to lignin's color in wood. Both carbonyl groups and Q-B double bonds have
been implicated. (Gellerstedt and Pettersson 32 have shown in lignin model
compound studies that conjugated double bonds are susceptible to photooxida-
tive reactions.) Lin and Kringstad33- 36 have reported that the photo-induced
degradation and discoloration of lignin are mainly initiated by the absorption
of light by a-carbonyl groups.
Quinones and quinonemethides are also mentioned as possible contributors
to near UV-visible light absorption. Imsgard et al. have shown in their
studies with spruce milled-wood lignin that ortho-quinonoid structures are
present in small amounts and that these structures could account for as much
as 35-60% of 457 nm light absorption. 38 (It is not known if quinonoid struc-
tures are present in native-state lignin, but it is conceivable that a small
percentage could remain after lignification is complete and thus contribute to
the near UV-visible light absorption of wood.) Harkin 37 suggested that lignin
may contain 3 stable quinonemethide groups per 100 C-9 units. Quinonemethides
are known to have higher molar extinction in the blue region of the spectrum.38
In lignin preparations, it has been reported that phenoxy radicals are
present and that these radicals may contribute to lignin's color since they
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exhibit absorption in the 500-600 nm region of the electromagnetic spectrum.42
The existence of intrinsic free radicals in wood is not well established.
Rex39 and Ranby et al.40 have reported that free radicals do not exist in
protolignin. Hon found no evidence for intrinsic free radicals in green
loblolly pine wood.41 He suggested that the customary observed "intrinsic"
free radicals may well be an artifact created during mechanical preparations,
as well as from exposure to electromagnetic radiation.
There is evidence that transition metal ions are responsible for part of
the visible light absorption in wood.247 (All plant material contains a
variety of these ions, as they are necessary for metabolism. 247 ) Oxygen atoms
or carbon-carbon double bonds that occur in the lignin macromolecule are
suitable donor groups that can form ligand-type bonds with transition metals
such as manganese.248 These resulting complexes are capable of absorbing long
wavelength radiation.23
In summary, Hon and Glasser have classified the potential chromophoric
groups in wood and pulp as follows43 :
1. Chromophoric functional groups: phenolic hydroxyl groups, double
bonds, carbonyl groups, etc.
2. Chromophoric systems: quinones, quinonemethides, biphenyls, etc.
3. Leuco chromophoric systems: methylene quinones, phenanthrene
quinones, phenylnaphthalenediones, bimethylenequinones, etc.
4. Intermediates: free radicals.
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5. Complexes: chelate structures with metal ions.
Photodegradation
Photodegradation describes two general types of degradation processes
initiated by light. The first deals with light-initiated reactions in the
absence of oxygen. Photooxidation, in which the reactions occur in the
presence of oxygen, is the second type. It is generally accepted that the
principal reactions in light-induced degradation of wood are photooxidative in
nature.3 5,44-46
The main processes involved in the photooxidative degradation of polymers
include the following basic steps:
1. Absorption of the incident radiation,
2. Free radical formation,
3. Polymer chain scission,
4. Crosslinking,
5. Secondary oxidative reactions.
The secondary oxidative reactions can include the formation of hydroperoxides
and singlet oxygen, both of which are capable of enhancing photodegradation. 47




Much effort has been directed towards understanding the mechanisms
involved in the photodegradation of woody materials. It has been shown that
discoloration and photodegradation of wood and high-yield pulps are mainly
initiated by the absorption of light.16, 44 Although wood principally absorbs
in the UV, visible radiation is known to induce chemical modifications. 17 ,45 ,49-5 1
As was mentioned previously, lignin is believed to be the primary chromophore
in wood, and the general consensus is that it plays a key role in photochemi-
cal degradation.
Phenolic groups in the lignin molecule are frequently mentioned as
possible sites at which the yellowing of lignified material begins. Blocking
these sites has been found to increase the stability of lignified material to
yellowing under the influence of light and oxygen. Leary45 suggested that
these groups are the reactive centers in the photoyellowing reaction of ligni-
fled materials. He speculated that they are first oxidized by hydrogen atom
transfer to a neighboring excited molecule or free radical. This leads to the
generation of phenoxy radicals which react with oxygen to form yellow and
demethoxylated products such as quinones, quinonimethfdes, and cyclohexadfe-
nones (Scheme 1).
Luner52 has proposed a mechanism for the photo-induced oxidation of wood
and lignin-rich pulp. He suggested that colored para-quinone degradation
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products are formed through a free radical attack on the lignin macromolecule
by oxygen. The a-carbon on the aliphatic side chain of the phenylpropane
units containing free phenolic hydroxyl groups is the initial site of attack
(Scheme 2).
The production of free radicals thus seems likely to be an integral step
in the photochemistry of woody material. Electron spin resonance spectroscopy
studies have confirmed the existence of free radials. Kalnins and his cowork-
ers53 have demonstrated that free radicals are produced in several wood spe-
cies under the influence of near-UV radiation. Although stable in helium and
vacuum, their concentration decreased in the presence of oxygen. This sup-
ports the photo-induced mechanism depicted in Scheme 1. Hon54 reported that
wood readily interacts with sunlight, fluorescent light, and artificial UV
light to produce free radicals. They were formed in both air and vacuum
environments, though larger amounts were generated under vacuum. He concluded
that they play a major role in wood surface deterioration and discoloration
reactions.
The photo-induced free radicals may be oxidized by atmospheric oxygen,
undergo termination reactions, or may be scavenged by phenolic groups in
lignin. The scavenging of these free radicals by phenols leads to the produc-
tion of phenoxy radicals, which may undergo oxidation to produce o-quinones.
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Kringstad and Lin 33 showed that lignin model compounds having a-carbonyl
groups can, after excitation to a triplet state, abstract hydrogen from a
phenol. They assumed two radicals to be formed in the reaction, a phenoxy
radical and a benzyl alcohol radical. The phenoxy radical can react further
to form a yellow product while the benzyl alcohol radical was assumed to be
reoxidized to the original carbonyl structure in the presence of oxygen
(Scheme 3). The a-carbonyl model compound thus acts as a photosensitizer, i.e.,
it is not consumed in the reaction but only acts as an energy transfer agent.
Scheme 3.
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The fate of the phenoxy radicals has been addressed in an article by
Gierer and Lin.55 The authors proposed several pathways which eventually lead
to the formation of o-quinones and o-hydroqulnones (Scheme 4). Their proposed
mechanism supports the hypothesis that phenoxy radical formation is a prereq-
uisite for the reactions leading to discoloration of lignin upon exposure to
light and oxygen.
Brunow and Sivonen 56 , using a-carbonyl compounds as sensitizers, have
suggested that the yellowing of high yield pulp and wood is initiated by
excited carbonyl groups. These excited groups may react with molecular oxygen
to form singlet oxygen, which then oxidizes the phenolic groups in lignin to
form phenoxy radicals. The phenoxy radicals react further and form yellowed
products.
Matsuura et al. 57 reached a similar conclusion. They suggested that the
excited carbonyl group transfers its energy to an oxygen molecule forming
singlet oxygen. The singlet oxygen can then oxidize phenols to phenoxy radi-
cals which can then react further with molecular oxygen to form yellow
products (Scheme 5).
Gellerstedt and Pettersson58 , using simple phenolic lignin model com-
pounds with benzophenone as a sensitizer, have proposed that the formation of
phenoxy radicals can proceed by either of two pathways (Scheme 6). In the
































































thus creating both phenoxy and benzyl alcohol radicals. Alternatively, the
photoexcited benzophenone may transfer its excess energy to ground-state
oxygen thus forming singlet oxygen. This can then react with phenolic hydroxyl
groups forming phenoxy and hydroperoxy radicals. They suggested that for
light-induced oxidation of lignin, the singlet oxygen pathway seems more
probable since the distance between carbonyl and phenolic hydroxy groups is of
minor importance for the occurrence of the reaction.
Hon et al.59 have proposed that singlet oxygen is involved in the
photodegradation of wood surfaces. In their study, one conclusion was that
molecular oxygen may be raised, through interaction with a sensitizer, to an
excited state. The singlet oxygen can then interact with wood free radicals
to produce hydroperoxide, which is capable of triggering oxidative destruction
of cellulose, hemicelluloses, and lignin at the wood surface.
Quenching experiments lend support to the idea that singlet oxygen is
involved in degradative reactions, at least for lignin model compounds.
Degradation has been retarded in the presence of quenchers such as 3-
carotene58- 60 and 1,4-diazobicyclo(2,2,2)octane (DABCO)32 '59 '61 during irradi-
ation.
Much of the foregoing work has been carried out on lignin model com-
pounds. Whether the results are directly applicable to wood is open to ques-
tion. Given this uncertainty, the current available knowledge supports the
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idea that photochemical oxidation of lignin is the principal
discoloration and degradation of wood by near-UV and visible
reaction in the
radiation. The
major steps in the process are:
1. The absorption of light by chromophoric groups most probably part of
the lignin macromolecule. These chromophores could include phenolic
aryl-propane units containing conjugated a-0 double bonds and
carbonyl groups, and biphenyl structures.43
2. Free radical formation, particularly phenoxy radicals. This could
occur by either of two mechanisms: direct hydrogen abstraction by
photoexcited a-carbonyl groups or through the generation and
subsequent reaction of singlet oxygen.
3. The final step is the reaction between phenoxy radicals and
ground-state oxygen to form colored degradation products,
particularly quinone-type structures. Figure 4 summarizes these
steps.
phenolic
h: units 02 colored
lignin - > lignin - > phenoxy > degradation
radicals products
Figure 4. Photochemical oxidation of lignin.47
Photostabilization
Photostabilization of wood involves the retardation or elimination of unfa-
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vorable light-induced degradative pathways. In general, two different ap-
proaches have been adopted to stabilize woody material. The first involves
chemical modification of the reactive centers in lignin such as a-carbonyl
groups and free phenolic hydroxyls. The second method involves the addition
of suitable compounds capable of deactivating the photoexcited chromophores
and/or preventing the formation of radicals in lignin.
Free phenolic hydroxyl groups have been implicated in discoloration and
degradation reactions of woody materials. Much effort has been directed
towards blocking these reactive centers. Methylation62-65, acetylation6 5-81,
and benzoylation62 ,82 reactions have improved wood's stability towards light.
These blocking attempts, however, have not been sufficient to achieve total
stabilization, which suggests that either alternative degradative pathways
exist or the blocking attempts were not 100% effective.
Another successful method of stabilization is eliminating the a-carbonyl
groups in lignin which may be partly responsible for the initial light absorp-
tion. It has been reported that sodium borohydride reduction of a-carbonyl
groups increased the stability of woody materials towards light5 5' 67 '83 '84,
although photodegradation still occurred. The reason for the partial stabili-
zation may be due to unreacted a-carbonyls and/or the occurrence of other
light absorption groups which are not sensitive to sodium borohydride reduc-
tion. In addition to sodium borohydride, other reductive agents such as
sodium dithionite, thiourea dioxide, and diborane have been tried. Tschirner
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and Dence85 reported that sodium borohydride-treated thermomechanical pulp
showed greater light-stability than thermomechanical pulp reduced with dithio-
nite or thiourea dioxide. Treatments designed to remove ring conjugated
ethylenic groups were also found to have little effect on the photostability
of thermomechanical pulp.85
Many compounds are known which can stabilize organic molecules by deacti-
vating the photoactivated states before harmful reactions occur.. Deactivation
is achieved by energy transfer from the photoexcited molecule to the





4. Energy transfer quenching,
5. Radiative migration (self quenching).
It has been demonstrated that singlet oxygen quenchers such as 3-carotene
inhibit degradation and discoloration reactions in inorganic polymer systems
to some extent.32 '48 58- 61 . Potassium iodide has been cited frequently
as an effective fluorescence quencher in inorganic systems86, 87 as have
copper (II) ions.88
Free radicals are important intermediaries in light-induced reactions. 43' 54
These free radicals can undergo photochemical chain reactions which eventually
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lead to photodegradation. Reineck et al.89 were able to show that antioxi-
dants have the ability to reduce the photoyellowing of groundwood when exposed
to light. Kringstad44 has suggested that antioxidants, which can function as
effective hydrogen donors, can be used to improve the stability of woody
materials. By donating a hydrogen to the free radical, these antioxidants
effectively block further radical reactions.
It has been proposed that many of the photostabilizers operate by a
combination of mechanisms. For example, hydroxybenzoquinone can act both as a
radical scavenger and quencher of excited states.90- 93 In addition, the
light-stabilizing efficiency of photostabilization frequently depended on the
nature of the polymer and stabilizing system.48
Conjugation And Preresonance Raman Effects On Raman Intensities
Of Aromatic Compounds
Prior to the onset of this thesis, it was not possible to observe conju-
gation and preresonance Raman effects because the Raman instrument (scanning
spectrometer with a photomultiplier tube detector) being used in our laborato-
ry at that time required very long data acquisition times. A new Raman spec-
trometer with multichannel detection was acquired at the beginning of the
thesis. The data acquisition time of this instrument was short enough to
observe the decay of the 1595 cm-1 lignin band during laser irradiation of
water-immersed woody tissue. This observation eventually led to the knowl-
edge that both of these effects could influence the intensities of specific
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Raman bands assigned to (native-state) 11gnin.
It has been known for some time that the Raman intensities of specific
molecular vibrations can be selectively enhanced.94- 99 When the wavelength of
light used to excite the Raman scattering falls within or near an electronic
absorption band, the intensities of the bands associated with the chromophore
are enhanced due to the coupling of the electronic and vibrational transi-
tions. This mechanism is referred to as resonance Raman enhancement (RRE).
(If the excitation wavelength falls near the electronic absorption band this
mechanism is commonly referred to as preresonance Raman enhancement (PRRE).)
The Raman intensity of certain molecular vibrations is also sensitive to the
degree of conjugation, i.e., those vibrations arising from bonds which enter
into conjugation are selectively enhanced. (Conjugation is defined as the
mutual interaction of different pi-electron systems.) This is commonly known
as the conjugation effect or conjugation enhancement (CE).
Schmid and coworkers have done an in-depth study of these effects in
substituted benzenes and biphenyls. 100-106 In their initial paper, they
investigated the effect of substituents on the =1600 cm-1 aromatic ring-
breathing vibration for monosubstituted benzene derivatives.100 They showed
that the Raman intensity of this vibration was determined by the degree of pi-
electron conjugation between the aromatic ring and substituents, i.e., the
greater the degree of conjugation, the higher the intensity. They also meas-
ured the Raman intensity of the carbonyl stretching vibration for those mono-
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substituted benzene deviations containing a C=0 group. It was again observed
that the intensity of the carbonyl band depended on the degree of conjugation
between the ring and substituents.
These authors next directed their attention to the relationship between
the Raman intensity of the =1600 cm- 1 band of sterically hindered biphenyls
and the angle of twist of the coannular (1-1') bond. 101 They observed that
when both rings are coplanar, i.e., at maximum conjugation, the intensity was
at its largest value. At the other extreme, when the rings were orthogonal,
the Raman intensity was the same as that seen for two unsubstituted benzenes
because of the interrupted pi-electron conjugation.
In a later paper, they investigated the conjugation and resonance Raman
effect on the Raman intensities of diphenylpolyenes. 102 Their major conclu-
sions were that the relative intensities of the =1600 cm-1 ring vibrations
were determined by both CE and (P)RRE, whereas the C=C stretching vibrations
of the polyene chain were principally determined only by (P)RRE. In addition,
the near-resonance type behavior of both vibrations turned out to be uniform,
i.e., both vibrations were subject to the same absorption frequency depend-
ence. In contrast, the CH stretching vibrations of the diphenylpolyenes did




This section provides an in-depth review of the plant cell wall. Empha-
sis is given to the woody cell wall. The structure, distribution, organiza-
tion, and biosynthesis of the major components will be covered.
Overview
The woody cell wall is a complex, inhomogeneous structure. Cellulose,
hemicelluloses, and lignin are the major components of these walls. The
function of cellulose is primarily to provide the framework while hemicellu-
loses and lignin serve as matrix materials.
This thesis was concerned with the molecular architecture of two of these
components, namely cellulose and lignin.
Components
Cellulose
Cellulose is the primary component of plant cell walls and comprises 40-
50% of the dry weight of woody plants.4 It is the major load bearing compo-
nent in the woody cell wall. Although the structure of cellulose is well
documented, many aspects of its organization in situ are poorly understood.
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Structure
Chemically, cellulose is defined as poly-1,4-3-D-anhydroglucopyranose.
It is generally thought that the cellulose chains exist in an extended form
and the anhydroglucose rings assume a chair conformation. 107 The methine
bonds are perpendicular to the rings and chain axis while the heavy atom
linkages are equatorial. The 0-1,4 linkage results in a stiff, ribbon-like
molecule that is suitable for forming fibrils via hydrogen bonding.
It has been observed that there is a distinct supramolecular ordering to
the polysaccharides into stranded aggregates. These aggregates are collec-
tively known as fibrils. A qualifier is usually attached to this term to
designate the size of the structure, e.g., microfibrils (Figure 5).
The microfibrils are thought to consist of cellulose crystallites
surrounded by paracrystalline cellulose and hemicelluloses. The axis of
the cellulose chain is parallel to the axis of the fibrils as shown in
Figure 5.
The cell wall is comprised of several concentric layers. In each of
these layers, the orientation of the fibrils is different (Figure 6). The
orientation ranges from a random arrangement (primary cell wall layer) to
highly ordered (secondary cell wall layers - S1_3).
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Figure 5. Microscopic and submicroscopic structure of celTuTose.5
The cellulose content varies with type of plant and the developmental
stage. Primary cell walls usually contain 1-10% cellulose while secondary













Figure 6. Cell wall organization showing microfibrillar patterns. 108
The crystallographic form of cellulose synthesized by bacteria and plants
is cellulose I. The degree of polymerization (DP; number of glucose residues
per molecule) varies depending on the species and location. The DP of cotton
cellulose has been estimated to range from 2,000-6,000 in the primary wall and
to average about 14,000 in the secondary wall. Similar secondary wall values
are reported for wood. In the secondary wall of the algae, Valonia, a more
homogeneous DP of 18,000 has been found.109
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The width of the microfibril varies among different organisms and states
of development. Quince seed mucilage microfibrils of low crystallinity have a
width in the range of from 1 to 1.5 nm110 whereas in Valonia the microfibrils
are highly crystalline and are about 25 nm wide.111 The microfibrils can
aggregate into larger fibrils, e.g., the bundling of 5.6 nm cotton microfi-
brils into 60-360 nm macrofibrils.
The debate continues about the substructure of the microfibrils. Various
models have been proposed to account for amorphous and crystalline regions in
native cellulose. Generally, variations on three basic concepts have been
proposed. These concepts are:
1. Continuous chains pass through alternate crystalline and
paracrystalline regions along the length of the fibril,
2. Crystallites alternate with paracrystalline regions throughout the
width of the fibril,
3. A generally continuous lattice is interrupted by distortions such
as those that would occur at randomly located chain ends.
(For a review of these various models, see reference 112.)
Organization
Many different methods exist for probing the organization of cellulose in




Microscopy with polarized light was introduced as an analytical method
about one hundred years ago, and has since become an important tool in the
study of submicroscopic organization. Early studies revealed that the cell
wall is optically birefringent, i.e., the index of refraction varies with
direction.6,7
Bailey113 observed that regions of the cell wall differed in brightness
when viewed between crossed polarizers. He concluded from these studies that
the cell wall was a layered structure and that the orientation of cellulose
(chain axis) varied within each layer.
Page 114,115 developed a quantitative method for measuring fibril angle by
utilizing the birefringent properties of the cell wall. He showed that there
was a correlation between fibril angle (in effect the angle formed by the
chain axis and the fiber axis) and fiber properties.
Muggli et al.116,117 derived a theoretical model to predict the
intensity distribution of scattered (laser) light from individual wood fibers.
They showed that three distinct refractive indices are required to describe
the cell wall. Based on these studies, they concluded that both chain axis
and methine (CH) bond orientation exist in a fiber cell wall.
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Diffraction Methods
X-ray diffraction studies can provide information on crystallite size,
shape, perfection, and also can be used as a method of material identifica-
tion. Sisson et al.118 ,119 utilized X-ray diffraction to measure the average
cellulose chain axis orientation in fibers. In addition to providing a meas-
ure of the angle between chain and fiber axes, their method also provided
information concerning the dispersion in the cellulose orientation.
X-ray diffraction studies also revealed that the orientation of the
cellulose chains was the same as the orientation of the fibrils seen micro-
scopically. It was concluded from this observation that the axis (chain axis)
of the cellulose crystallites was parallel to the fibril axis. 120
Electron Microscopy
Electron microscopy, particularly transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
has been used extensively in the study of cell wall structure. Although TEM
per se provides no direct information about cellulose orientation, when com-
bined with X-ray diffraction and wet chemistry, it is possible to deduce the
composition and organization of the microfibrils.6'7' 119
Various schemes have been proposed for cellulose organization. 6'7'50'5 1
Some authors favor a lamellar organization, while others favor a fibrillar
one. (The term lamellae is used to indicate layers of fibrils having the same
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orientation.167) TEM micrographs of the cell wall indicate that cellulose
organization is fibrillar. This orientation is thought to imply a random
orientation of the methine bonds.6, 7'121, 122 (Although this is not the case
for Valonia, the walls appear fibrillar but diffraction studies indicated that
methine bond orientations are not random.6'7'121,1 22 ) This lack of consensus
may be due to different sample preparation techniques. Ths results in elec-
tron microscopy are heavily dependent upon the care exercised in sample prepa-
ration.6
Spectral Studies
Infrared, Raman, and recently NMR spectroscopy have been used to study
cellulose organization (infrared, Raman and two-dimensional Fourier transform
NMR) and crystal structure and morphology (13C NMR).
Infrared spectroscopy per se has not been used to establish the
crystal structure of cellulose and its conformation, although it has aided in
conformational studies by providing information about hydrogen-bonding pat-
terns. 123 It has been valuable in establishing the orientation of components
in the cell wall.
Morikawa et al.124 have carried out an infrared analysis of pea stems.
Their polarization spectrum measurements of the cell wall indicated that the
noncellulosic polysaccharide matrix, as well as cellulose microfibrils have an
oriented structure. It was further found that this organization changes
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during extensive growth, as well as upon mechanical extension of the walls.
Recently, Raman spectroscopy has been used to investigate cell wall
organization in native wood fibers. 10, 125 With the use of a Raman microprobe,
it was possible to look at domains as small as 1 micron. These studies by
Atalla and Agarwal provided direct evidence for the organization of cellulose
in the secondary wall. It was found that the pyranose rings of the anhydro-
glucose repeat units are preferentially oriented in planes perpendicular to
the fiber cross section. The methine bonds, on the other hand, were found to
be preferentially oriented in planes parallel to the cross section. In this
same study, the authors also investigated compositional variability within
wood fibers. They found the relative amount of cellulose varied in different
locations of the secondary wall.
More recently, Wiley12 6 found that cellulose methine bonds are
arranged randomly in the plane parallel to the fiber cross section. This
study was carried out on both ramie and cotton fibers. He speculated that
this arrangement would also hold for wood fibers.10 It may be that the crys-
tallites are oriented randomly in a single microfibril or, alternately, that
they are oriented nonrandomly, but the microfibrils have a random orientation
in the lateral direction.
Hatfield, Sardashti, and Maciel1 93 reported on the results of an experi-
ment using two-dimensional Fourier transform NMR to investigate the molecular
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order of cellulose (and lignin) in Eucalyptus polyanthemus wood. They found
that there was no net molecular orientation order of cellulose and lignin over
a macroscopic volume of about 0.9 cm3. (To put this number in context, if the
volume were a cube, it would be about 9600 microns on a side. A typical
Eucalyptus fiber has a length of 600-700 microns and a 16-21 micron diameter.)
The authors do point out that "it may be true that a high degree of molecular
orientation order exists for cellulose and lignin within each subdivision of
the cell wall ultrastructure, but if that is the case, then the results re-
ported here show that the microscopic orientational characteristics of various
subdivisions must be sufficiently randomized over a 0.9 cm3 sample to yield a
zero degree of, i.e., no net, molecular orientational order in the macroscopic
NMR experiment." Their results seem disturbing in light of the unquestionable
gross order for cellulose in wood. It is conceivable since they were looking
at a macroscopic volume (primary and secondary cell wall layers), that a
preferential chain axis orientation of cellulose would not be manifested,
i.e., the various fibril angles (chain axes) of the different cell wall layers
are sufficiently randomized on the macroscopic level to effectively mask the
known cellulose order on the microscopic level.
VanderHart and Atalla 278 280 have used solid-state 13C NMR to investigate
the microstructure of native celluloses. They proposed that native celluloses
are composites of two crystalline forms occurring in different proportions.
They designated these IQ and It. Their studies suggested that higher plants
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celluloses, like cotton and ramie, were rich in Io while the Ia content was
appreciable if not dominant in the algal celluloses and the bacterial cellu-
lose obtained from Acetobacter xvlinum. These results in conjunction with
Raman spectroscopy studies28 1 led the authors to the conclusion that the Ia
and IB forms of cellulose represented lattices with nearly identical conforma-
tions of the heavy atom molecular skeletons, but with different hydrogen
bonding patterns.
Biogenesis
Biogenesis includes the correlation of biosynthesis with the organelles
and functions of the cell, as a programmed sequence of events that is respon-
sible for division, growth, and the differentiation processes.1 27 This corre-
lation therefore involves not only the production and molecular properties of
cellulose, but also the architecture and function of the cell wall.
Polymerization
Biological and biochemical experiments have shown that cellulose biosyn-
thesis is not a direct enzymatic polymerization of monosaccharides, but an
enzymatic transfer reaction in which the activated glucose is transferred to
an acceptor.128 Figure 7 shows this process.
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Enzyme
(Glc)n + Nu-P-P-Glc - > (Glc)n+1 + Nu-P + P
Acceptor Donor
Substrate
Nu ... Nucleoside P ... energy-rich phosphate group
Figure 7. Enzymatic transfer reaction of glucose.128
Much research has been directed towards determining which nucleoside-
diphosphate-glucose is involved in cellulose synthesis. Both guanosine-
diphosphate-glucose (GDP-glucose) and uridine-diphosphate-glucose (UOP-
glucose) have been implicated in higher plants. The evidence does not une-
quivocally discriminate between the two alternatives. Current opinion favors
UDP-glucose as the sugar donor in higher plant cellulose synthesis129; GDP-
glucose is probably involved in the formation of heteropolysaccharldes such as
xyloglucan and glucomannan in the Golgi apparatus.130 There is very little
known about the enzymatic steps and intermediate compounds beyond activated
glucose and the polymeric cellulose molecule.
Formation Of Microfibrils
The discovery that the bacteria, Acetobacter, forms extracellular pelli-
cles of cellulose raised questions as to the processes involved in the forma-
tion of the microfibrils and the extent to which they are influenced by cell
organelles or carried out by exogenous chemical interactions and mechanical
forces. Ohad et al.131 suggested that the steps involved may be resolved
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into:
1. Polymerization of the activated, monomeric precursor to form
cellulose molecules of high molecular weight,
2. Transport of the molecule from the site of synthesis to that of
crystallization,
3. Crystallization or fibril formation,
4. Orientation of fibrils during deposition.
Step 1 was addressed in Polymerization. Regarding Step 2, the transport
of the basic molecules is still largely unknown. A lipid-D-glucose has been
postulated as the form of transport, which is thought to diffuse through the
cell wall. 132,133 This concept has been confirmed in bacteria and algae
(Protoheca zopfii)134, but it has not been possible to extend these results to
higher plants.
It has been suggested that the enzymes involved in the synthesis of
cellulose in Acetobacter are anchored to the cell membrane.135 In addition,
it was reported that cell-free extracts could incorporate D-glucose-1-14C into
water- and alkali-insoluble polysaccharides.133 The alkali-insoluble polysac-
charides consisted of aggregates formed from granules of variable size having
no well-defined units. It was contended on the basis of these data that
individual cellulose molecules are released at cell surfaces as an amorphous
or "prefibrous" material that diffuses into the medium and crystallizes to
form microfibrils without the necessity of extracellular enzymes.131 It was
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also believed that the orientation of the microfibrils was a mechanical proc-
ess. The foregoing implies that only the first step (the biosynthesis of
cellulose) takes place enzymatically.
An attraction of this theory and its earlier version, the "Intermediate
High Polymer Hypothesis"6'7'131 is that it could explain the formation of
amorphous areas in the microfibrils through the entanglement of the preformed
polysaccharide chain.
A number of researchers have contested this theory1 36-138 for a
variety of reasons. Regenerated or recrystallized materials generally adopt a
cellulose II structure whereas natural microfibrils show the crystalline
structure of cellulose I. Therefore, native fibrils could not be formed by a
crystallization process. A second reason for contesting this theory is that
cellulose molecules are highly insoluble in water and, as dispersed particles,
are unlikely to form well-defined microfibrils. One last reason given is that
under the microscope, it could be seen that the microfibrils grow at their
tips, which appear smooth and tapered, whereas under the conditions postulated
by the foregoing hypothesis, they should be splayed and uneven.132
An alternative to the intermediate-polymer theory is the "Endwise
Theory." It postulates the transfer or addition and crystallization of the
D-glucose units at the growing ends of the microfibrils.132 This theory
supposes simultaneous polymerization and crystallization as the insoluble
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polymer is formed. The idea of endwise synthesis is especially attractive as
a possible route for the formation of plant cell walls, as it would result in
the apposition of the fibrillar structure rather than deposition of the cellu-
losic materials. Although the "Endwise Theory" adequately answers the objec-
tives raised against the intermediate-polymer hypothesis, it faces some diffi-
culties of its own.132 One of these is that if the microfibrils contain
extended, parallel chains of cellulose, the two ends of the microfibril should
show different properties which they do not.137,139
Mechanisms Of Orientation In Cell walls
To what extent microfibril formation and orientation are carried out and
controlled by the living cell, or by inanimate, physical forces, are major
questions that have been extensively investigated and discussed.
One of the initial hypotheses concerning microfibril orientation
suggested that they are oriented by streaming of the flowing cytoplasm over
the cell wall.140 This hypothesis is not feasible because the plasmalemma
separates the cytoplasm from the cell wall.
Preston 136, in his ordered granule hypothesis, suggested that cellulose
microfibril directions might be determined by the closely packed order of
cellulose synthetase granules on the outer plasma membrane. This mechanism
could well account for certain specific angular changes between layers of
microfibrils, e.g., 60 degrees, 90 degrees, and 120 degrees. It seems unlike-
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ly that it could give rise to helicoidal structures that have been shown to
occur in the S1-S 2 and S2-S3 transition regions.141
A second hypothesis for a microfibril orientation mechanism is the mi-
crotubule hypothesis. 142 Microtubules become oriented in specific directions
just within the plasma membrane. They are thought to control the direction of
the extracellular cellulose microfibrils by somehow acting across the mem-
brane. Microtubules would thus be expected to lie parallel to the most re-
cently deposited layer of microfibrils. Hardham et al.143 found a second
group of microtubules oriented at an angle to the first group in leaf primord-
ia of Graptopetalum Daraguayense. They speculated the second group predicted
the direction of the next layer of microfibrils to be deposited. As with the
first theory, it is unlikely that such a mechanism could give rise to the fan
spread, i.e., helicoidal, structures.
A once popular hypothesis for orientation is the multinet growth hypothe-
sis of Roelofsen and Houwink.144 They proposed that new microfibrils are laid
down traversely to the direction of cell elongation. They subsequently become
reoriented by growth forces to end up more or less parallel to the length of
the cell. The major shortcoming of this theory is that it does not explain
the orientation of cellulose microfibrils in cells which are not expanding.
A fourth theory is the terminal complex hypothesis. Freeze-fracture
techniques have revealed that microfibrils may be associated with complemen-
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tary structures in the cell membrane. These are terminal complexes in the
outer (E) face of the membrane and rosettes in the inner (P) membrane face.
Mueller and Brown145 proposed that microfibril direction is controlled by
these complexes moving in the plane of the membrane and depositing (and
orienting) microfibrils in their wakes.
All of the above hypotheses delegate the problem of microfibril orienta-
tion control to the cortical region of the cytoplasm or to the plasma mem-
brane, i.e., they are all cell mediated processes. Several authors contend
that self-assembly mechanisms are the major determinants of microfibril
formation/orientation.
The existence of an organized system (template) for the production of
microfibrils has been suggested by Marx-Figini. 14 6 Kinetic experiments on
cotton cellulose and cellulose from Valonia showed that the degree of
polymerization during the biosynthesis of the secondary wall is independent of
conversion and reaction conditions. Based on this observation, she
hypothesized that the formation of cellulose macromolecules in the secondary
wall was controlled by a template or structural mechanism. She stated that,
"although the degree of polymerization is genetically controlled, morphology
and crystal structure are completely independent from the process of biosyn-
thesis and seem to be only a consequence of the molecular properties of
cellulose". 146
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Neville et al. 147 gave the details of such a self-assembly process in
trying to explain helicoid (fan spread) structures in plant cell walls. They
envisioned the spontaneous positioning of new microfibrils onto the inner sur-
face of the previously deposited wall. The angle between consecutive layers
of microfibrils would be determined by the interaction of electrical forces.
They stated that these could involve asymmetric patterns of charges on the
microfibril surfaces and ionic species in the zone of apposition (periplasm).
Lignin
Lignin is the second most abundant biological material on the planet
(exceeded only by cellulose and hemicelluloses) and comprises 15 to 25% of the
dry weight of woody plants.148 Lignin performs multiple functions that are
essential to the life of the plant. These functions include: mechanical - it
provides rigidity to the lignified plant cell wall, chemical - it acts as an
antioxidant and confers resistance against the effects of oxidants, ionizing
radiation, etc., and biological - it protects the plant against effects of
pathogenic microorganisms4'6, 7'282. In addition to these major known func-
tions, lignin may have other key functions which are not recognized at this
time. Comparatively little is known about the structure and reactions of the
biological molecule in situ despite the central role it plays in the structure
and physical nature of plants.148,149
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Structure
Lignin has been described as a three-dimensional network polymer which is
deposited between the cells and throughout the cell wall 1 50 . It is comprised
of a variety of phenylpropane monomeric units (Figure 8) that are coupled
together irregularly through an assortment of carbon-carbon and ether link-
ages. 15 1 The final step in the biosynthesis of lignin is probably not enzyme
catalyzed but due to radical coupling reactions, which accounts for the
"randomness" of lignin's structure. 1 52 (This view of random coupling of the
lignin precursors is not shared by all lignin chemists. Some scientists
believe lignin may have a very ordered nature which is similar to cellulose
and proteins. 24 5)
y-Cg-
_I 1: R' = R' = H
| ! II: R' = OCH,, R = H
a--C'- 111: R' = R' = OCH,
OHROH
Figure 8. Phenylpropane monomeric unit. 150
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Attempts have been made to classify lignin(s) according to its composi-
tion. Gibbs 155 recognized two main classes: guaiacyl and guaiacyl-syringyl
lignins. Guaiacyl lignin is composed principally of coniferyl alcohol units
(3-methoxy-4-hydroxycinnamyl alcohol) while guaiacyl-syringyl lignin contains
monomeric units derived from both coniferyl alcohol and sinapyl alcohol (3,5,
dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamyl alcohol). 152 In general, the guaiacyl type of
lignin is present in the gymnosperms (softwoods) and the guaiacyl-syringyl
type is present in the angiosperms (hardwoods).
The nature of the lignin polymerization reactions results in the forma-
tion of a three-dimensional, highly branched, interlocking network of essen-
tially infinite molecular weight. This network surrounds and encrusts the
polysaccharide fibers in the cell wall, physically connecting each individual
cell to its neighboring cells. Covalent linkages between lignin and polysac-
charides further cross-link and strengthen the lignocellulose matrix.
153 As a
result, it's simply not possible to remove lignin from plant tissue without
seriously degrading its structure in the process. Virtually everything known
about the chemical structure of lignin has come to light through the study of
partially degraded lignin fragments isolated from lignocellulosic materials
after chemical or mechanical treatments. These fragments typically have low
molecular weight, are soluble in simple organic solvents, are modified chemi-
cally, and lack many physical, mechanical and chemical properties of lignin in
situ.150
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Many lignin investigators have tried to ascertain the chemical structure
of the lignin macromolecule. Freudenberg and coworkers pioneered the study of
its structure.27 By chemical investigations, they were able to formulate a
structural model of Picea lignin. The largest softwood lignin structural
model was evaluated by simulating lignin formation by computer. The most
recent concept of this model (Glasser and Glasser1 54) is shown in Figure 9 and
is composed of 94 phenylpropane units, corresponding to a total molecular
weight of more than 17,000. The authors based their model on a wide array of
analytical information obtained from investigations of loblolly pine (Pinus
taeda) milled wood lignin.
Distribution
An early investigation of lignin distribution was conducted by Ritter.156
From the appearance of the residue after a 72% sulphuric acid treatment
(Klason lignin), he concluded that most of the lignin was located in the
intercellular layer (middle lamella). Bailey157 performed a microanalysis of
a fraction of the cell wall (middle lamella and primary walls of adjacent
cells). He determined the lignin content to be 71% on a weight basis.
Lange15 8, using ultraviolet microspectrophotometry, concluded that the
concentration of lignin was 73% in the intercellular layer and 16% in the
secondary wall. The lignin content was shown to decrease from the middle
lamella to the cell lumen in these investigations. In contrast, Ruch and
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Hentgartner, reported by Frey-Wyssling 159, using fluorescence microscopy
showed a uniform distribution in the secondary wall of jute fibers. These
results were echoed by Fergus et al.1 60 who found an approximately uniform
lignin distribution in the cell wall of Picea mariana.
The disparity between Lange's observations and those of later investiga-
tors has been attributed to the method of illumination, diffraction effects
and sample thickness. 159'1 61
Although the concentration of lignin in the middle lamella is higher than
in the secondary wall, most of the lignin is present in the secondary wall due
to its greater volume. 162 Thus for Picea, although the concentration of
lignin in the middle lamella (and primary wall) was four times that in the
secondary wall, 72% of the lignin was located in the secondary wall while only
28% was located in the middle lamella and primary wall (earlywood).
Saka et al.163 have used bromination followed by energy dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDXA) to determine lignin distribution quantitatively. They
found that compared to the results by UV microscopy, the ratio of lignin
concentration in the middle lamella to that in the secondary wall was signifi-
cantly lower. They attributed the discrepancy to different lignin reactivi-
ties to bromination; the secondary wall lignin was 1.70 times more reactive
than the middle lamella lignin.
Several researchers have investigated the organization of lignin. Stone
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et al.164 using electron microscopy, measured the change in cell wall dimen-
sions during delignification. They concluded from these studies that lignin
is arranged in tangentially concentric layers. Kerr and Goring1 65, on the
other hand, tend to favor an interrupted lamella structure where the dimension
of a given lignin (or carbohydrate) entity is greater in the tangential direc-
tion of the fiber wall than in the radial direction. In their study, they
treated thin wood sections with potassium permanganate. Densitometer traces
of electron micrographs of the stained sections indicated the lignin orienta-
tion.
In contrast to the above studies, Sacks and coworkers166 examined wood
in which the carbohydrate had been dissolved by acid and found no evidence for
lignin lamination. In addition, Heyn167 conducted an investigation of perman-
ganate stained wood sections. His electron micrographs show a uniform lignin
distribution in the cell wall.
Scallan168 proposed that the disagreement in the literature on cell
wall organization is related to the amount of swelling which occurred prior to
observation. He developed a model of cell wall organization which provided a
common explanation for the variety of observations. Figure 10 shows this
model. This structural model allowed for an essentially lamellar distribution
of cellulose, but a nonlamellar distribution of lignin. He suggested that if
the cell wall was swollen when lignification took place, the lignin would be
laid down in disc-shaped, tangentially oriented platelets.
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c(A)
Figure 10. The pattern of internal fibrillation of the cell wall with
progressive swelling, as might be expected from the
preferential cleavage of tangentially-oriented bonds. The




Atalla and Agarwal10,125 used Raman spectroscopy to investigate cell wall
organization in native wood fibers. Their studies provided direct evidence
for lignin organization in the secondary wall. They found that the aromatic
rings of the phenylpropane structural units are parallel to the plane of the
cell wall surface. However, they point out, there are regions in the cell
wall where this preferential orientation of the aromatic rings is not seen.
In the same study, compositional variability within cell walls was investigat-
ed. It was found that a substantial variation in lignin content occurred in
the secondary wall.
Recently, Terashima195,196 investigated the higher order structure of
protolignin in the cell wall of tree xylem. It was shown by the application
of improved tracer methods that lignin was never formed solely in the absence
of carbohydrate and that the kind of carbohydrate greatly affected the growing
process of the lignin macromolecule. He suggested that anisotropic shrinkage
of the random structure of lignin chemically bonded to the hemicellulose gel
in the later stages of cell wall formation may cause lignin's aromatic ring to
become oriented. He speculated that the aromatic ring orientation seen by
Atalla and Agarwal10,125 could be explained by this anisotropic shrinkage of
the swollen honeycomb structure of the lignin - hemicellulose gel. (This is
an alternative mechanism for orientation to that proposed by Atalla where the
cause is believed to be the adsorption on cellulose microfibrils.196)
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Lignification
Lignification, i.e., the deposition of lignin, is an important aspect in
the differentiation of the plant cell wall. This deposition results in cell
walls that are extremely rigid and resistant to stress, less permeable to
water, and more resistant to pathogenic degradation.7 ,169, 170 Many techniques
exist for investigating lignin deposition. They include the use of specific
stains, ultraviolet (UV) microscopy, autoradiography, and scanning electron
microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM-EDXA). (Lignification be-
comes somewhat operationally defined when using these various techniques. For
example, autoradiography is used to study the deposition of lignin precursors
whereas UV microscopy is used to investigate the deposition of UV absorbing
material [280 nm] and although both techniques are used to study lignifica-
tion, the "lignin" that they detect may not be identical.)
In an early study on Pinus radiata, Wardrop1 7 1, using UV microscopy,
suggested that lignification was initiated in the cell corner regions and then
extended to the intercellular layer (middle lamella) and primary wall. The
process continued towards the lumen through S1 , S2 , and S3 layers,
lagging behind cell wall formation. The same process of lignification was
shown to occur in Japanese larch (Larix leptolepis) by Imagawa et al.
using UV microscopy.172 One notable difference was that lignification was
found to take place initially in the middle lamella at the junction of the
tracheid cell corners.
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Potassium permanganate has been used for lignin detection by many in-
vestigators. 17 3- 17 6 Wardrop 17 3, using this technique, found that in Pinus
radiata the initial lignin deposition took place in the cell corner region of
the middle lamella. In some cases, the secondary wall revealed some lignin
although the primary wall was unlignified at this point. The process contin-
ued to spread through the middle lamella to the primary wall, and
subsequently into the secondary wall.
The use of this stain to follow the course of lignification has been
brought into question. A number of investigations have suggested that the
specificity for lignin is in doubt, and that the staining intensity is not
necessarily proportional to lignin content.1 77, 178
The pattern of lignification has also been studied using radioactive
precursors of lignin. Saleh et al.179 treated cuttings of Populus
trichocarpa, Pseudotsuga menziesil and Triticum vulgaris with tri-
tritiated ferulic acid. It was observed that the labeled lignin was first
deposited in the primary wall at the cell corners, and was followed by deposi-
tion in the intercellular layer. No lignin was detected in the secondary
wall, but in a later study by Fujita and Harada180 using di-tritiated ferulic
acid, lignin was found in the secondary cell wall of Cryptomeria iaponica.
The authors suggested that the failure of Saleh et al. to detect radioactivity
in the secondary wall may have been a consequence of the lower lignin concen-
tration in that region.
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SEM-EDXA techniques have been applied to the study of lignification in
loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) by Saka and Thomas.1 8 1 They found that the
process was initiated in the cell corner middle lamella and compound middle
lamella regions prior to S2 formation. A rapid deposition of lignin occurred
in these regions. When the middle lamella lignin concentration was approxi-
mately 50%, a more gradual deposition in the secondary wall commenced. The Si
layer was lignified first. The process continued through the SI to the S2 ,
lagging just behind cell wall formation. Finally, the 83 layer became
lignified. It was further found that the concentration of lignin was higher
in the S1 and S3 layers than the S2 layer.
A comprehensive study of the deposition of cell wall components in coni-
fer tracheids was undertaken by Takabe using a variety of techniques 132
Lignification was found to be initiated at the outer surface of the primary
wall in the cell corner just before S1 formation. Lignification of the
intercellular layer (middle lamella) and the outermost part of S1 was begun at
the cell corner in the S1 formation stage and gradually proceeded to the
unlignified intercellular layer and the outermost part of S1 , respectively.
Lignification of the primary wall occurred at the start of S2 formation.
Lignification of the secondary wall began at the outer part of S1 and proceed-
ed towards the lumen. Lignin accumulation occurred throughout the secondary
wall after S3 formation. It was also suggested in this study that there were
differences in lignin between the compound middle lamella and secondary wall;
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the former was found to be richer in the "bulk-polymer" while the later was
richer in the "end-polymer." These terms refer to how the monolignol is added
to the lignin molecule; all at once in the case of the "bulk-polymer" and slow
addition in the "endwise polymer" case.
Biogenesis
Several investigators have attempted to identify particular organelles
associated with the process of lignification. Wardrop 173 observed the
accumulation of vesicular structures between the plasmalemma and the cell wall
during lignification. Similar structures were observed by Hepler et al.174
between the plasmalemma and developing secondary thickenings of the primary
xylem of Coleus. Using tritiated cinnamic acid, Pickett-Heaps1 83 found that
the radioactivity was associated with the vesicles derived from the Golgi
apparatus and possibly from the endoplasmic reticulum.
Fujita et al.184 working with reaction xylem of Cryptomeria japonica
observed what appeared to be Golgi vesicles fusing with the plasmalemma. They
speculated that lignin precursors are synthesized and stored in the Golgi
vesicles and are incorporated into the wall by fusion of the vesicle membrane
and plasmalemma.
Takabe182 using tritiated phenylalanine observed Golgi bodies, Golgi
vesicles, and irregularly swollen smooth endoplasmic reticulum (s-ER) to be
associated with the radioactivity. He stated that these results suggest that
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the Golgi bodies and s-ER are involved in the biosynthesis and/or transport of
lignin precursors.
The final step in lignin biogenesis may not be enzyme catalyzed. The
enzymes that initiate lignin biosynthesis are dehydrogenases whose products
are free radicals of monomeric lignin precursors. These precursor radicals
polymerize spontaneously with other precursor molecules and existing lignin in
an autocatalytic radical chain reaction. 185 The random nature of this reac-
tion results in the formation of a three-dimensional, highly branched, inter-
locking network of essentially "infinite" molecular weight.
Cell Wall Architecture
There are two classes of questions that can be asked about the architec-
ture of plant cell walls. Detailed questions about the nature of the wall
polymers, how they are made, assembled, and cross-linked belong to the first
class. The second class of questions is harder to define. Questions about
the degree and significance of microheterogeneity within the wall, i.e., the
spatial distribution of the various cell wall components are included in this
class.
Compared with the increasing chemical literature in answer to the first
class of questions, answers to the second class are relatively few. There are
several reasons for this, but one major one has been the lack of highly
specific probes for cell wall components.
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Primary Cell Walls
Many models have been put forth to describe the three-dimensional struc-
ture of primary plant cell walls. Almost exclusively, they deal with the
bonding schemes of the various components. They do not address compositional
variability and, for the most part, spatial organization. And, of course,
lignin is not included in these models.
Albersheim and his colleagues18 6 presented a comprehensive model of the
primary wall. From their studies on suspension-cultured sycamore cells they
deduced the structure shown diagrammatically in Figure 11. The components of
the wall are all interconnected by covalent bonds with the exception of the
connection between cellulose and xyloglucan where hydrogen bonding occurs.
There have been questions expressed that their model is not acceptable in
terms of known wall properties, i.e., the bonding scheme accommodates cell
expansion but does not adequately provide for cell elongation.187
Monroe, Penny, and Raymond188 proposed a somewhat similar model (based
on data from lupin hypocotyls). This model was based on the known conforma-
tion of polysaccharides and on known wall properties. Their model overcame
some of the shortcomings of Albersheim's model, specifically in its ability to
accommodate bonds of the labilities (guanidinium thiocyanate- and potassium
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Figure 11. Structural model of the primary cell wall showing the major
components as well as their interconnections. This model was
based on data from suspension-cultured sycamore cells.186
The orientation of cellulose microfibrils has been indirectly addressed
in an article by Hayashi et al. 189 These authors suggested that, because of
the strong interactions between xyloglucans and cellulose microfibrils, it was
possible that the assembly of cellulose molecules into microfibrils could be
influenced by the availability of xyloglucans at the assembly sites. It has
been stated that this type of control of microfibril formation would have
marked architectural consequences.190
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An in-depth review on plant cell wall architecture has been prepared by
Varner and Lin. 190 It is principally concerned with primary cell wall
assembly, but does briefly mention lignification.
Secondary Cell Walls
The molecular architecture of woody cell walls is poorly understood. The
cellulose component has received a great deal of attention but very little is
known of the way in which the microfibrils are held together by the matrix
substances or how these themselves are bonded. It is known that some molecu-
lar chains of xylan and mannan are bound to the microfibrils and therefore lie
parallel to them.191 It has been claimed that the molecular chains of all
hemicelluloses lie parallel to the general run of microfibrils. 192 To this
extent, a model of the polysaccharide components of the wall would consist
merely of a set of parallel lines, the lines within the cellulose fibrils
being regularly spaced but not those outside them (hemicelluloses). (The
spacing is a reflection of the region's crystallinity; cellulose is considered
to be crystalline in the X-ray diffraction sense whereas hemicelluloses are
not.19 1)
As was stated previously, there is a lack of consensus about the organi-
zation of the components in the cell wall. It is still uncertain whether the
organization is lamellar, i.e., a layered structural organization, or not (fi-
brillar). A cell wall model which takes into account the presence of lignin
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was proposed by Fengel283 In this model, the cellulose fibrils are surrounded
by loosely packed hemicellulose molecules (Figure 12). The whole carbohydrate
complex is subsequently enclosed by a lignin matrix.
Cellulose .-Polyoses V' Lignin
Figure 12. Model of the association of cell wall components according
to Fengel. 283
Figure 13 shows two additional models of the supermolecular organization
of the woody cell wall. Figure 13a shows what Page 192 envisioned for the
structure of a softwood tracheid cell wall. In his model, hemicelluloses are
oriented parallel to the cellulose fibrils and form a single cocrystallized
layer around them. (He speculated that the hemicelluloses perform a structural
function by providing a link between cellulose and lignin and thus serve as
"coupling agents".) Page's model is not appreciably different from that pro-
posed by Fengel mentioned above. The concept that he put forth was that
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hemicelluloses function as coupling agents between cellulose and lignin and
thus he added a rationale to the structural models of softwoods that was
previously lacking.
More recently, Kerr and Goring1 65 proposed an interrupted lamella model
for the arrangement of the major components as shown in Figure 13b. Their
model consists of layers of cellulose-hemicelluloses blocks interrupted in the
radial and tangential directions by lignin-hemicelluloses blocks. The model
finds some support in the proposal by Scallan. 168 He suggested that if the
cell wall was swollen when lignification took place, lignin would be laid down
in disc-shaped, tangentially oriented platelets (Figure 10). These platelets
are similar to the lignin blocks proposed in the interrupted lamella model.
The interrupted lamella model, although widely published, is not without
its opponents. Data obtained from a study of cell wall architecture by Ruel
and Barnoud1 94 did not agree with the Kerr and Goring model. The authors used
the fungus Phanerocheate chrysosporium to degrade the cell wall in spruce wood
which permitted the electron microscope visualization of the lignin network.
They observed lignin threads 3 to 5 nm in width (as a minimum) mixed with
cellulose fibrils but were unable to determine if lignin was continuous or not
under their conditions of observation. They noted that their data did not
agree with the Kerr and Goring cell wall model. In particular, the longitudi-
nal sections did not show the predicted images corresponding to lignin lamel-


















Figure 13. Woody Cell Wall Models. (a) Model for the structure of the
softwood tracheid cell wall as proposed by Page.192
(b) Pictorial representation of the interrupted lamella model
for the ultrastructural arrangement of lignin, cellulose and
hemicellulose in the wood cell wall by Kerr and Goring. 16 5
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more in line with an earlier proposal of Goring150 where lignin is made in
situ of a network of short, linear and reticulated chains. (Goring's concept
is similar to the lignin network depicted in Figure 13a.)
It has been stated that "an accurate cell wall model must eventually take
into account ... orientation of wall components, detailed structure of wall
polymers, and the nature of bonds between components. Our knowledge of
(primary) cell wall structure is at the moment too inadequate to allow the
models proposed now to be other than working hypotheses".188 It should be
added that compositional variability both within and between fibers is another
facet that must be included to further our understanding of the architecture
of the cell wall.
THEORY
The last major part of the Introduction provides the reader with the
theoretical background that is needed to understand certain aspects of this
thesis. The principles of photochemistry are discussed in the first part of
this section, while the Raman scattering process and Raman band enhancement
effects are addressed in the second.
Principles Of Photochemistrv11 '12,48
Photochemistry is the study of the physical or chemical processes which
occur in molecules upon the absorption of UV-visible radiation. All photo-
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chemical processes are governed by four photochemical laws:
1. The law of Grotthus and Draper1 1 states that a photochemical reaction
may occur only if light of sufficient energy is absorbed by the
system.
2. The law of Stark, Einstein, and Bodenstein 11 states that in the
primary step of a photochemical reaction sequence, each photon or
quantum absorbed activates only one molecule (this ignores biphotonic
excitation).
3. The absorbed photon has a certain probability of populating either
the excited singlet or triplet state.
4. The lowest excited singlet and triplet states are the starting
levels of most organic photochemical processes.
Photochemical processes usually occur in two stages:
1. Primary photochemical reaction. This reaction is directly due to
the absorbed photon and involves electronically excited states.
2. Secondary photochemical reactions (dark reactions). These are the
reactions of the various chemical species, i.e., radicals, radical
ions, ions and electrons, which are produced by the primary photo-
chemical reaction.
When a molecule absorbs electromagnetic radiation (light) and becomes




E = E2-E 1 = h1 = - = hcV [i]
where: E2 = energy of the excited state molecule after light absorption,
E1 = energy of the ground state molecule before light absorption,
h = Planck's constant = 6.626x10-34 Joules-sec.,
V = frequency of radiation (sec.-I),
x = wavelength of radiation,
c = speed of light = 3 x 108 meters/sec.,
V = wavenumber of radiation = 1/\.
For most organic molecules, the energy difference between the ground and
excited states of lowest energy is such that the wavelength of absorbed
radiation falls in the ultraviolet-visible region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Some typical values for the energy of UV-visible radiation are
given in Table 2. This energy is comparable with bond dissociation energies
in organic molecules and in certain inorganic molecules (Figure 14).
Photoexcited molecules are highly energetic and although this facilitates
chemical reaction, these molecules are short-lived and can often lose their
excess energy and return to the stable ground-state before reactions can
occur. The possible paths for the deactivation of an excited state are shown
in Figure 15. The first three paths (left-to-right) are intramolecular deac-
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tivatlon processes whereas the latter two are intermolecular. The intramolec-
ular processes are further divided into radiative and non-radiative processes.
The intramolecular processes and intermolecular deactivation processes occur
concurrently and thus the likelihood of a photochemical reaction is dependent
upon the rates of intramolecular energy dissipation processes as compared to
the rates of chemical reaction.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the spectral energies in the ultraviolet-visible
region with bond dissociation energies. 12
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Figure 15. Possible paths for the deactivation of an excited state.12
The deactivation processes are best illustrated by a modified "Jablonski"
diagram (Figure 16). Absorption (A) of a photon leads to the formation of an
excited singlet state (S1). Generally one of the higher vibrational levels of
that state will become excited. Rapid deactivation occurs by vibrational
cascade (B) or internal conversion (C) to the lowest vibrational level of the
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Ground state singlet VC : Vibrational case
First excited singlet IC : Internal convert
Second excited singlet FL : Fluorescence
First excited triplet PH : Phosphorescence













Once deactivated to its first excited singlet state, several paths exist
for the molecule to return to its initial ground state. It may lose its
excess energy by a radiative emission process known as fluorescence (D).
Deactivation by non-radiative processes are also possible. Internal conver-
sion (E - a spin-allowed transition between two states of the same
multiplicity) to the ground state may occur or, alternatively, intersystem
crossing (F - a spin-forbidden transition between two states of different
multiplicity) is possible. If a vibrationally excited triplet state is
formed, it is rapidly deactivated to the first excited triplet state (T1 ).
Subsequent deactivation occurs either by intersystem crossing (G - the excess
energy is converted to the thermal energy) or by a radiative process referred
to as phosphorescence (H).
Energy transfer to an acceptor molecule or chemical reaction are also
possible deactivation mechanisms. Energy transfer normally takes place from
either the S1 or T1 state of the donor with the formation of an S1
or T1 state of the acceptor. Energy transfer is commonly referred to as
quenching because, if it is sufficiently rapid, all excited state molecules can
be deactivated, and thus fluorescence or phosphorescence will be quenched.
Chemical reaction can also occur from either the S1 or T1 state, and
includes such processes as internal rearrangement, fragmentation, and
reactions with other molecular species in the system. These processes can
result in the formation of free radicals, which are very reactive and can
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participate in secondary photochemical reactions.
For a detailed discussion of the mechanisms of photophysical processes
and photochemical reactions in polymer systems, see Rabek.48
Raman Scattering
Overview198-202
Raman scattering was first observed in India in 1928 by C.V. Raman. The
Raman effect arises from the interaction of the incident light with the
electrons in the illuminated sample and results in changing the molecule from
its initial vibrational state to a different vibrational state.
When a molecule interacts with light, the electric field of the photons
will exert oppositely directed forces on the electrons and the nuclei. As a
result, the electrons will be displaced relative to the nuclei and the polar-
ized molecule will have an induced dipole moment caused by the external field.
The induced dipole moment P is proportional to the electric field E:
P = aE [2]
The proportionality constant a is the polarizability of the molecule, i.e.,
the ease with which the electron cloud of the molecule can be distorted.




P = Eacos2'rt' 0t + 3Q i=l Qo [3]
X [cos2nr(r 0 + ,)r + cos 27(vo - v,)]
where: V0 = excitation frequency,
V1 = vibrational frequency of molecule,
t = time,
N = number of atoms in the molecule,
Qt = normal coordinates.
The first term refers to Rayleigh scattering (elastic) which is light
unshifted in frequency. If for a particular vibration the polarizability of
the molecule changes, then Raman scattering (inelastic) occurs and the
incident light frequency is shifted to a higher value (2nd term - antiStokes
scattering) and a lower value (3rd term - Stokes scattering). At normal room
temperatures, Stokes Raman scattering is more intense and thus is routinely
studied and implied in Raman spectroscopy.
Equation 2 is valid for molecules with isotropic polarizability and
states that the induced dipole moment P is parallel to the electric field
vector E. In general, this is not true as the polarizability of most
molecules is anisotropic and the induced dipole moment points in a different
direction than the electric vector. The polarizability should, therefore,
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properly be expressed as a symmetric matrix (tensor), and equation 2 thus
becomes:
Px = axxEx + axyEy + axzEz
Py = ayxEx + ayyEy + ayzE [4]
Pz = azxEx + azyEy + azzEz
where x, y, and z are the axes of an arbitrary coordinate system. This
expression relates band intensity (proportional to the square of the induced
dipole moment for the vibration) to molecular orientation. It is possible,
therefore, to infer information about molecular organization by observing the
effect of the polarization of the incident light on Raman band intensities.
Band Enhancement
It has been known for some time that the Raman intensities of certain
molecular vibrations are sensitive to both excitation frequency and conjuga-
tion. The first effect is usually termed resonance Raman enhancement (RRE),
while the latter is referred to as conjugation enhancement (CE).
- Preresonance Raman Enhancement 99 -204
When a molecule is excited with incident light whose frequency is within
an electronic absorption band, the intensity of some Raman lines is greatly
enhanced.- This effect (RRE) is due to the coupling of electronic and vibra-
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tional transitions and was first predicted by Placzek20 3 and later confirmed
by Shorygin.20 4
In resonance Raman scattering, the energy of the incident photons
coincides with that of an electronic transition. When their energy is close
to but not higher than an electronic excitation level of a molecule, the
process is referred to as preresonance Raman scattering (PRRE).
The reason for the enhancement can be seen in a theoretical quantum-
mechanical expression for the Raman scattering tensor aij. This tensor is
viewed classically as the molecular polarizability and is proportional to the
scattered light intensity. The expression is given by:
I (M)ne(M;) , (M),,e(M')L [5]
; ,,„,N =P - P + T I + v, + r7,
where i and j refer to the orthogonal coordinate directions x,y, or z, V0 is
the excitation frequency, Ve is the frequency of the transition between the
ground and excited electronic state, Vs is the scattered (Raman) frequency,
and ire is a damping term related to the width of the excitation state Ve.
The initial and final states of the molecule are represented by m and n,
respectively, and the (Mj)me and (Mi)en are electronic dipole transition
moments along the directions j and i, from the initial state of m to an
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excited state e and from e to the final state n. h is Planck's constant.
In the nonresonance region Vo << Ve and aij is independent of the
exciting frequency. When the incident laser frequency V0 approaches the
excited electronic transition Ve, the denominator of the right-hand side term
becomes very small (the damping term, ire prevents it from reaching zero) and
hence the polarizability element aij becomes very large, i.e., it is subject
to preresonance enhancement. This effect can effectively increase the Raman
band intensity by many orders of magnitude.
It is important to remember that there are no clear dividing lines be-
tween nonresonance, preresonance, and resonance Raman scattering. The inten-
sity of a Raman band is a function of the incident light frequency.
Conjugation Enhancement99- 106,199,204-206
Raman intensities of certain molecular vibrations are known to depend on
conjugation.99'205'206 Unfortunately, the theoretical background of Raman
intensities is not complete, and consequently, most approaches to understanding
the relationship between intensity and conjugation are semi-empirical in
nature.
Schmid et al.100-106 have taken this approach in their investigation
of Raman intensity and conjugation in aromatic compounds. In an early paper
they showed that the degree of band enhancement directly depended on the
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amount of pi-electron conjugation between the aromatic ring and substitu-
ents.100 In later papers, they attempted to quantify this relationship.
Empirical relationships were derived for intensity and (1) conjugation
length10 4, and (2) degree of planarity in conjugated systems.105
The reason for the enhancement can be inferred from molecular orbital
theory together with expressions for Raman intensity. According to molecular
orbital theory, conjugation results in the sharing of electrons when the
pi-bond is formed, i.e., the pi-electrons are delocalized throughout the
conjugated system. As the extent of conjugation increases, the electron
density distribution is altered further. Referring to the semi-classical
expression for Raman intensity below (Equation 6), conjugation must alter the
molecular polarizability (scattering tensor, aij) to influence Raman intensi-
ty. This variable (aij) relates to the ease with which the electron cloud of
the molecular can be distorted.




= intensity of incident light,
= frequency of scattered light,
= the components of the polarizability tensor.
In a conjugated system, therefore, the electron cloud may be more easily
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distorted. This seems reasonable in light of the fact that the electrons are
delocalized throughout the conjugated system. To understand this effect
further, the quantum mechanical expression for aij needs to be consulted
(Equation 5). For aij to increase, either the electric dipole transition mo-
ments must increase and/or the excited electronic transition frequency (Ve)
must decrease. It is known that as the extent of conjugation increases, the
energy difference between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) decreases, i.e., eg
decreases.21 0 The effect of conjugation on the electronic dipole transition
moments is harder to assess, so the magnitude of the effect is not known.
It thus is likely that conjugation enhancement is due to the change in
charge distribution brought about by conjugation (pi-bonds). This delocaliza-
tion of electrons allows the electron cloud to be more easily distorted by the
fluctuating electric field of the incident photons.
A consequence of increased conjugation is that as the wavelength of
maximum absorption is shifted to longer wavelength, the effect of preresonance
Raman enhancement is increasingly seen. Thus, while the preresonance Raman
enhancement contribution can be ascertained by using longer excitation wave-
lengths, the contribution specifically due to conjugation enhancement cannot
be determined with certainty.
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Local Temperature Determination At A Sample 199, 207 '20 9
Local heating due to high laser power densities in micro-Raman experiments
can easily result in damage or modification to the sample. Various techniques
exist to dissipate this thermal energy, such as sample immersion or the use
of a heat sink underneath the sample, but at high incident power levels, none
of these methods is entirely satisfactory.
A simple method to minimize this unwanted effect is to lower the incident
laser power level below the damage threshold. Unfortunately, the signal-to-
noise level drops because the intensity of the Raman scattered light, which
was low to begin with, is reduced further. In addition, thermal modification
may be occurring even though sample burning is not apparent. As will be
shown, by measuring the intensity of both Stokes (Is) and antiStokes (IAS)
lines for a particular vibration, the local temperature can be determined and
the optimum incident power level ascertained. Furthermore, this determination
has important physical-chemical implications.
The intensities of the Stokes and antiStokes lines depend on both the
ground and excited state population for a specific vibration. These popula-
tions, in turn, are dependent on the temperature of the sample. At thermal
equilibrium, the relative occurrence of the ground and excited states follows
the Boltzman distribution:
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IS/IAs < exp(hcVl/kT) [7]
where: h = Planck's constant = 6.626x10- 34 Joules-sec.,
c = speed of light = 3x108 meters/sec.,
V1 = absolute wavenumber of the band (represents the energy
difference between the excited and ground states),
k = Boltzman constant = 1.381x1023 J/K,
T = absolute temperature.
According to Hayes and Loudon20 7, the frequency dependence of the
Stokes and antiStokes scattering processes can be described by:
IS V0 (VO-V 1)3 [8]
IASO< V0(V0+v 1 ) 3 [9]
where: V0 = excitation frequency,
VO-¥1 = frequency of the Stokes band,
V0+V1 = frequency of the antiStokes band.
Combining equations 7, 8, and 9 results in the following expression:
(vo-V1 )3
IS/IAS = - exp(hcVl/kT) [10]
(VO+V9)3
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or solving for T:
hcV1 Is YO-1i
T(K) = - [ln(-)-31n( )]-1 [113
k IAS VO+91
Therefore, by measuring IS/IAs, one can determine the local temperature of the
sample due to the exciting laser beam using equation 11.
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EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The experimental program can be divided into two main parts. The first
part was exploratory in nature and dealt with understanding the decay of the
1595 cm-1 aromatic ring-breathing vibrational band of lignin during 514.5 nm
laser irradiation of water-immersed woody tissue. The investigation focused
on three general areas: understanding the cell wall marking that occurred
simultaneously with the 1595 cm- 1 band decline, Raman band enhancement effects
in woody tissue, and stabilizing lignin to 514.5 nm radiation. The experimen-
tal approach in this first part consisted of performing a specific experiment,
analyzing and interpreting the data, performing a subsequent experiment using
the knowledge gained from the preceding experiment(s), etc. The results of
this exploratory investigation are discussed in the PHOTOCHEMICAL EFFECTS IN
WOODY TISSUE section of the thesis.
The second part of the experimental program was concerned with the spec-
tral mapping of the organization of cellulose and lignin in the secondary cell
walls of softwood tracheids. The Raman band at 1098 cm-1 (chain axis) was
used to explore the organization of cellulose molecules while the 1595 cm- 1
band was used to determine lignin (aromatic ring) organization. By varying
the plane of polarization of the incident laser light relative to the cell
wall and observing the changes in the intensities of these bands, it was
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possible to argue for or against a particular orientation.10 (Two electric
vector lEVI orientations were used in this study: parallel to the long axis of
the cell wall and perpendicular to it.) In order to investigate the composi-
tional variability, the band intensities when the EV was oriented parallel and
perpendicular to the cell wall were added together for each component to
evaluate the total amount of cellulose/lignin in the particular domain. This
was done to ensure orientational effects did not confuse the situation.10
The second part of the experimental program consisted of two major steps.
The first step was to select an appropriate tree species to investigate.
Black spruce has traditionally been used in our laboratory for the Raman
microprobe study of plant cell walls. Due to its rather narrow (radial)
latewood single wall thickness, it was decided to choose another softwood
species with a larger wall thickness to use in addition to black spruce as
detailed in the EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS - SPECIES SELECTION section
of the thesis.
The second step dealt with choosing the location, pattern, number, and
spacing of the data collection points on the secondary cell wall. The loca-
tion of the data collection region was somewhat dictated by being able to
locate suitable areas on two adjacent fibers. The region needed to have a
relatively planar surface and be free of sectioning artifacts, have well
defined boundaries between the various morphological regions, and be of ade-
quate length to allow multiple sampling along the fiber's length. (The
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occurrence of rays crossing the fiber's long dimension at right angles com-
pounded this latter requirement.) In addition, the secondary single wall
thickness of the fibers in the selected region should allow for multiple point
sampling in their width direction. Thus, the locations chosen to investigate
for the two woody species were found by scanning the fibers through the micro-
scope and selecting regions which met the above criteria. The investigated
regions were close to the earlywood/latewood transition (the wall thickness
criterion) and somewhere in the middle two-thirds of the fiber's length. This
latter position was difficult to determine with any degree of certainty be-
cause the ends of the fibers were seldom observed.
The choice of the particular sampling pattern and number of data points
was somewhat arbitrary. Information obtained, time to acquire the data from
the grid of sampling points, and the effect of biasing the data from a neigh-
boring location (the sphere-of-influence of the laser beam on the lignin
macromolecule) entered into the decision. A 10 x 5 grid pattern was chosen
after consideration of the above items. This grid area included three dis-
tinct morphological regions: the S2 cell wall layer of one fiber, the compound
middle lamella (CML) between, and the S2 layer of the adjoining fiber. Ten
locations along (parallel to the fiber's longitudinal axis - "row") and two
(one for the CML) locations across (perpendicular to the axis - "column") each
fiber region were studied. (The black spruce data include an additional S2
row of ten data points. At this spacing it was observed that the photo-
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modified region surrounding the data points overlapped and it was decided to
reduce the number of S2 rows from three to two to minimize this. The grid for
black spruce is thus 10 x 6: 10 x 3 [S2], 10 x 1 [CML], and 10 X 2 [S2].)
The (along the fiber) spacing between the individual data points was gov-
erned on one extreme by the minimum step (increment) size of the motorized
microscope stage and on the other by the occurrence of suitable cell wall
regions of adequate length to accommodate the ten sampling points. One micron
was the smallest step size attainable with the motorized stage, but at this
spacing the sphere-of-influence of the laser beam, i.e., the photomodified
area, overlapped the neighboring data point. A t2.5 micron spacing was se-
lected as a compromise between keeping the data points close enough to each
other to achieve some degree of correlation and far enough apart so that
irradiation at one location did not unduly influence the neighboring location.
As was previously mentioned, it is possible to infer information about
molecular orientation by observing the effect of the polarization of the
incident light on Raman band intensities. Because of dichroism in the optics
of both the microscope and the spectrometer (these components may favor one
polarization direction over another), the rotation of the electric vector
relative to morphological features is usually accomplished by rotating the
sample. This was not practical for the mapping studies because of the sensi-
tivity of lignin to laser radiation and the difficulty in accurately position-
ing the sample after rotation. In lieu of sample rotation, electric vector
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rotation was accomplished by using a laser-line rotator - also known as a
half-wave retardation plate. (The half-wave plate is an optical element
typically made of mica or quartz that resolves the incident polarized beam of
light into two orthogonally polarized components and retards the phase of one
component by 180' relative to the other. The sum of the two emergent beams is
a beam with linear polarization but rotated twice the angle the incident
beam's electric vector made with the optic axis of the retarder. By changing
this angle it is possible to continuously adjust the plane of polarization of
the emergent beam.) In order to minimize dichroism introduced by this method,
a polarization scrambler was inserted into the optical path just prior to the
entrance slit of the spectrometer. This effectively made the spectrometer
insensitive to the plane of polarization. (It has been reported that the
scrambler may not be 100% effective due to the small diameter of the scattered
light beam.271)
The beam splitter in the microscope was another source of dichroism.
Here it was necessary to use a standard (toluene) to correct the spectra for
dichroic effects. The beam splitter is more efficient at reflecting light if
the incident electric vector is parallel to the plane of the beam splitter.
Because of this effect, the incident power at the sample was ~2.1X greater
when "perpendicular" spectra were recorded. In addition to this power effect,
another complication arose because the Raman scattered light must pass back
through the beam splitter. Depending on the orientation of the electric
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vector, the scattered light could be attenuated.
Due to the sensitivity of lignin to 514.5 nm radiation, the (EV) parallel
and perpendicular pair of spectra used to investigate orientation could not
be obtained from the same location. (The initial irradiation modified
the area in such a way that lignin orientation information was lost.) To
circumvent this difficulty, it became necessary to collect parallel informa-
tion from the first location, perpendicular from the next location, parallel
from the third, and so forth along the fiber. (A total of ten locations along
the fiber were investigated; thus "parallel" information was collected at
five locations and "perpendicular" information was acquired at the other
five). The distance between the orientation pair, i.e., electric vector (EV)
parallel and EV perpendicular, locations was approximately 2.5 microns.
In the previous cell wall organization studies using Raman spectroscopy,
the 0-D stretching band (2410 cm-1) of D20 was used as an internal standard.10
(The woody tissue samples were immersed in D20 rather than water.) It was
possible to include this band in the 1098-1595 cm-1 window because the micro-
probe used in these investigations was coupled to the Ramanor scanning mono-
chromator, and thus, the spectral region from 250 cm-1 to 3700 cm-1 could be
acquired at one time. This was not possible with the nonscanning Spex system
because only a 1000 cm-1 spectral window could be studied at one time (800-
1800 cm-1 was used for the mapping study). This necessitated using the ini-
tial laser power level as the (external) standard. (The Spectra Physics Argon
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ion laser had stabilization circuits which prevented wide exclusions in output
power level.) In addition to monitoring this power level, it was necessary to
focus the laser beam identically for all cell wall locations to minimize the
effect of focus on Raman scattered light intensity. In this way the absolute
rather than relative band heights were used in the analysis. Although the
methods used to standardize the spectra were not entirely satisfactory, it was
felt that any difference in results between the two standardization techniques
would be minor.
During the initial few minutes of 514.5 nm irradiation of wet woody
tissue, significant structural changes appear to be occurring to the lignin
macromolecule (the 1595 cm-1 band decay). Because a method could not be found
to adequately stabilize lignin to laser radiation, a methodology that mini-
mized the bias introduced by the photomodification of lignin was followed in
the mapping studies. This involved using a low laser power level (30 mW),
keeping acquisition time to a minimum, and attempting to treat each acquisi-
tion location identically. Even though the power level was shown not to have
a significant effect on the photomodification of lignin, a 30 mW power level
was used to minimize any effect it might have had on the decay. Because of
the more protracted 1595 cm-1 band decay in black spruce, the sections were
subjected to a mild acid-chlorite (AC) treatment prior to data collection.
(This treatment was shown to disrupt CE/PRRE of 1595 cm-1 band, but not alter
the percent lignin content. In several of the AC decay studies, the initial
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precipitous drop in 1595 cm-1 band intensity was not seen but only a gradual
decline in intensity during 514.5 nm laser exposure, while in others, the AC
decay curve was not significantly different from the control. (To what extent
this behavior was due to structural differences in the lignin macromolecule
was not known.) Thus, in an attempt to modify the initial drop, the black
spruce sections were treated with acid-chlorite.) Loblolly pine was not
subjected to a pretreatment because its 1595 cm-1 decay appeared to be almost
instantaneous.
The general cell wall region used in the mapping investigation was irra-
diated with a very defocused laser beam for one hour prior to the start of
data acquisition. This was done in an attempt to initiate the photochemical
reactions and thus reduce the magnitude of the background fluorescence.
Earlier experiments of this nature gave mixed results. (In some cases this
pre-data-acquisition irradiation reduced the background level by more than
half, while in other cases, the reduction was not as pronounced.)
INSTRUMENTATION
Raman Systems
A typical Raman spectrometer system consists of the following basic
components: (1) an excitation source, usually a laser; (2) optics for sample
illumination; (3) a double or triple monochromator; and (4) a signal process-
ing system consisting of a detector, an amplifier, and an output device. The
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Figure 17. Schematic of a laser Raman system.
To acquire a Raman spectrum, the sample, suitably mounted, is illuminated
by laser light. The collected scattered radiation is focused on the entrance
slit of the monochromator whose purpose is to disperse this radiation and
reject stray light. The light coming out the exit slit of the final mono-
chromator is collected and focused on a detector which converts photons into
an electrical signal after amplification. This signal (relative intensity)
along with the wavelength at which the signal was produced, is stored in
computer memory for signal averaging and post-acquisition processing. A
typical Raman spectrum is a plot of relative intensity vs. Raman wavenumber
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(wavenumber difference between the incident and scattered light).
Raman systems can be configured in two general ways depending upon the
nature of the information desired. The classification is based upon the size
of the data acquisition region, either macro or micro. The cutoff between the
two is somewhere arbitrary, but typically micro-Raman instruments employ a
microscope to deliver the incident radiation and collect the scattered light
while macro-Raman instruments do not.
Information from the two types of instruments is identical in the case of
homogeneous samples, but it is different with heterogeneous ones. In the
latter case, macro-Raman instruments provide information which represents an
average over all morphological features; the individual features which make up
this average are studied with micro-Raman systems.
Macro Studies
System
The macromode spectra in this investigation were acquired with an
Instruments SA Jobin Yvon Ramanor HG2S spectrometer system equipped with a
thermoelectronically cooled photomultiplier tube detector (PMT). A Tracor
Northern TN1500 data analyzer was coupled to the spectrometer to accumulate
spectral data and was used for post-acquisition processing.
Sample excitation was done using either the 514.5 nm line of a Spectra
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Physics argon ion laser (though occasionally the 457.9 and 488 nm lines were
used) or the 647.1 nm line of a Spectra Physics krypton ion laser. Laser
power levels varied depending on the sample and excitation wavelength, but
were typically between 100 and 200 mW after the plasma line rejection filter.
A 90-degree scattering geometry was employed, i.e., the incident laser beam
and the axis of the collection lens were 90 degrees to each other.
The entrance slits of the double monochromator were set at 400 (or 800)
microns which corresponded to a resolution of approximately 4 (or 8) cm- 1.
Spectra were scanned at a rate of 60 wavenumbers/minute and the dwell time was
1 second. The reported spectra are averages of two to twelve scans. The
spectral region between 250 cm-1 to 3700 cm-1 was studied.
High Pressure Sample Chamber
Laser-induced fluorescence from lignin-containing samples is a major
hindrance to obtaining good quality spectra. Two techniques have proven
effective in reducing this fluorescence. Water immersion was principally used
with the Raman microprobe studies of lignocellulosics while oxygen flushing
was used to study these samples using conventional (macromode) Raman
spectroscopy.244
For the macromode investigations, 30-micron radial sections of woody
tissue (air-dried) were mounted on a circular microscope coverslip by gluing
the four corners of the section. The sample was inserted into a specially
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constructed chamber designed to allow both gaseous flushing of oxygen and
pressurization to 50 psi (Figure 18). Windows in the chamber permitted the
focused incident laser beam to strike the sample and the scattered radiation
to enter the monochromator. Typically a sample would be flushed with molecu-
lar oxygen for approximately 10 minutes to purge the chamber of nitrogen.
Subsequently, the chamber would be pressurized to 50 psi oxygen and the irra-
diated sample left in this environment for 1 hour prior to data acquisition.
This technique reduced the background fluorescence level dramatically and
permitted the acquisition of high quality Raman spectra of woody tissue.244
The spectra typically represent an average over 2-3 growth rings. (Lignin
decay was not a problem. It has only been observed when the sample was wet.
In the dry state, sample burning was prevented by reducing the incident power
level and defocusing the incident beam. Care must be taken when exposing
organic compounds to focused laser radiation under high pressure oxygen as
rapid oxidation can lead to an explosion.)
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Figure 18. High pressure sample chamber.
Micro Studies
System
A recent innovation in Raman spectroscopy was the development of the
Raman microprobe. It is a combination of an optical microscope and a conven-
tional Raman spectrometer. The microscope system performs several key
functions. The first is to focus the laser beam down to a spot as small as
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one micron in diameter. A second function is to gather the scattered light
and direct it onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer. In addition, it
allows sample illumination with white light for viewing.
The Raman microprobe used in this investigation consisted of three basic
components: a Spex Triplemate 1877B spectrometer, a modified Zeiss WL re-
search-grade microscope coupled to the spectrometer, and a Tracor Northern
TN6500 Optical Multichannel Spectroscopy System. The TN6500 system, in turn,
consisted of a computer, detector interface, and a 1024 element intensified
silicon diode array detector. (Spectrometers based on multichannel detection
such as this are at least an order of magnitude faster than scanning systems
using photomultiplier tube detectors.)
Both the 514.5 nm line from a Spectra Physics argon ion laser and the
647.1 nm line from a Spectra Physics krypton ion laser were used for sample
excitation. Typically laser power levels were 100 mW after filter which
translated to approximately 5-10 mW at the sample.
Spectra were recorded using a Zeiss 100X oil-immersion objective with a
numerical aperture of 1.3 which gave a focused spot of approximately 1.5 mi-
crons in diameter. (Raman information is primarily being collected from this
1.5 micron region, although a small but unknown amount also comes from the
area immediately surrounding the focused laser spot.) Spectral resolution was
set to approximately 8 cm- 1 . The reported spectra were signal averaged;
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usually 100 scans were needed to obtain an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.
(Due to sensitivity of lignin to laser radiation, only 30 scans were signal
averaged for the mapping spectra. These 30 scans coupled with a 3-second
dwell time gave a total irradiation time of 90 seconds per spot. As a conse-
quence of this, the mapping spectra were noisy and required post-acquisition
processing to yield acceptable spectra. For a complete discussion of the
post-acquisition processing, see EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS - SPECTRAL
ENHANCEMENT.) A 1200 grooves/mm grating was used in the spectrometer stage.
With this grating, the spectral region from 800 to 1800 cm-1 could be dis-
played at one time.
Selection Of Microscope Objective
The proper choice of microscope objectives is an important consideration
in microprobe investigations. Most of our previous efforts have been done
with incorrect objectives; specifically, we used an oil immersion objective
requiring a coverslip in an aqueous environment with no coverslip. As a
result of this, resolution and light collecting efficiency suffered. Experi-
ments were conducted to determine the magnitude of this problem.
A water-immersed, 30 micron thick radial section from black spruce wood
was photographed using: (1) a Leitz 100X water immersion objective, 1.2 numer-
ical aperture (NA), and (2) a Zeiss 100X oil immersion objective, 1.2 NA,
coverslip required. In addition, Raman spectra were collected from three
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different areas in the secondary cell wall using these objectives.
The visible light micrographs revealed little difference in resolution
between the objectives. One reason for this was that both of these objectives
were designed for use with a coverslip and no coverslip was in the optical
path. When objectives are used in this manner, their image quality is apt to
suffer as a result of spherical aberration.226
While no difference in resolution was apparent between the two objec-
tives, the (scattered) light gathering efficiency of the water immersion
objective was substantially greater. Figure 19 shows the Raman spectra from
three different.areas in the radial (secondary) cell wall. The water immer-
sion objective was used for areas 1 and 3, while the spectrum from area 2 was
collected using the oil immersion objective. The spectra from areas 1 and 3
almost coincide, whereas the area 2 spectrum was approximately 36% lower in
intensity. A reason for this difference may be due to the objective's ability
to capture the highly scattered light rays from the sample. The objective
engineered for water immersion is better able to collect these highly diver-
gent rays (the angular aperture of the front element is larger and the light
gathering ability of a lens is related to its diameter).211 ,21 2
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Effect of Objective Type on the Raman Spectra
from a Spot Lying in the Latewood, Secondary Cell Wall of Black Spruce
0 200 400 600
100x Objective Diode Number
Sample Immersed in Water
1000
Figure 19. Raman spectra from a radial wood section of black spruce showing
differences in light gathering efficiencies between 100X oil
and water immersion objectives.
It has been said that an inexpensive objective used properly has the
ability to outperform a well-engineered, expensive objective used improp-

















objective was not made by any of the leading manufacturers. The Leitz objec-
tive, although engineered for water immersion, did require the use of a cover-
slip and was quite expensive. The Zeiss objective, although used in the wrong
environment with a coverslip, performed adequately. After a long search, an
obsolete Zeiss 100X objective (1.3 NA) which did not require a coverslip but
which was engineered for oil immersion, was located. Its resolution matched
or exceeded the Leitz objective and its light gathering efficiency was only
slightly less. This was the objective used in the present study.
Motorized Stage
Mapping of the cell wall components requires a well-engineered stage that
is capable of making accurate, reproducible steps (xy) as small as one micron.
In addition, rotation (e) capabilities are needed for orientation studies. At
the beginning of this thesis, a manual x,y,B stage was used in the laboratory.
While this stage was marginally adequate for studying isolated areas in the
cell wall, in-depth, systematic mapping was not feasible due to the difficulty
in accurately positioning the sample relative to the optical axis (the one-
micron probe area).
In order to overcome this problem, a custom modified motorized stage was
ordered from Ludl Electronic Product (LEP). A high quality Zeiss rotary stage
was used as the platform for xy motorization. Stepper motors were added to
this stage. These motors are micropositioning devices that drive a precision
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lead screw to generate linear motion. They were interfaced to a LEP MAC 1000
microcomputer positioning and control system. This controller allowed the
user to program scanning speed and step size (one micron was the minimum step
size). In addition, a proportional xy joy stick was provided which allowed
quick scanning of the sample.
Sample Holder
Water immersion has been found to minimize laser-induced fluorescence
from lignocellulosic samples.214 Traditionally, this was accomplished by using
a specially constructed cell and sandwiching the wet wood section between a
glass microscope slide affixed to the bottom of the chamber and a coverslip
with a hole in its center. A peripheral layer of silicon grease held the
coverslip, and thus the section, immobile.
The procedure provided a heat sink to dissipate energy absorbed by the
sample and resulted in high quality spectra due to the quenching of fluores-
cence. Unfortunately, the method used to immobilize the sample (silicon
grease) made it cumbersome to reuse the sample chamber, usually resulted in
broken drilled coverslips, and sometimes made it difficult to salvage the
sample.
Because of these shortcomings, a new sample chamber was designed. As
before, a flat-bottomed Pyrex beaker was glued to a microscope slide in a
manner that allowed transmitted light to pass through. On the inside bottom
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surface of the beaker, a circular glass slide (cut for a snug fit) was placed.
The wet sample was sandwiched between a circular coverslip, through which a
4 mm hole had been drilled, and the circular glass slide. Water was added into
the beaker until complete immersion of the sample took place. Instead of
using silicon grease to hold the coverslip stationary, a Teflon washer and
retaining ring were used. The washer's dimensions were such that it would
just fit inside the beaker and would also overlie the outer margin of the
coverslip, thus keeping the sample flat and holding both the sample and cover-
slip stationary. To prevent the coverslip from sliding under the washer, a
retaining ring was used. It was made from a 1.5 cm high Teflon tube which,
upon compression (of a longitudinal cut), would just fit inside the beaker.
After the region of interest was centered in the coverslip's hole, the ring
was pushed against the washer thus locking the coverslip and sample in posi-
tion. The use of the Teflon inserts allowed the chamber and drilled coverslip
to be reused with very little effort. In addition, the sample could be repo-
sitioned if necessary and easily removed for future use or micrographs.
Video Enhanced Microscopy215
To aid in the cell wall architecture investigations, the microprobe was
equipped with video enhanced microscopy (VEM) capabilities. In principle, a
video microscope is nothing more than a television camera and a video monitor
coupled to a light microscope. Enhancement of the image is made possible with
a digital image processor. The digitized video image can be manipulated to
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enhance image attributes such as contrast, signal-to-noise ratio, high or
low spatial frequencies, edge features, and shadow and highlight detail.
Using VEM makes it possible to bring out cell wall details which are difficult
to detect visually, and thus aid in the correlation of the Raman mapping data
with morphological features under study.
Components
Figure 20 shows the components of an idealized image processing system.
With our system, the signal from a Javelin JE2362 monochrome camera coupled to
the Zeiss microscope could be routed to either a Sony Trinitron color monitor
for direct viewing or an Imaging Technology PCVision plus frame-grabber for
digitization and further processing. The host computer was an IBM-compatible
Dell 386/20 MHZ machine. The images were stored on floppy disks and output to
a Mitsubishi P61U video copy processor. A For a crossline generator completed
the system. Its purpose was to superimpose a crossline on the video image.
This was useful for both aligning the laser beam relative to the Raman system
and locating particular cell wall features.
Software
Image processing hardware requires the existence of suitable applications
programs to transform the image processor from a special purpose computer into
a research tool. Image Pro II software from Media Cybernetics was used in
conjunction with the frame-grabber. Image Pro II operations could be accessed
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by easy-to-use menus incorporating hierarchical commands and interactive
windows, and they were mouse selectable.
IMAGE PROCESSOR
Figure 20. Block diagram of an idealized image processing system. ADC:
analog-to-digital convertor; DAC: digital-to-analog convertor.2 15
An example of the capabilities of this system is shown in Figure 21. It
shows a microscopic image of the earlywood-latewood transition in a radial
section of black spruce. After contrast adjustment, a horizontal edge
enhancement filter was applied to the image. Following this, the image was
pseudo-colored to bring out intensity differences. (It is important to remem-
ber that the colors are not indicative of height differences, but are the
result of assigning specific colors to intensity ranges. Notice that the
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compound middle lamella region (braided appearance)- and the striation-like
marking in the secondary wall are very apparent. The circular features at the








Figure 21. Enhanced video image of the earlywood-latewood transition in a
radial black spruce thin section.
Sample Movement
A serious problem which had plagued this study from the onset was sample
instability. In order to map the cell wall components at a micron level, it was
absolutely essential that the sample not move during the acquisition period.
During the initial stages of the thesis, the sample would drift in the micro-
scope's field-of-view by as much as 10 microns during a 15-minute period.
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Various simple methods were tried at first to alleviate this movement, but met
with little success.
Following this, more drastic steps were taken. The spectrometer coupling
and support stand for the microprobe were redesigned by the manufacturer, Spex
Industries. This helped the problem slightly. Additional supports for the
microprobe were tried, as well as isolating the system via a vibration
isolation table (Technical Manufacturing Corporation's micro-g series optical
table). These measures further reduced the movement, but did not stop it
entirely. The cause of the residual movement was finally tracked down to the
constrained expansion of the microscope stand caused by its heating when the
illuminator was turned on for short periods of time. The tungsten lamp
assembly was replaced by a fiber optic (cold light) illumination system. This
last corrective measure finally stopped the unwanted sample movement. This
information has been forwarded to Spex Industries to benefit other Spex micro-
probe users.
Assembled System Photograph
To conclude this section on microstudies, Figure 22 is included. It
shows the complete microprobe system. The laser, microscope, spectrometer,
and detector are shown in the upper part of Figure 22, while the lower photo-
graph includes the TN6500 spectral analysis system, motorized stage control-




Figure 22. Microprobe System.
(Upper) Laser, microscope, spectrometer, and detector;
(Lower) TN6500 spectral analysis system, motorized stage controller,
and video enhanced microscopy components.
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SPECIES SELECTION
Black spruce (Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P.) has traditionally been used
in our laboratory for the in situ Raman microprobe studies of plant cell
walls. 10 Due to its rather narrow (longitudinal) latewood single wall
thickness (2-4 microns) it was decided to choose another species with a larger
wall thickness to use in addition to black spruce in the mapping studies.
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) was chosen for a number of reasons. It
was anatomically optimum, i.e., its fibers have thick latewood secondary walls
(7-9 microns)216 and few pits are present.4 In addition, it has been thor-
oughly researched with regard to anatomy, deposition of the various
components, etc.216,217
Most of the results reported for black spruce were from samples taken
from the main stem of a 57-year-old tree which measured 19 cm D.B.H. and that
was grown in northern Wisconsin. The results reported for loblolly pine were
from samples taken from the main stem of a 60-year-old tree grown in South
Carolina. (In both instances, the samples were representative of normal
wood.)
SAMPLE PREPARATION
Radial sections were obtained from the green, i.e., never-dried, woody
samples and were prepared by microtoming the water-saturated wood. (The
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sections encompassed growth rings 40-45 for black spruce and approximately 48-51
for loblolly pine.) The sections were typically 30 microns in thickness.
After sectioning, the samples were solvent exchanged into absolute ethanol (or
methanol) and stored in a cool, dark location prior to use. The alcohol pre-
vented microbial attack while dark storage minimized light-induced changes in
the constituents. (Although the alcohol dehydrated the samples, it was the
opinion of the author that the effects of dehydration on native-state cell
wall organization would be minimal.)
All woody sections were extracted prior to acquiring Raman spectra. One
reason for this was to minimize any contribution extractives might make to the
interfering background fluorescence level.284 Using a standard procedure218
the sections were extracted in an ethanol/toluene mixture (1:2 v/v) at 25'C.
Extraction times ranged from 15 to 150 hours. After extraction, the samples
were again stored in absolute ethanol.
SPECTRAL ENHANCEMENT
Post-acquisition processing of the Raman data is sometimes necessary to
aid both in the analysis and presentation of the spectra. The macromode
spectra were typically left in their raw state, although occasionally if
warranted, a Savitsky-Golay smoothing algorithm2 8 5 was applied to them to
reduce noise. This smoothing method uses a convolution approach which per-
forms a least squares fit to a specified window of data points. The "non-
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mapping" microprobe spectra were also left in an unaltered state, but did have
the background (dark noise) subtracted from them.
The spectra used for the mapping studies were subjected to a high degree
of post-acquisition processing. Because of lignin's sensitivity to laser
light, the irradiation time for a given location was kept to a minimum, which
resulted in very noisy spectra. In order to interpret these spectra, they
were:
1. Background subtracted to remove the dark current contribution.
2. Smoothed using a fast Fourier transform algorithm. This technique
smooths the spectrum by Fourier transforming the data, applying a
filter function, and then performing a reverse Fourier transform.
This method does not truncate the end data points as occurs with
Savitsky-Golay smoothing.
3. Baseline corrected using multiple points. This was necessary for
accurately determining peak heights.
4. Converted from diode number to wavenumber for presentation. This
was accomplished by performing a least squares fit to a known
diode-wavenumber relationship (toluene) and applying this derived
relationship to the spectra's abscissa (diode number) values.
To further improve the spectra, a maximum likelihood restoration
technique219 ,220 was tried. This technique involves solving a set of N non-
linear equations, where N is the number of data points and gives you the most
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probable sample spectrum. The method preserves peak area, but not peak
height, which turned out to be a problem. In the Raman spectra of wood,
cellulose's 1098 cm-1 peak is not sufficiently isolated from the 1139 cm-1
lignin peak. (The 1139 cm-1 band has been assigned to aromatic C-H
in-plane deformation vibrational modes221 ,222 .) If an area determination was
used for the 1098 cm-1 peak, the results could be biased. The 1139 cm- 1
lignin band decreases in intensity during laser irradiation. Because of close
proximity of the two peaks, the 1098 cm-1 peak area also appears to decline
and, contrary to this, it has been observed that cellulose is not affected by
514.5 nm laser radiation. Because of this problem, the spectral restoration
technique was not applied to the mapping spectra.
The post-acquisition processing of the microprobe data was accomplished
with the use of Spectra Calc software manufactured by Galactic Industries
Corporation, Salem, New Hampshire. Computer programs were written as needed
using the Array Basic language within the Spectra Calc Shell. Maximum likeli-
hood spectral restoration was an applications program used in conjunction with
Spectra Calc.
LIGNIN MODEL COMPOUNDS
Several lignin model compounds were used in this investigation. They are
shown in Figure 23. Model compounds I and IV were synthesized by Robert
Barkhau during the course of his Ph.D. thesis at the Institute and were kindly
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donated to the author. Model compound III was prepared at the U.S.D.A. Forest
Product Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin. Compounds II, V, and VI were
commercial samples; II came from Fluka Chemical, while compounds V and VI were
purchased from Aldrich Chemical.
Spectra were acquired from both the pure compounds and 0.1M solutions in
methanol. In addition, spectra were collected from compounds I-IV treated
with: (1) acid chlorite (10% molar excess C102-) and (2) sodium borohydride
(50% molar excess). They were sampled in glass capillary tubes which were
mounted in the macrochamber of the Instruments SA Jobin Yvon Ramanor spectrom-
















Figure 23. L1gn1n model compounds.
I. Guaiacyl propanol, 3-(3'-methoxy-4'-hydroxyphenyl)propan-1-ol







The Results and Discussion section is divided into two major parts:
PHOTOCHEMICAL EFFECTS IN WOODY TISSUE and SPECTRAL MAPPING STUDIES. The
results of the investigation into understanding the photodecay of the 1595 cm- 1
aromatic ring-breathing band of lignin are presented in the first part. In
the second part of this section, the results of the spectral mapping of the
organization of cellulose and lignin in the secondary cell walls of black
spruce and loblolly pine are presented.
PHOTOCHEMICAL EFFECTS IN WOODY TISSUE
This section is divided into three main subsections: Cell Wall Feature,
Conjugation and Preresonance Raman Enhancement, and Photostabilization of
Lignin. The first subsection presents the results of the investigation of the
feature which developed at the location on the cell wall where the laser beam
was focused while acquiring the Raman spectrum. The results of the study of
Raman band intensity enhancement mechanisms using lignin model compounds and
native woody tissue are detailed in the second subsection. The subsection
titled Photostabilization of Lignin reports on the results of experiments to
determine the causes of the photo-induced changes that occurred in the lignin
macromolecule during laser irradiation and attempts to achieve photostabiliza-
tion.
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Woody Tissue SDectral Changes
Certain bands in the Raman spectrum of wet woody tissue have been
observed to decrease during exposure to 514.5 nm laser irradiation. Figure 24
shows the Raman spectra of a spot lying in the secondary, latewood cell wall
of a radial section of black spruce. The section had been extracted prior to
use and was immersed in H20. The spectral range shown is from approximately
800 to 1800 cm-1. The upper trace is the signal-averaged spectrum collected
during the initial 500 seconds of 514.5 nm irradiation, while the lower spec-
trum is from the same spot after a 13.75-hour exposure.
The 1098 cm-1 band which has been identified with one of the polarization-
and orientation-sensitive skeletal modes of the cellulose chain 10 does not
undergo an intensity, i.e., band height, change during irradiation. In con-
trast to this, the bands at 1595, 1620 (shoulder) and 1654 cm-1 have essen-
tially vanished. (The residual 1595 cm-1 peak is partly due to water's H-0-H
bending vibration.) These bands arise from the lignin macromolecule and have
been assigned as follows: 1595 cm-1 - one of the aromatic ring stretching
vibrations; 1620 cm-1 - ring-conjugated C=C stretching vibration; and
1654 cm- 1 - ring-conjugated C=C and C=O(?) stretching vibrations.10,221,222
Figures 25 and 26 show additional spectral ranges acquired from neighboring
spots. The cellulose bands126 at 330, 380, and 448 cm-1 again do not show
significant changes in intensity after 83 minutes irradiation (Figure 25),
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whereas the 3070 cm-1 lignin band is substantially reduced during the same
period of time (Figure 26). This band has been assigned to the aromatic C-H
stretching vibration.10,221,222
These data suggest that something is happening to the lignin macromolecule
during 514.5 nm laser irradiation of wet woody tissue. (This behavior has
been seen in all of the woody species investigated in our laboratory.) The
almost complete disappearance of the lignin bands after a long exposure time
points to a modification in the macromolecule's structure. This modification
could result in a change in the Raman scattering cross-section of lignin and
may involve the disruption of the aromatic ring. Whatever the mechanism is
that causes this behavior in lignin, it apparently does not affect cellulose
because its bands are unaltered.
In addition to the decline in lignin band intensities during irradiation,
a concurrent effect is the decay of the background level. This decay, as well
as the behavior of both the 1098 and 1595 cm 1 bands are shown in Figure 27.
The spectra are from a single location in the secondary cell wall of black
spruce. (The initial and final spectra were shown in Figure 24.) Approxi-
mately 17 minutes elapsed between the spectral acquisitions, and the total
exposure was just under 14 hours. As can be seen from this figure, the
background decayed in an exponential-like fashion and at the end of the
irradiation period, the level had declined approximately 5-fold.
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The behavior of both the background level and lignin's 1595 cm-1 band
(as well as other lignin bands) during irradiation thus appears parallel,
although to what extent lignin contributes to the background level is
unknown. It has been observed that the background level recovers to nearly
its original level after the wet sample had been stored in the dark for 8-12
hours. In contrast to this, the 1595 cm-1 band does not show any sign of
recovery. This may indicate that the chemical species responsible for the
fluorescent background are able to reform after the initial photofragmentation
reaction (drench-quench mechanism) and that these reformed species, if they
are aromatic in nature, do not significantly contribute to the 1595 cm- 1 band
(their aromatic band may not be enhanced through conjugation/preresonance
Raman effect). It is also conceivable that the chemical species that were
initially responsible for the background are not the same ones (and/or in the
same configuration, i.e., no enhancement occurring) as those that gave rise to
the recovered, post-irradiation background and thus, the initial background
could very well have been due to structures in the lignin macromolecule. This
would explain why both show similar decay trends.
Cell Wall Feature
Concurrently with the intensity decline of the lignin bands, a mark oc-
curred on the cell wall where the laser beam was focused. This section




After 514.5 nm laser irradiation of the cell wall, it was observed that
marks were apparent in the irradiated regions. Depending upon the focus,
these marks appeared as either dark (Figure 28a) or bright (Figure 28b) areas.
(This alteration to the cell wall is seen in the middle of the micrographs.)
At higher magnifications, the lamellae could be seen to be distorted in the
vicinity of these areas.
Polarized light micrographs of these features did not reveal any major
changes occurring in the surrounding tissue, which suggested that the
disturbance is very localized and probably superficial.
Post-Irradiation Chromophore
Color micrographs of the same region shown in Figure 28 (a and b) that
were taken after the section was stored in methanol and subsequently critical-
point dried, reveal that a discoloration had occurred in the vicinity of the
irradiated areas. As shown in Figure 29, a yellowish area can be seen sur-
rounding the irradiated regions and extending a distance beyond them. The
color is most intense in the immediate vicinity and gradually diminishes away
from the irradiated region.
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Figure 28. Light micrographs of a radial wood section from black spruce
showing laser damage to the tracheid wall. (a) and (b) differ in
focus and magnification; (a) 300X, (b) 600X. Sample immersed in
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Figure 29. Light micrograph of the same region of the cell wall shown in
Figure 28 after storage In methanol and critical-point dried.
Magnification 600X. Laser marks are located in the center of the
micrograph.
It seems likely that in addition to the physical modification of the S2
cell wall layer, one or more chromophores have been created. The yellowish
color suggests that the chromophore absorbs in the short wavelength region of
the electromagnetic spectrum. It will be recalled that several researchers
have proposed that the final step in photochemical oxidation of lignin is the
reaction between phenoxy radicals and ground-state oxygen to form yellowish
degradation products, particularly quinone-type structures.45 ,52,55- 57
Given this information, it is reasonable to suggest photochemical oxida-
tive reactions are occurring in the irradiated areas, and that the yellowish
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color is due to the formation of quinonoid-type structures (and possibly other
chromophoric species). The extent of the discoloration is probably due to the
diffusion of the chromophore(s) which occurred during storage of the sections
in methanol. (Some of the discoloration may have developed while the section
was stored in methanol and, conceivably, during drying. It is not known if
there was enough dissolved oxygen in the immersion water to react completely
with the photo-products, i.e., radicals. The discoloration only became readi-
ly apparent after critical-point drying.) It also seems likely that the decay
seen in the lignin bands during laser irradiation is intimately associated
with these photochemical reactions.
Scanning Electron Micrographs
Scanning electron micrographs were taken of these same features. The
irradiated regions were located with the aid of the light micrographs. It was
found that tilting the sample approximately 60* gave the best relief for
finding the altered regions.
Figures 30-33 clearly show the modified areas. Before discussing these
areas, two curious features apparent in all of the figures need to be
addressed. The first of these is that the compound middle lamella region is
separated from the secondary walls. If a drying stress separation occurred,
I would not have expected it to happen in the middle lamella due to its higher
lignin content. It very well may be that there is a weakness in the transi-
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tion region between the primary and secondary cell walls where the cellulose
microfibrils change from random to a more ordered orientation. During
sectioning, the forces were apparently great enough to cause this separation.
(Shrinkage of the secondary wall during drying may have contributed to the
separation but probably is not the major cause. If it had been, it is unlike-
ly that the cell wall features would have kept their circular appearance after
drying.) The other related feature is "pulling out" of the middle lamella
material. (This "pulling out" is very apparent in Figure 32 just above the
markings on the cell wall.) This most likely is due to the mechanical action
of the microtome knife, although the breakup of this region remains a mystery.
It may be that the 30-micron section thickness is playing a role in that this
dimension roughly corresponds to the thickness of the black spruce tracheid.
Figure 30 shows approximately the same area as that seen in the light
micrographs, although at slightly higher magnification, while Figures 31 and
32 are close-ups of the individual features. Figure 31 (feature no. 5) shows
an area on the secondary wall that was irradiated for 500 seconds (514.5 nm,
100 mW). As can be seen from this figure, the feature is roughly circular in
shape with a concentric ring-like appearance. Its diameter is approximately
four times larger than the focused (central maximum) laser beam (3.8 microns
vs. 1-1.5 microns) and encompasses the entire width of the secondary wall.
The pattern can also be seen extending down the tangential face of the second-
ary wall. This observation lends support to the idea that the middle lamella
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region was disrupted during sectioning, and that the tangential face of the S2
layer was exposed during irradiation.
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Figure 30. SEM micrograph of the black spruce radial wood section shown
in Figures 28 and 29. The numbers refer to the photomodified




Figure 31. Close-up of a feature on the S2 cell wall shown in Figure
30. Note the concentric ring-like appearance. The globular
features near the top of the micrograph are bacteria. Sample
titled 60° .
The ringed appearance of the feature suggests that its cause is probably
photochemical in nature rather than thermally induced. Had thermal energy
been the sole cause, it is doubtful that the ring-like features would have
occurred, or if they had, that they would have quickly lost definition due to
the conduction of the thermal energy.
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Figure 32 shows four additional marks (features 6-9). (The exposure time,
as well as excitation wavelength and power are approximately the same as for
feature no. 5.) They closely resemble feature no. 5, although the normally
circular rings are distorted. This is especially apparent in feature no. 6.
The cause is most likely due to stresses created during critical point drying
of the sample.
of the sample.
Figure 32. Close-up of features shown in Figure 30. Note the distortion of
the normally circular rings in feature no. 6. Sample tilted 60°.
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Effect Of Laser Power And Exposure Duration
A close-up of features 1-4 (Figure 30) is shown in Figure 33. The dif-
ference between features 1-3 is due to the incident power level. All spots
were irradiated with a wavelength of 514.5 nm for 500 seconds, but a 25 mW
power level was used for spot no. 1, 100 mW for spot no. 2, and 300 mW for
spot no. 3. As can be seen from this micrograph, the lateral extent, number
of rings, and relief of the feature is related to incident power level. The
25 mW feature is smaller, shows fewer rings, and has less of an imprint than
for either the 100 or 300 mW features. Feature no. 4 shows the effect of
exposure. This area was irradiated for approximately 17 hours using a 100 mW
laser power level. The topography is striking. It appears that a substantial
portion of the cell wall is missing. The depth of the feature at its deepest
part is roughly 3 microns and its lateral extent is 8 to 10 microns. The
ring-like appearance seen in the other marks is not readily apparent in this
feature, although a dark circular spot can be seen in the center of the
feature. This spot coincides with the spot where the laser beam was focused.
It thus appears that the lateral extent and relief of these features
directly correlate to laser power and exposure. The higher the incident power
level and/or the longer the irradiation time, the greater the feature's size
(both in depth and diameter). In addition, the degree of yellowish coloration
after the section was critical point dried follows these same trends, i.e.,
the extent of the discoloration as well as its intensity is greater for those
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spots with the higher power levels and/or longer exposure. (Figure 29 - one




Figure 33. Close-up of features shown in Figure
the effects of laser power (25, 100,
irradiation time). Area 4 shows the
(100 mW, 17 hour irradiation time).
30. Areas 1, 2, and 3 show
300 mW respectively, 500 sec.
effect of long exposure time





Relationship To Incident Radiation Intensity Distribution
The ringed appearance of the features may be a photochemical manifestation
of the diffraction pattern formed by a circular aperture(s) in the microscope
objective. Figure 34 shows the point spread function (PSF) of an achromat
objective. The PSF is the intensity pattern that results from imaging a point
source. In geometrical optics, the PSF of an aberration-free system is a
point. In physical optics where diffraction is considered, it is the Airy
pattern, i.e., Fraunhofer diffraction at a circular aperture.22 3,224
The Airy diffraction pattern does resemble the laser markings. (Refer to
feature 5 - Figure 31.) It appears that the depth of a given ring in a fea-
ture is related to the intensity of light that fell on that area - the higher
the intensity, the deeper the "impression," although the magnitude of the
central maximum is not apparent in topography. Table 3 shows the (ideal)
relative intensity and energy distribution in the diffraction pattern of a
circular aperture. The central maximum (Airy disc) contains about 98% of the
total light intensity and 83.8% of the energy. Obviously, either the relief in
the feature does not (linearly) correspond to light intensity, or the intensi-
ty pattern with our objective does not look like Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Point spread function of a real achromat by mercury green light.225
Table 3. Relative Intensity and Energy Distribution in Diffraction















































Figure 35 is a photograph of the diffraction pattern produced by the
microprobe's objective. It was taken with the aid of a front surface mirror.
The excitation wavelength used was 647.1 nm. Comparing this pattern to either
Figure 34 or Table 3, it can be seen that the intensity distribution differs
substantially from that produced by either the (particular) achromat-type
objective or circular aperture (ideal). It does however, more closely match
the cell wall pattern. Note especially that there are some maxima and minima
that are broader than others. This is echoed in the feature's topography.
Figure 35. Diffraction pattern produced by our microprobe system
using a 647.1 nm wavelength.
The reason for the different intensity distribution with our system was
determined to be due to the presence of primary spherical aberration. Spheri-
cal aberration occurs when light rays passing through the central and outer
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portions of a lens are not brought to focus at the same distance from the
lens.211 Figure 36 shows the diffraction pattern produced in the presence of
primary spherical aberration. The resemblance to Figure 35 is remarkable.
Figure 36. Fraunhofer diffraction pattern in presence of primary
spherical aberration.224
Profile
Stereomicrographs were taken of the region shown in Figure 30 to get a
qualitative feel for the topography. The sample was tilted 53' and 60' for
the stereopairs. Figure 37 shows one of the stereomicrographs. In the upper
center section of the picture, the irradiated areas can be seen. The progres-
sion left-to-right is 25 mW power level/500 seconds exposure, 100 mW/500
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seconds, 300 mW/500 seconds, and 100 mW/17 hours. The depth to which the
modification occurred is very apparent. While the 25 mW/500 seconds feature
(no. 1) is very superficial, the 300 mW/500 seconds feature (no. 3) has sub-
stantial depth and the 100 mW/17 hour mark looks like a crater.
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Figure 37. Stereomicrograph of a radial wood section from black spruce.
Sample tilted 53' (R) and 60" (L). The irradiated region is
denoted by "I".
A Tracor Northern TN8500 Image Analyzer, together with stereopair
analysis software, were used to quantify the changes in topography caused by
laser radiation. Using this program, feature heights at arbitrary locations
could be measured.
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Figure 38 presents the results for feature no. 3 (300 mW/500 seconds).
Data points 2 and 3 (L to R on profile; points 0 and 1 almost coincide on the
micrograph) define the surface of the S2 layer (+0.23 microns relative to
a reference point). Point 4 is located on the outer edge of the feature
(+.18 microns), while points 5-12 are located in the feature's interior.
Locations 6 and 7 are in the wide depression (-0.48 microns, average), while
point 8 gives an indication of the depth of the feature's center (-.44 microns,
it was actually located on the inner edge of the prominent ring). Point 11 is
on the top of the broad ring (-0.11 microns). As a check, the depth of a
location in a fissure was measured (no. 15). These data show that the central
depression was in the neighborhood of 0.8 microns in depth, while the promi-
nent ring was about 0.3 microns below the surface for this particular feature.
These data (3D stereomicrographs and the profile measurements) support
the idea that cell wall material is missing from the irradiated locations.
The evidence strongly suggests that lignin is the (predominant) missing mate-
rial in that concurrently with the formation of these features, the Raman
bands of lignin declined while those due to cellulose remained unaltered. In
other words, lignin underwent a photochemically-induced solubilization.
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Environmental Scanning Electron Micrographs
As was mentioned above, the cellulose bands do not change during irradia-
tion, while those due to lignin show a decline in intensity. The lack of
change in the cellulose peaks suggests that cellulose is not being physically
altered during irradiation.
In order for the features seen in the SEM micrographs to show a contoured
topography, the cellulose fibrils had to have been altered spatially. It is
conceivable that after lignin became solubilized and diffused away from the
area, the cellulose fibrils had the freedom to collapse upon themselves. This
could have occurred either during irradiation or when the sample was critical-
point dried. (As mentioned above, cellulose band intensities did not change
during irradiation which suggests that the topography developed during drying.
Although it is not known with certainty if a small, i.e., few micron, change
in position of the fibrils would be manifested in band intensity, it is likely
that an intensity change would have been seen had they collapsed during
irradiation, judging by the gradual decline in lignin band intensities after
their initial precipitous drop.) Possibly the fibrils aggregated due to the
strong cohesive interaction between cellulose chains when the lignin
surrounding them was removed. Some support for this comes from an article
dealing with structural changes in the cell wall during delignification.227
In this article, the author proposes that cell wall dimensional changes during
kraft delignification might be caused by just such a mechanism.
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In order to investigate the effect of dehydration on the feature's topog-
raphy (i.e., had the feature developed its terraced, crater-like shape prior
to or after critical-point drying) micrographs were taken of an irradiated
black spruce radial thin-section (wet) using the newly developed environmental
scanning electron microscope (ESEM).
Basically, an ESEM is a SEM with a continuously variable specimen
environment. This instrument allows direct observation of samples in their
natural states, either wet or dry with no need for a conductive coating. By
varying the pressure in the sample chamber, it is possible to witness dynamic
processes, such as wetting and drying.
The irradiated sample was kept fully hydrated up until visualization.
Micrographs were then taken as the sample dried using an ElectroScan ESEM.
Figures 39 and 40 show the irradiated region (black spruce - latewood,
secondary cell wall). Figure 39 was taken at 10 torr, while Figure 40 shows
the irradiated area at a higher magnification with a 2.7 torr chamber pres-
sure. The donut-like features at the bottom of Figure 39 are earlywood pits.
Irradiation features are readily apparent in both figures. As before,
they appear crater-like but in contrast to the SEM micrographs, show little
definition. (Internal structure can be seen in some of the features shown in











ESEM micrograph of laser irradiated black spruce secondary wall
(latewood, radial section). The irradiation marks can be seen
in the center of the micrograph just to the left of the very
bright spot. 10 torr chamber pressure, 840X.
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The cellulose fibrils appear to have been spatially altered prior to the
10 torr micrograph. Assuming a 25'C temperature, the relative humidity in the
chamber was approximately 55%, which gives a 10% moisture content (MC) for the
section.4 This MC is roughly that of wood during midwinter and far removed
from a saturated condition (fiber saturation occurs at 25-30% MC). Attempts
to photograph the sample at higher chamber pressures met with little success.
(A chamber pressure of 23.8 torr is needed for the imaging of liquid water at
25°C - the saturation pressure of water vapor at that temperature.) It is
thus difficult to determine from these data if the feature acquired its sunken
topography while it was immersed in water or if it developed during drying.
It can only be stated that the feature's crater-like topography (fibril col-
lapse ?) had occurred prior to a moisture content of 8%.
It seems likely the event occurred during dehydration. In the wet state,
water probably binds (hydrogen bonds) with the hydroxyl groups of cellulose as
lignin is being solubilized. During dehydration, as the water is removed,
these hydroxyl groups ultimately link together also by means of hydrogen
bonds. Assuming that there are regions in the fibril's structure where cellu-
lose is less ordered (imperfections in the crystal), it is conceivable that
these regions would yield (deform) to the force developed during hydrogen
bonding and thus allow the fibrils to collapse upon the underlying topogra-
phy. Some support for this comes from the light micrographs. Prior to dry-
ing, the features could be seen as bright areas in the micrographs. Regard-
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less of the focus, these bright areas could not be discerned in the critical-
point dried sections; only the dark blotches were apparent. The light areas
could be a manifestation of the open, noncollapsed nature of the region, while
the dark blotches occur because the region is more closed due to the collapse
of the fibrils.
Thermal vs. Photochemical Processes
The features' structure suggests that the primary mechanism in their
formation was photochemical rather than thermal. If thermal energy were the
sole cause, the ring-like nature of the features would most likely be quickly
lost due to conduction of the energy.
When using the microprobe, the radiant flux (radiant power/unit area) at
the point of focus is very high (z 1300 MW/m2, assuming 10mW at the sample and
a one micron beam diameter). If dry wood sections are used, this irradiance
level quickly causes them to burn. Immersion of the section in water allows
the majority of this energy to be dissipated before damage can take place.
In order to rule out thermal effects, the approximate local temperature
at the sample during irradiation was determined using Equation 11, which was
developed in the theory section of this thesis.
hcv1 Is Vo-v1
T(K) = [ln(-)-31n(- )]- [11]
k IAS VO+V1
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Due to the nature of the Raman scattering process, only those bands
close to the excitation frequency could be used in the determination . (The
antiStokes bands are very low in intensity and quickly lost in the back-
ground.) Unfortunately, this necessitated using only cellulose bands in the
temperature calculation.
The sample was a black spruce radial section, 30 microns in thickness.
The area examined was located in a latewood, secondary cell wall. The
excitation wavelength was 514.5 nm and the power level was 200 mW. The 330
and 380 cm- 1 cellulose bands were investigated.
Table 4 presents the results. The values in the parentheses reflect a
different baseline used in the intensity measurements. The difference between
the 330 cm- 1 and 380 cm-1 temperature values is probably due to the
uncertainty in determining the 380 cm- 1 antiStokes band height, which was
quite weak. These temperatures (41-87.5°C) are well below those that could
cause thermal damage to the cell wall. In most cases, 100 mW is used rather
than 200 mW, which would lower the calculated temperature. These data are for
cellulose; lignin which has been shown to absorb 514.5 nm radiation could
conceivably experience a higher temperature. If this was the case, however,
the cellulose data would most likely be affected.
There could be a possible problem with these data. In order to measure
the antiStokes bands, the sample had to be irradiated to lower the background.
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When the spectrum was collected, lignin had already undergone photomodifica-
tion. This means that the temperature could be higher, but how much higher
depends upon the amount of absorbed energy that is thermalized in lignin. It
is known that bubbles did not form during irradiation, which indicates that
the local water temperature probably did not exceed 100'C.
Table 4. Determination of the local sample temperature.
Average
Band Position (cm-1) S/AS Ratio Temperature (C)
330 3.37 (3.70) 87.5 (63.6)
380 4.33 (5.07) 72.3 (41.0)
(A sample of the spectra used in these determinations is located
in Appendix 1.)
While thermal energy cannot be ruled out as a contributor to the formation
of the features, it seems unlikely that the local temperatures were high
enough to cause damage to the polymer(s). Thermal energy (temperature) may be
important in an indirect manner. Photophysical processes, which occur in a
polymer matrix, depend on the glass transition temperature (Tg). Below Tg,
matrix limitations of translation and rotation possibilities will be most
pronounced.48 It has been reported that Tg for lignin under water-soaked
conditions ranges from 80 to 100°C depending on the frequency of measure-
ment.228-231 This temperature could have been reached during irradiation.
Thus it is conceivable that temperature may play a role in the formation of
the feature by allowing the thermal softening of lignin.
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These data then support the idea that the mechanism which gave rise to
the feature was primarily photochemical in nature.
The feature's topography and behavior to laser radiation can adequately
be explained on the basis of photochemistry. Areas on the cell wall which
received higher intensity and/or longer exposure would have experienced a
larger number of light-induced reactions (initiated by the absorption of
514.5 nm photons) with the concurrent generation of (phenoxy) radicals. These
primary and secondary reactions probably resulted in the fragmentation and
dissolution of lignin. This solubilization would have been greater in those
areas where more photochemical reactions occurred, i.e., the areas of higher
intensity and/or longer exposure. These areas, due to more lignin being
removed, would be expected to show greater relief upon sample dehydration and
collapse of the cellulose fibrils. This would explain the imprint of intensi-
ty distribution of the incident laser beam on the cell wall, as well as the
effect of incident power level on feature depth and lateral extent (Figure 33,
nos. 1-3). (The higher the power level, the greater the intensity in the
central and subsidiary maxima [rings] and thus the greater likelihood of photo-
chemical reactions.) The reason for the disappearance of the rings in the
feature that was irradiated for 17 hours (Figure 33, no. 4) might be attribut-
ed to diffusion of the photoexcited entities into these areas and the subse-




Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry Study
The data point to the dissolution of lignin during laser irradiation.
The evidence is, for the most part, indirect. (The observation that concur-
rent with the decline of lignin bands during irradiation, a feature developed
on the cell wall which, in SEM/ESEM micrographs, appeared to show that cell wall
material was missing.) In an attempt to substantiate lignin's dissolution,
the water in which an irradiated section was immersed was analyzed using gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS).
Rough calculations indicated that the concentration of solubilized lignin
would be in the parts-per-billion range for a 4x4x1 micron feature (100 mW,
500 second) using 10 mL of water and assuming the density of lignin to be
approximately 1.3 g/cm.3,4 To increase the probability of detecting lignin
fragments, 16 areas on a latewood, secondary cell wall of black spruce were
irradiated. The excitation wavelength was 514.5 nm with a power level of 300
mW. The exposure duration for each location was in the neighborhood of ten
minutes. A SEM micrograph of the irradiated region is shown in Figure 41.
The magnitude of the disturbance is readily apparent. (The fissures are the
result of electron beam damage by the SEM.)
In addition to the immersion water, two controls were also investigated.
One control (10 mL of water in which an identical section was immersed for the
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same period of time) was used to determine whether there are soluble materials
in the (nonirradiated) wood section. The second control (10 mL of water that
was in the sample container for the same time period) served to determine if
the epoxy cement used in the sample container was soluble in water.
Figure 41. SEM micrograph of the black spruce section used in the GC/MS
investigation showing three irradiation marks.
Prior to analysis, the samples were evaporated to a 1 mL volume and silated
Following this, they were analyzed by Leroy Borchardt at the Institute of Paper
Chemistry using a Hewlett-Packard 5985 GC/MS instrument with an OV-17 column.
The data were difficult to interpret. Initially the samples were run in
the standard manner (total ion). The only readily apparent features in this
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spectrum were identified as belonging to water and/or epoxy cement. Due to
the very low concentration of the postulated lignin fragments, it became
necessary to search for specific ions using selective ion monitoring (enhanced
sensitivity).
Various authors have proposed that quinone-type structures are major
degradation products in the photooxidation of lignin.45,52, 55, 58 Based on
this, the ions chosen were quinonoid lignin structures. These ions, along
with their mass-to-charge ratios (m/e), are depicted in Figure 42.
00
m/e 107 m/e 121
0 0
o 0
m/e 123 m/e 138
Figure 42. Ions searched for in the GC/MS investigation for solubilized
lignin.
The results were open to question. If the peaks due to the controls were
accounted for, there remain several relatively weak features which may be due
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to the selected ions. The peaks (retention time) are listed in Table 5 and
the spectra will be found in Appendix 2. As indicated in the table, the only
relatively strong features were seen in the m/e 123/138 spectra.
Table 5. GC/MS (SIMS) Analysis for Solubilized Lignin.
Sample
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These results indicated that something was present in the irradiated










these concentrations. However, given what is known about the photooxidative
degradation of lignin, it is possible that the unaccounted for peaks in the
spectra are due to p-quinonoid structures.
Lignin Diffusion
The evidence suggests that lignin undergoes photooxidative degradation
which results in the fragmentation of the macromolecule and subsequent
solubilization. (It is not known whether partial or total solubilization of
lignin would occur, but it is felt that partial solubilization would be more
probable because of complexity of the lignin macromolecule.) In order for
this to be plausible, the lignin fragments must be able to diffuse away from
the irradiated region very rapidly to account for the observation that the
features are readily apparent within a minute of irradiation.
The average distance through which a material has diffused in a certain
time is given by:
X2 = 2Dt [12]
where X equals the distance the particle diffuses, t is the migration time,
and D is the diffusion coefficient.232 The diffusion coefficient for
free diffusion of lignin macromolecules in water has been determined to be
10o6-10 7 cm2/s.233-235 Substituting these values into equation 12 and
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assuming a one-second migration time gives a 4.5 - 14.1 micron diffusion
distance. This distance is more than adequate to explain the observation that
the features are apparent within 60 seconds of irradiation.
These diffusion distance values are probably too large. It is unlikely
that the lignin fragments would be entirely unencumbered as they were diffus-
ing away from the region, but would be constrained by cellulose microfibrils
and hemicelluloses. This could substantially retard their diffusion rate.
Recent studies concerning the leaching of lignin from pulp fibers
suspended in water show that the average diffusion coefficient is several
orders of magnitude smaller than that expected for free diffusion of lignin
macromolecules in water.236- 237 The value given is 3x10 -14 cm2/s. In addi-
tion, it has been observed that the rate of lignin leaching increases dramati-
cally above 70'C. (Goring237 postulated that this effect may be due to physi-
cal changes in the structure of the fiber associated with the thermal soften-
ing of the hemicelluloses in the fiber wall - Tg a 55'C for hemicelluloses
saturated with water238.)
Calculations showed that the local sample temperature during laser irra-
diation was in the neighborhood of 80°C. At this temperature, it is likely
that hemicelluloses (and lignin) have experienced thermal softening. If
adjustments are made for the effect of temperature on lignin's diffusion
coefficient (Figure 43), then a distance of 0t.5 microns in 60 seconds is
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obtained. Thus it is plausible that lignin fragments could diffuse far enough
away from the irradiated region to account for the formation of the feature
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Plot of the intrafiber diffusion coefficient (D) vs. the
temperature (T). The solid line corresponds to the increase
with temperatures of D expected from the Stokes-Einstein
equation.237
Summary
This section has presented the results of the investigation of the fea-
ture which developed at the location on the cell wall where the laser beam was
focused while acquiring the Raman spectrum. The major conclusions are:
1. Wet woody tissue underwent a complex series of photochemical reactions
which were initiated by the absorption of 514.5 nm photons.
2. These reactions resulted in an imprinting of the incident intensity
THEORETICAL VISC.. TE
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distribution on the secondary cell wall layer that became readily appar-
ent during SEM visualization.
3. This imprinting was most likely the result of the photochemically induced
(partial) solubilization of lignin.
4. These reactions also resulted in the formation of a yellowish-colored
chromophore(s). GC/MS analysis suggested that these degradation products
included quinone structures.
Conjugation And Preresonance Raman Enhancement
The following section reports on the study of Raman band enhancement
mechanisms using lignin model compounds and native woody tissue. This study
was an outgrowth of the investigation into understanding the factors which
contributed to the photomodification of lignin.
General Discussion
During the early stages of this investigation, an experiment was under-
taken to determine the relationship between lignin content and lignin's
1595 cm- 1 band intensity for loblolly pine groundwood. (The paper which
resulted from this investigation is located in Appendix 3.) The approach was
based on recording the Raman spectra of groundwood before and after successive
acid-chlorite delignification treatments and correlating the observed 1595 cm-1
band intensity to the Klason and total lignin content of the wood.
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The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 44. It can be seen
that the 1595 cm- 1 band height exhibited a rapid decline followed by a gradual
linear trend. These results were interpreted to indicate that during the
initial stages of delignification, a particularly sensitive aromatic ring
substituent was preferentially attacked, which resulted in a decrease of the
scattering coefficient associated with the 1595 cm- 1 band.































The trend observed in the intensity of the 1595 cm 1 band during deligni-
fication is similar to the decline seen during irradiation of untreated wood,
i.e., an initial rapid drop followed by a more gradual decline (Figure 45,
cellulose's 1098 cm- 1 band was used as an internal standard and the incident
electric vector was parallel to the long axis of the cell wall). Taken to-
gether, these data suggest that the initial rapid drop is (primarily) due to a
change in the scattering cross-section, while the subsequent decline most
likely reflects the loss of aromaticity/solubilization of the ring. This
change in the scattering coefficient could be brought about by the disruption
of the bonding pattern of specific, substituted phenylpropane units which
contribute disproportionally to the intensity of the 1595 cm-1 band, i.e.,
their scattering coefficient is enhanced.
It has been known for some time that the Raman intensities of certain
bands are sensitive to both excitation wavelength and conjugation.203-205,207
The first effect is termed resonance Raman enhancement (RRE), while the latter
is referred to as conjugation enhancement (CE). (If the excitation wavelength
falls near but not within the electronic absorption band, the first effect is
commonly referred to as preresonance Raman enhancement (PRRE).) Experiments
were undertaken to assess the contribution of these enhancing mechanisms to
the intensity of lignin's 1595 cm-1 aromatic ring breathing band. Both lignin
models and wood samples were used in this assessment.
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Black Spruce Lignin's 1595cm A -1 Band Decay Behavior
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Irradiation Time (Hrs)
Figure 45. Effect of 514.5 nm laser radiation on black spruce lignin's
1595 cm- 1 band.
Instrument Response To Excitation Wavelength
The excitation wavelength is varied to assess the preresonance Raman
enhancement (PRRE) contribution to a particular band. The intensity of those























frequency of light approaches the electronic absorption band. The spectrome-
ter system's response to wavelength is not uniform over the frequency range
needed to investigate these effects. The primary cause of this nonuniform
response is usually due to the spectrometer's gratings, although the detector
may also make a significant contribution.23 9, 2 40 Before the effect of excita-
tion wavelength on 1595 cm- 1 band intensity could be determined, a correction
had to be made to the data to account for the system's nonuniform response.
The method chosen for this correction involved recording the spectrum of
toluene using the various excitation wavelengths. (The excitation wavelengths
chosen for this study included the 457.9, 488.0, and 514.5 nm lines from an
Argon ion laser, the 647.1 nm line from a Krypton ion laser, and the 1064 nm
line from a Nd:YAG laser. The Nd:YAG laser was part of a Spex Industries' FT-
Raman system.) For each excitation wavelength, the intensity of the symmetric
ring breathing band (1004 cm-1) was used to normalize the other band intensi-
ties. This was needed to correct for differences in incident power levels, as
well as the reciprocal fourth power dependence on wavelength of Raman scatter-
ing. Eleven toluene bands were used which covered the spectral range from 292
to 3038 cm- 1 (macro system). Following this, the relative band intensities
were normalized to the 514.5 nm response. This involved dividing the relative
height (intensity) for a given 514.5 nm band by the respective relative band
height for the other excitation wavelengths.
The outcome of this procedure was a series of eleven numbers for each
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excitation wavelength (Table 6). These numbers were the correction factors
(multipliers) to be applied to the (PRRE) data. In order to correct band
intensities which did not coincide with one of the toluene bands, either
linear interpolation or a curve fitting routine was used. (The results were
similar.) The response correction curve when using an excitation wavelength
of 647.1 nm is shown in Figure 46a for the macro (Ramanor) system, and Figure
46b for the microprobe. In the latter case, only six toluene bands were used.
In both instances, the data have been fitted with an equation of the form
y=A+Bx+Cx2 .
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Table 6. Excitation Wavelength Correction Factors for the Jobin Yvon Ramanor
HG2S Spectrometer System. Based on Toluene and Referenced to the






























































(1) The PMT power supply had to be replaced. This necessitated optimizing
the tube voltage which changed the response. The values enclosed in














Instrument Response Correction Curve
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Figure 46a. Ramanor system instrument response correction factors when using
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Schmid et al. have reported that the intensity of the =1600 cm-1 band of
benzene derivatives is dependent on the substituents.100 In the case of
double bond conjugated substituent groups, the band intensity was found to
depend on the degree of pi-electron conjugation between the ring and the sub-
stituent. Native lignin contains both a-carbonyls and double bonds in its
propyl side chain, both of which can enter into conjugation with the aromatic
ring.
The model compounds (I-IV) depicted in Figure 23 were used to investigate
the effect of conjugation on the intensity of the :1600 cm-1 aromatic ring
breathing band. All are monolignols based on guaiacyl phenyl propane, differ-
ing only in the occurrence and location of the double bonds. (An exception
was a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone (IV) which only had a two-carbon side
chain.) Their 0.1M solutions in methanol were studied using the macro-Raman
system. The intensity of methanol's 1450 cm-1 CH2 bending vibration served as
a reference. To rule out the possibility of preresonance Raman enhancement
occurring with 514.5 nm excitation wavelength, Raman spectra were also ob-
tained using 647.1 and 1064 nm wavelengths.
Table 7 presents the results of this investigation. All data have been
corrected for instrument response. Three of the monolignols showed a prereso-
nance Raman enhancement of their =1600 cm-1 bands. Coniferaldehyde's 1595 cm-1
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band showed the largest effect; 68% of its 514.5 nm intensity was due to PRRE.
The percentages for a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone and coniferyl alcohol
were 37% and 30%, respectively. In contrast to these, guaiacyl propanol
showed little or no PRRE of its 1610 cm-1 band. (These percentages were
obtained by subtracting the PRRE-free relative intensity [1064 nm value] from
the 514.5 nm relative intensity [which had contributions from PRRE, CE, and
nonenhanced scattering], dividing the result by the 514.5 nm relative intensi-
ty, and multiplying by 100.)
It will be recalled that preresonance Raman enhancement arises when the
energy of the incident photons is close to an electronic excitation level of a
molecule, i.e., an absorption band. Apparently, a wavelength of 514.5 nm was
sufficiently close to the absorption bands for three of the monolignols to
bring about PRRE of their -1600 cm-1 bands. These monolignols all contain
ring conjugated double bonds; both coniferyl alcohol and a,4-dihydroxy-3-
methoxyacetophenone have one, while coniferaldehyde has two.
It is known that as the extent of conjugation increases, the excited
electronic transition frequency decreases, i.e., the wavelength of maximum
absorption is shifted to longer wavelengths.210 As a consequence of this
bathochromic shift, the preresonance Raman enhancement effect would increas-
ingly be felt as conjugation increased (wavelength of maximum absorption
shifted closer to the excitation frequency). This could explain why conifer-
aldehyde, being a more conjugated system, had a larger PRRE contribution to
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Table 7. Effect of Excitation Wavelength and Conjugation on the Relative
~1600 cm-1 Ring Breathing Band Intensity.



















(1) An assumption which has been made











throughout these studies is that PRRE
to band intensity when using a 1064 nm
(2) For the first three model compounds, the 647.1 nm and 1064 nm intensity
values did not differ significantly from each other and were averaged
for the analysis. (The expected trend of decreasing intensity with longer
excitation wavelengths is actually reversed for both guaiacyl propanol and
coniferyl alcohol which suggests that the slight difference in relative
intensities between the these two excitation wavelengths is probably due to
experimental error.)
(3) This value could be inflated because the 1064 nm value may not be
entirely free of PRRE.
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its 1595 cm-1 band than any of the other, less conjugated monolignols. The
effect appears to be additive, at least in this limited study. Having zero
(guaiacyl propanol), one (coniferyl alcohol/a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophe-
none), or two (coniferaldehyde) ring conjugated double bonds in the propyl
side chain resulted in an 8%, 30/37%, or 68% contribution to the intensity of
the =1600 cm-1 band, respectively.
In order to substantiate the effect of conjugation on the maximum
absorption wavelength (and hence the PRRE contribution to %1600 cm-1 band in-
tensities) UV-Visible absorption spectra were obtained for the monolignols
using a Hewlitt-Packard 8452A diode array spectrometer. The solvent used was
methanol (or a methanol/water mixture; water did not effect the absorption
spectra). The concentration for each monolignol was adjusted so that its
absorbance would fall within the range of 0.2 to 1.0 AU.
Figure 47 shows the absorption spectra. (The nomenclature used to dis-
cuss the spectra is that adopted by Polcin and Rapson24 1 and Doub and Vander-
belt24 2'24 3 and is based on benzene. Only the behavior of the K- [secondary]
band and the B- [second primary] band will be discussed.)
Guaiacyl propanol had the typical B-band maximum of an oxy-substituted
benzene ring at 280 nm and another maximum close to 255 nm (K-band) due to the
double bonds in the benzene ring.24 1 Introduction of a conjugated double bond
either in the Ca=Ch (coniferyl Alcohol) or Ca=O (a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxy-
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acetophenone) position resulted in a shift of both K- and B-bands to longer
wavelengths, as well as their intensification. (K/B: 265/300 nm for coniferyl
alcohol, 275/305 nm for a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone). The combination
of both a carbonyl group and conjugated double bond in the side chain (conif-
eraldehyde) resulted in a further shift of the maxima into longer wavelengths
(K/B: 305/340 nm) and a strong intensification of the B-band.
These absorption data demonstrate that as the extent of conjugation
increased, the absorption maxima were shifted to longer wavelengths. This
would explain the order observed in the PRRE contribution to the =1600 cm-1 on
band intensities for the monolignols. The PRRE contribution was a function of
the wavelength of maximum absorption which, in turn, was a function of the
extent of conjugation. The more conjugated the system, the larger the batho-
chromic shift of the absorption band(s) towards 514.5 nm and, hence, the great-
er the PRRE contribution. It is not known if the additive nature of the
extent of conjugation on the PRRE contribution was specific to these monolig-
nols or, given the limited data, even real.
A surprising aspect of these experiments was the sensitivity of the PRRE
contribution to the wavelength of maximum absorption. Coniferaldehyde's
B-band was located at 340 nm, which was 174 nm removed from the excitation
wavelength and yet 68% of its 1595 cm-1 band intensity was due to PRRE. (This
absorption band was fairly broad with a tail that extended to approximately
460 nm. Thus the difference between the excitation wavelength and the wave-
I
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length of maximum absorption was probably closer to 50 to 100 nm, although the
absorption at these longer wavelengths was very low.)
In order to determine the effect of conjugation on the intensity of the
:1600 cm-1 band, the relative band intensities when using 1064 nm excitation
(assumed to be free of PRRE) were analyzed. (Conjugation enhancement does not
depend on the excitation wavelength.) As can be seen from Table 7, the
a-carbonyl in a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone resulted in a 8.1 fold en-
hancement, the a-3 double bond in coniferyl alcohol gave a 7.9 fold enhance-
ment, and the combination of both these substituents (conjugated a-t double
bond and X-carbonyl) in coniferaldehyde resulted in an enhancement factor of
48.9. These factors are relative to guaiacyl propanol which does not have any
conjugated substituents. (It is conceivable that for coniferaldehyde the
relative intensity when using 1064 nm excitation was not entirely free of PRRE
and thus that the 48.9 CE factor was [slightly] inflated.)
These studies revealed that both intensity enhancing mechanisms, namely
preresonance Raman and conjugation, contribute to the monolignol's =1600 cm 1
band intensity. Figure 48 summarizes the contribution of each effect to the
relative intensity of this band when using 514.5 nm excitation. (The nonen-
hanced contribution was based on guaiacyl propanol.) It can be seen that the
PRRE contribution was dominant in the more conjugated system (coniferaldehyde:
68% PRRE, 31% CE, 1% nonenhanced; a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone:
37,55,8%; coniferyl alcohol: 30,61,9%; guaiacyl propanol 8,0,92%). (The
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percentages were obtained from the data in Table 7 by dividing the relative
intensity contribution for each mechanism [PRRE+CE+nonenhanced (NE): 514.5 nm
value; CE+NE: 1064 nm value; NE: guaiacyl propanol value] by the 514.5 nm











Contribution of Conjugation / Preresonance Raman Enhancement
to the 1600cm A -1 Band Intensity for Several Monolignols
Coniferaldehyde alpha,4-Diydroxy Conrfer Guaacy
3-Metioxy-AcetoPHENONE coho Propanol
Figure 48. Contribution of conjugation/preresonance Raman enhancement to :the;
1 t600 cm-1 band intensities for several monolignols. Referenced
to 514.5 nm excitation.
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In addition to the 1595 cm- 1 aromatic ring breathing band, two other
bands in coniferaldehyde were analyzed. These were the 1615 cm 1 (conjugated
Ca=Ca stretching vibration) and the 1660 cm-1 (conjugated C:=0 stretching
vibration) bands. The literature suggests that all vibrational bands involved
in conjugation should be subject to enhancement.94- 1 00,102,106
The results (corrected for instrument response) are tabulated in Table 8
and shown in Figure 49. As before, the band intensities using 1064 nm excita-
tion were used to assess conjugation effects. For all bands, the mechanism
which dominated was PRRE (1595 cm-1: 68% PRRE, 31% CE, 1% nonenhanced (NE)*;
1615 cm 1: 64, 33, 3%; 1660 cm-1 : 60, 39, 1%). These data suggest that the
PRRE contribution was uniform, i.e., the vibrations depended on the same
absorption frequency.
Schmid et al. findings using diphenylpolyenes paralleled these
results.10 2 '106 These authors found uniform PRRE of both the =1600 cm-1 ring
and C=C stretching vibrations. In contrast to this, the %3000 cm- 1 aromatic
CH valence vibration did not exhibit any PRRE or CE. They interpreted this
latter result by making the assumption that the Raman scattering tensor was
composed of two parts [a=ao()+a(o)l, associated with a contribution by n and o
*The nonenhanced contribution was based on guaiacyl propanol for the 1595 cm-1
band, eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol, unconjugated Co=CX double bond) for
the 1615 cm-1 band, and hydrocinnamaldehyde (3-phenyl-propionaldehyde, uncon-
jugated C=-O double bond) for the 1660 cm- 1 band.
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Effect of Excitation Wavelength on the Intensity of Coniferalde-




























Contribution of Conjugation Preresonance Raman Enhancement
to the Intensity of Several Coniferaldehyde Bands
1595cm^-1 1615cmn-1 1680cm^-1
Ring C(pha)=C(beta) C(gama)=O
Double Bond Double Bond
Contribution of conjugation and preresonance Raman enhancement
to the intensity of several coniferaldehyde bands. Referenced
to 514.5 nm excitation.
Table 8.
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electrons, respectively, to the derived polarizability, and assumed that the
intensity of the aromatic CH vibration essentially only depended on a(o).
In summary, the model compound studies revealed the =1600 cm-1 aromatic
ring breathing vibration was subject to both conjugation and preresonance Raman
enhancement. For both effects, the enhancement factor and the contribution to
the band intensity were found to depend on the conjugation, i.e., as the system
became more conjugated, the extent of enhancement increased dramatically and
the contribution to total band intensity increased for PRRE and decreased for
CE. (Apparently PRRE increased faster than CE as the extent of conjugation
became greater.) In the more conjugated system (coniferaldehyde) the dominant
band-enhancing mechanism was PRRE.
In addition, these studies revealed that the contribution of CE and PRRE
to the intensity of other bands involved in conjugation (e.g., coniferalde-
hyde's 1615 cm- 1 - Ca-=C and 1660 cm-1 - CY=O) was similar to that observed
for the t1600 cm-1 band. This implied that these Raman bands showed the same
dependence on absorption frequency (excitation wavelength).
Two of the most surprising aspects of these results were:
1. All of the conjugated double bond-containing monolignols were capable
of absorbing 514.5 nm photons (PRRE) even though their wavelength of
maximum absorption was substantially displaced from this excitation
wavelength.
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2. The magnitude of band enhancement in the most conjugated system
(coniferaldehyde).
Woody Tissue
Black spruce and loblolly pine were used to assess the contribution of CE
and PRRE to native-state lignin's 1595 cm- 1 band intensity. The samples were
run in the dry state using the high pressure oxygen macromode cell.
Table 9 shows the changes in intensity of the 1595 cm-1 band when the
excitation wavelength was varied. All values have been corrected for instrument
response. These data, along with their regression curves, have been plotted in
Figure 50. (The regression equation used to fit these data was of the form
y=1/(A*(x+B) 2 +C).)
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Figure 50. Preresonance Raman effect in native-state lignin.
The data reveal that the 1595 cm-1 band of lignin was subject to pre-
resonance Raman enhancement. For PRRE to occur, structural units in the
lignin macromolecule (chromophores) must be absorbing the incident radiation.
(Evidence for this absorption can be seen in Figure 51 where black spruce's
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Figure 51. Absorption spectra and excitation profile for black spruce.
Units in lignin which have been shown to absorb (near-UV and) visible
radiation include:
1. Coniferyl alcohol-type units, 6% of the C-9 units 154 ,24 5,
2. a-carbonyls, 6% of the C-9 units 154, 245
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4. Quinonemethide units, 3% of the C-9 units37,3 8
In addition, other quinonoid structures38 and (phenoxy) radicals 42 which may
be present in native wood are capable of absorbing these wavelengths. As was
demonstrated in the previous model compound study, PRRE of the ~1600 cm- 1 band
did occur with coniferyl alcohol, coniferaldehyde, and the a-carbonyl
containing a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone. (It should be noted that the
same units which are responsible for PRRE would also contribute to CE.)
The regression curves for both wood species (Figure 50) are approximately
parallel which indicates that even if differences in lignin makeup exist
between the two species, the structural unit's (chromophore's) response to
excitation wavelength is approximately the same.
In order to determine the contribution of CE to the 1595 cm-1 band
intensity (514.5 nm excitation), the PRRE-free 1064 nm (1595/1098) values were
analyzed. (The regression curves shown in Figure 50 indicate that PRRE does
not significantly contribute to the relative 1595 cm-1 band intensity at
excitation wavelengths greater than 900 nm.) Both conjugation enhancement and
nonenhanced Raman scattering contribute to this intensity.
Raman spectra were collected from both guaiacyl propanol and cellobiose
(0.1M solutions in 0.5M methanol/water) to assess the nonenhanced contribution
to the relative 1595 cm-1 band intensity. (Guaiacyl propanol was used as the
lignin model because its Raman bands did not show enhancement. Cellobiose was
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chosen as the model for cellulose because it was readily available and dis-
solved completely.) The results of these experiments indicated that at equal
concentrations, the intensity of lignin's 1595 cm-1 band should equal the
intensity of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band, i.e., the scattering coefficients are
approximately the same. According to Isenberg217 the concentration of cellu-
lose is roughly 2 to 2.5X that of lignin in black spruce and loblolly pine
wood. These data taken together indicate that, on the average, the nonen-
hanced (NE) relative 1595 cm- 1 band intensity should be approximately 0.4.
(Orientation effects on intensity are not considered in this analysis.) If
this analysis is reasonably correct, then CE contributes significantly to
(514.5 nm) 1595 cm-1 band intensity as Table 10 shows. (This is not surpris-
ing in light of the fact that the structural units in lignin which give rise
to PRRE would also contribute to CE.)
From these studies, it is clear that both conjugation and preresonance
Raman effects can contribute to enhancement of the 1595 cm-1 band of lignin in
native woody tissue. Figure 52 summarizes these findings. The individual
relative contributions to band intensity from each mechanism (referenced to
514.5 nm excitation) were: black spruce - 37% PRRE, 49% CE, 14% NE; loblolly
pine - 56% PRRE, 33% CE, 11% NE. (These percentages were obtained from the
data in Table 10 by dividing the relative intensity contribution for each
mechanism by the 514.5 nm relative intensity (PRRE+CE+NE contributions) and






and could change depending on the location from which the section was
The difference in the PRRE and CE contributions between the two
(and also within a single species - see footnote #3 from Table 10) may
structure differences in lignin such as the type of units and their
number.





Relative 1595 cm:1 Band Intensity
I1595/I1098
(Excitation Wavelength, nm)
514.5 (PRRE+CE+NE)(1) 1064 (CE+NE)(2) (NE)
2.80 (3 ) 1.78 0.4
3.78 1.64 0.4
(1) Contributions from preresonance Raman enhancement (PRRE) conjugation
enhancement (CE), and nonenhanced scattering (NE).
(2) Data have been corrected for instrument response.
(3) This value which is the average intensity for three closely spaced
regions on the woody section, was found to be location specific. A
thin section from a different block of black spruce wood gave a value
of 3.44. This may indicate that the average structure of lignin varies










Contribution of Conjugation/Preresonance Ramen Enhancement
to the 1595 cm A -1 Band Intensity of Native-State Ugnin
Black Spruce LobUloy Pin
Z P CE h
Figure 52. Contribution of conjugation/preresonance Raman enhancement to the
1595 cm-1 band intensity of native-state lignin. Referenced
to 514.5 nm excitation.
This idea finds support in the model compound study. This study
revealed that the more conjugated the system became, the greater the enhance-
ment factor (CE and PRRE) and the larger the contribution of PRRE to total
band intensity. These results suggest that loblolly pine with its greater
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1595 cm-1 band intensity (both black spruce and loblolly pine have similar
lignin concentrations) and larger PRRE contribution may have a higher degree
of conjugation in its lignin macromolecule. For example, this would be possi-
ble if loblolly pine lignin contained more coniferaldehyde type units than did
black spruce lignin. (It could be argued that the difference in the relative
1595 cm- 1 band intensity between the two species is not so much due to species
differences in lignin makeup but is simply a manifestation of spot-to-spot
variation within a species. This may be partly the cause of the difference
but, I believe, the suggestion of species differences in lignin makeup is
valid for the following reason: Even though the relative 1595 cm-1 band
intensity of black spruce lignin was found to be section specific, the largest
value encountered for black spruce [3.44] did not exceed the relative 1595 cm- 1
band intensity values for loblolly pine lignin [values ranged from 3.65 to
3.92] and, in the majority of cases, the relative intensities were much less
than 3.44.)
Photostabilization Of Lignin
Prior to mapping the organization and compositional variability of lignin
in plant cell walls using micro-Raman spectroscopy, it became necessary to
stabilize the macromolecule to laser radiation. This section reports on the
results of experiments to determine the causes of the photo-induced changes
that occurred in the lignin macromolecule during laser irradiation and at-
tempts to achieve photostabilization.
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Possible Causes Of Photodegradation
It is generally accepted that the principal reactions in the light-
induced degradation of wood are photooxidative in nature. 35,44-4 6 The initial
steps in the photooxidation degradation involve the absorption of the incident
photons by chromophoric groups (in the lignin macromolecule) followed by free
radical formation.48
Chromophoric Groups
The potential chromophores/chromophoric groups include transition metal
complexes (with lignin ?), a-carbonyls, conjugated double bonds (both coniferyl
alcohol- and coniferaldehyde-type structures), quinonoid structures (quinone-
and quinonemethide-type structures), and phenolic hydroxyls.43
Charge-Transfer Complexes
Charge-transfer complexes (CTC) are molecular complexes formed by the
weak interaction of electron donors and electron acceptors. In general, the
absorption spectrum of a CTC retains the individual absorption bands of its
donor and acceptor components, but an additional band(s) due to the complex as
a whole is observed. The general shape of these bands is asymmetric, being
broader on the high frequency side.24 9
An additional chromophoric system which may contribute to visible light
absorption was discovered during the PRRE/UV-Visible absorption studies. What
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appeared to be a charge-transfer band was observed in the absorption spectrum
of an approximately equimolar mixture of cellobiose and coniferyl alcohol in
methanol/water (Figure 53). The band centered at 520 nm was not seen in
either one of the individual absorption spectra.
Figure 53. UV-Visible absorption spectrum of a mixture of cellobiose and
coniferyl alcohol in 0.5M methanol/water. (Compare to the absorp-
tion spectrum of coniferyl alcohol shown in Figure 47.)
The occurrence of this new band, together with its general charge-
transfer like shape, suggests that this feature may be due to a charge-trans-
fer interaction between cellobiose (o-orbital type or n [lone electron pair]
type donor ?) and coniferyl alcohol (n-orbital type acceptor ?). (It is known
that some type of interaction occurs because the normally water-insoluble
coniferyl alcohol dissolves in a cellobiose/water solution.)












The intensity of the 520 nm band is very low (approximately 0.002 AU).
Using the Bouguer/Lambert-Beer Law11' 12 gave a molar absorptivity of 20
l/mol-cm. It thus appears that the magnitude of any charge-transfer interac-
tion between these species is small.
Raman experiments were conducted to ascertain if cellobiose altered
coniferyl alcohol's 1610 cm- 1 band intensity. As can be seen from Table 11,
the relative 1610 cm- 1 band intensity was significantly affected in the
presence of cellobiose. The band intensity increased by 56% and 39% using
514.5 nm and 647.1 nm excitation wavelengths, respectively.
Table 11. Effect of Cellobiose on Coniferyl Alcohol's 1610 cm-1 Relative
Band Intensity.
Relative 1610 cm-1 Intensity (2)
11610 (coniferyl alcohol)/I 14 50 (MeOH)
(Excitation Wavelength)
Chemical Species(1 ) 514.5 647.1
D-Cellobiose (CB)
Coniferyl Alcohol (CA) 4.1 3.45
CB + CA 6.4 4.8
(1) 0.1M D-cellobiose in 0.5M MeOH/water,
0.1M coniferyl alcohol in 0.5M MeOH/water,
0.05M D-cellobiose + 0.05M coniferyl alcohol in 0.5M MeOH/water.
(2) Data have been corrected for instrument response and concentration
differences.
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The data show that enhancement of coniferyl alcohol's 1610 cm- 1 band
occurred in the presence of cellobiose and that the magnitude of the enhance-
ment was wavelength dependent. This latter point, which is indicative of
PRRE, points to the formation of a species capable of absorbing incident
radiation, i.e., a chromophore. This chromophore could be responsible for the
520 nm band seen in the UV-Visible absorption spectrum of cellobiose/coniferyl
alcohol and conceivably could be a CTC between these chemical species.
Whether these results are directly applicable to native wood is not known.
Cellulose and lignin may not behave in the manner observed in this model system.
(It is also conceivable that a charge-transfer interaction could develop
between hemicelluloses and lignin. This possibility was not investigated.)
The Role Of Free Radicals
Free radicals are important intermediates in the photooxidative degrada-
tion reactions of wood (lignin). 33,43,54- 58 After the absorption of light by
chromophores present in wood, electronically excited molecules are generated.
These excited molecules (lignin units) subsequently lead to the formation of
various free radicals by dissociation or by reaction with other molecules.
These free radicals could include lignin polymer alkyl (P-, e.g., benzyl alco-
hol type), lignin polymer alkylperoxy (P00.), and lignin polymer alkyloxy
(PO, e.g., phenoxy type) radicals as well as low molecular weight radicals
such as R-, ROO-, RO., HO-, etc.
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Electron Spin Resonance Study
Experiments were undertaken to assess the population of free radicals in
black spruce thin sections prior to laser exposure. Hon found no evidence for
intrinsic free radicals in wood and suggested that the customary observed
"intrinsic" free radicals may well be an artifact created during mechanical
preparations and/or created by exposure to (fluorescent) light.4 1 It has also
been reported that phenoxy radicals are present in lignin preparations and
absorb in the 500-600 nm region of the electromagnetic spectrum.42 If free
radicals are present prior to laser irradiation, they could contribute to the
absorption of 514.5 nm photons. This, in turn, would generate additional free
radicals, which could absorb 514.5 nm photons, etc. (Generally, free radicals
are very reactive and are encountered only as intermediates in chemical reac-
tions. Lignin-based radicals [phenoxy] are exceptionally stable because they
can form resonance structures with the aromatic ring.48)
Electron spin resonance (ESR; also known as electron paramagnetic
resonance, EPR) is a very powerful and sensitive method for detecting and
quantifying free radicals. For the reader interested in learning about the
theory and practice of this technique, see references 250-254.
ESR spectra are characterized by four parameters: g-value, hyperfine
splittings, line widths, and intensity. Only two of these, g-value and inten-
sity, are important to this study. The g-value is the absolute magnetic field
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position of the line of an ESR spectrum and has some value in characterizing
the type of radical being observed. The intensity of the spectral signal
(integrated area) is directly proportional to the number of free radicals in
the sample.
This study was undertaken to look at the effect of mechanical action,
gaseous atmosphere, and fluorescent light on radical generation in air-dried
black spruce wood and was carried out at the University of Wisconsin-Milwau-
kee's Biomedical Research Center using their Varian E109 spectrometer. The
results are shown in Figure 54. In this figure, the code at the bottom is
(A,B/C,D), where the letters refer to:
A. Extent of mechanical action during sample preparation - large (lg)
or fine matchstick. (The fine matchstick received a greater degree
of mechanical [cutting] action than did the large matchstick.)
B. Sectioned in darkness (dk) or light (It).
C. Sectioned and stored in air or nitrogen (N2).









Effect of Sample Treatment
on the Number of Radicals in Black Spruce Wood
Lg dk/akidk Fine dcWar,d Fn O&,U Lo dSN2&d Lg TdkatJ
Sample Treatment
Figure 54. Effect of sample treatment on the number of radicals in black
spruce wood.
The major conclusions drawn from this study were:
1. Free radicals are produced as a result of mild mechanical action
(Lg dk/N2,dk), but their number was not sensitive to the different








2. Black spruce wood readily interacts with fluorescent light to produce
radicals. Irradiation with fluorescent lights (40 hours) resulted in
a 7-fold (air) and 4-fold (N2) increase in the number of radicals,
(Fine dk/air,dk vs. Fine dk/air,lt; Lg dk/N2,dk vs. Lg dk/N2,1t).
3. Oxygen (air) did not appear to be essential for radical formation
(Lg dk/N2,dk or Lg dk/N2,lt); but
4. Oxygen (air) can participate and appears to act as a radical quencher
(Lg dk/air,dk vs. Lg dk/N2,dk or Lg dk/N2,dk vs. Lg dk/N2,lt).
5. The g-values which did not differ significantly (They ranged from
2.0021 to 2.0023.) and the Gaussian line shapes of the ESR curves
suggest that a number of closely related (phenoxy-type) radicals
were being produced during these treatments.
These findings are similar to what other researchers have observed using
loblolly pine 41 and yellow poplar.53
The implication of these results is that free radicals (produced during
sample preparation) may be present in the woody sections prior to laser
irradiation and may therefore participate in the laser light-induced photooxi-
dative degradation reactions of lignin. (See the next section for a continua-
tion of this discussion.)
The Role Of Water
Immersion of the sample in water has traditionally been used in our
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laboratory both to minimize thermal degradation and to reduce the level of
background fluorescence in the Raman spectra of wood.214 When using this
technique, the intensity of certain lignin bands decayed with time. In con-
trast, these same bands did not show decay when the sample was dry. (This
stability was observed regardless of the gaseous environment surrounding the
sample. It has been seen with nitrogen, air, and fluorescence-reducing oxy-
gen.) These observations strongly suggest that water is involved in the decay
process. It may be an active participant by entering into the degradation
reactions or its role may be more passive, e.g., it may swell the fiber and/or
provide a medium for diffusion of the lignin fragments.
Hon and Feist 255 have observed that the concentration of photo-induced
free radicals in wood was a function of moisture content. When the moisture
content in wood increased from zero to 6.3%0D, an enhancement of free radical
formation was observed, but beyond this stage, the rate of radical decay in-
creased. They speculated that water facilitated light penetration into the
accessible regions of the cell wall and served to "swell up the nonaccessible
regions." They reasoned that by opening up these less accessible regions of
the wall (for light penetration), new surfaces were provided where free radi-
cals could be generated. Beyond a moisture content of 6.3%, an excess amount
of water was thought to exist. The authors suggested that the excess water
could then have served as a radical acceptor to trap free radicals thereby
reducing the ESR intensity, i.e., the rate of generation was exceeded by the
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rate of trapping. They hypothesized that the trapping reaction could involve
the establishment of an equilibrium between water molecules and phenoxy radi-
cals to form phenoxy radical-water complexes. (Whether their results can be
extended to water-immersed fibers is unknown. If these findings are applica-
ble, the presence of radicals in the immersed woody thin section prior to
laser exposure is in doubt and thus their contribution to the initial absorp-
tion of 514.5 nm photons is unknown.)
The above study suggests that water may act as a radical scavenger as
well as assume a more passive role. It has also been speculated that water is
able to quench excited states by intermolecular collisions or long-range
dipole-dipole resonance interactions.256 Both radical scavenging and excited
state quenching are photostabilizing mechanisms and therefore would be expect-
ed to protect the wood (lignin) against photooxidative degradation, not foster
it. It is conceivable that hydroxy and hydroperoxy radicals, as well as
hydrogen peroxide are formed during irradiation via secondary reactions and it
is these species which contribute to the decay.
Water's specific function(s) in the decay process remain unknown. All
that can be said with certainty is that water must be present for the decay
reactions to occur.
Photostabilization Studies
Photostabilization involves the retardation or elimination of unfavorable
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light-induced degradative pathways. Chemical modification of the reactive
centers or the addition of compounds capable of deactivating the photoexcited
species and/or preventing radical formation are two approaches commonly used.
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Figure 55. Schematic representation of degradation in wood and methods used
to retard or eliminate the unfavorable pathways.47
(ISC: intersystem crossing).
In the following two sections, Model Compound Study and Woody Tissue,
the results of experiments designed to photostabilize lignin to laser
radiation will be presented. The techniques used and degradation pathways


















Modification of absorption center - transition
metal complexes
Modification of absorption center - probably
Ca=Ca and ring conjugated carbonyls
Modification of absorption center - ring conjugated
carbonyls and quinonoid structures
Modification of absorption center - quinonoid
structures
Blocking of free phenolic hydroxyl groups
Excited state quencher/(radical scavenger ?)
Excited state quencher/radical scavenger
Excited state quencher
Nonaqueous immersion medium - eliminate water's
contribution to the decay process
Model Compound Study
Lignin model compound studies were undertaken to clarify the changes
observed in the Raman spectra when chemically modifying woody tissue in an
attempt to achieve photostabilization.
1600 cm-1 Region Band Assignments
The first part of this study was directed towards clarifying the 1600 cm-1
region band assignments for native lignin. Previous work in our laboratory
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has shown that the 1595 cm-1, 1620 cm-1 (shoulder), and 1654 cm-1 bands in the
Raman spectra of woody tissue are due to lignin.222 The 1595 cm-1 band has
been ascribed to aromatic ring breathing modes.221 The 1620 cm-1 band is
thought to be due to Ca=C$ stretching vibrations while the 1654 cm-1 band may
have contributions from both Ca=Ch and conjugated C=0 stretching vibrations.
Raman spectra were obtained from model compounds I-IV using 514 nm
excitation to help clarify the 1620 cm-1 and 1654 cm-1 band assignments.
Table 13 summarizes the results. The pair of bands centered on 1600 cm-1 are
due to symmetric (larger wavenumber band) and asymmetric planar ring vibra-
tions of the aromatic ring.257 The effect of conjugation on the position of
the Ca=Ca band can be seen in the table. This band was shifted to a lower
frequency as the degree of conjugation increased; band position shifted from
1655 cm-1 (0.1M coniferyl alcohol) to 1615 cm-1 (0.1M coniferaldehyde). (Part
of this shifting is the result of increased conjugation and part is caused by
vibrational coupling.)
The results of this study support the assignment of lignin's 1620 cm-1
band to Cat=C stretching vibrations. The cause of the 1654 cm-1 band is not
as clear. Native lignin contains approximately 6% coniferyl alcohol-type
structures, 6% a-carbonyl containing units and from 2-4% coniferalidehyde-type
units.27- 29,154,245 The presence of these structures in lignin suggest that
Ca=C$ and C=O contribute to the 1654 cm-1 band. Furthermore, it is
conceivable that the C0=O band in native lignin is conjugation shifted to the
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1660 cm- 1 region.
































(1) The spectra can be found in Appendix 5.
(2) Upper values - pure compounds, lower - 0.1M in methanol.
(3) sh - shoulder.
Chemical Modification
The next part of the model compound study was directed towards under-
standing the spectral changes that occurred when lignin's structure was chemi-
cally modified with acid-chlorite and sodium borohydride.
Acid-Chlorite Treatment
Acid-chlorite chemistry is complex because of the multitude of species
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involved. In an acid-chlorite solution, a mobile equilibrium exists between
chlorine dioxide, chlorous acid, hypochlorous acid and elemental chlorine.
All of these species are capable of entering into reactions with lignin.259
Results from phenolic lignin model compound studies suggest at least two
separate reaction paths are involved in the chlorine dioxide/acidified chlor-
ite oxidation of these monolignols. 260-265 One reaction path leads to forma-
tion of muconic acid derivatives from a ring-opening reaction and the second
path yields substituted para-quinones. Lindgren265 has proposed the following
























Figure 56. Chlorine dioxide oxidation of gualacyl derivatives. 266
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It has been reported that the oxidation of monolignols containing conju-
gated double bonds exhibited a different pattern. 26 6'2 67 In this case the
preferential site of initial attack was the double bond rather than the free
phenolic hydroxyl.
Raman spectra were collected from guaiacyl propanol, a,4-dihydroxy-3-
methoxyacetophenone, coniferyl alcohol, and coniferaldehyde treated with acid-
chlorite (10% molar excess C102-). Upon the addition of the monolignol to the
acid-chlorite solution, an intense color developed for both a-4-dihydroxy-3-
methoxyacetophenone and coniferaldehyde. It ranged from amber (a-4-dihydroxy-
3-methoxyacetophenone) to deep amber (coniferaldehyde). In spite of this
apparent reaction, these monolignols were not completely solubilized after 6
hours. (The undissolved material was removed prior to acquiring the Raman
spectra. Raman analysis of this material showed it to be the unreacted mono-
lignol.) Guaiacyl propanol and coniferyl alcohol, in contrast to this, did
not show a color change but did dissolve completely in the acid-chlorite
solution within this time period. (It is felt that the initial solubility of
a particular monolignol in the acid-chlorite solution was determined more by
solvent [water] interactions rather than C102- chemical reactions.) Water's
3400 cm-1 OH stretching band was used for normalization. (The assumption was
made that the OH stretch from water was the principal contribution to this
band and the "concentration" of water was the same for the monolignol/acid-
chlorite solutions.) The results are shown in Table 14 and the spectra can be
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found in Appendix 6.
Table 14. Effect of Acid-Chlorite (AC) Treatment on the 1600 cm-1 Region
Monolignol Bands.




























(1) 0.075M monolignol, 0.083M NaCOl2.
(2) 0.1M in methanol.
(3) Values in parentheses are the ratio after sample was stored under
nitrogen at 4°C for 16 days (coniferyl alcohol), 26 days (guaiacyl
propanol).
(4) Bands obscured by fluorescence background.
(5) Not applicable.
(6) sh-shoulder, s-strong, w-weak, vw-very weak.
The interpretation of these results, made somewhat difficult by the,
complex chemistry occurring in an acid-chlorite system, is as follows:
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1. a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone - The immediate color change that
occurred upon introducing the monolignol into the acid-chlorite
solution points to a fairly rapid chemical reaction and the formation of
colored degradation products. (The absence of both 1590 cm- 1 [ring] and
1670 cm-1 (Ca=O) Raman bands supports this.) It is likely that the
degradation products included quinone- and muconic acid(?)-type struc-
tures as evidenced by the Raman bands. Quinones have strong Raman bands
at 1565-1585 cm- 1 and 1660-1675 cm-1.268 (It is believed that these
bands are due to C=C and C=O stretching vibrations, respectively. The
:1575 cm- 1 band is stronger with o-quinonoid structures while the
%1665 cm- 1 band is more intense with p-quinonoid structures.268 ) The
presence of the 1575 cm- 1 band suggests the formation of o-quinone type
structures. The 1640 cm- 1 and 1720 cm- 1 bands could be due to the C=O
stretch in -COOH, and -COOCH 3 groups, respectively
2 57 , but it is difficult
to say with certainty. Referring to Figure 56, it may be that the
reaction pathway leading to o-quinonoid formation is favored over the
other pathways and the limited amount of reagent prevented the formation
of the other end products (?).
The interpretation was hindered by the very high level of background
fluorescence. The Raman bands were little more than "bumps" on the
fluorescence curve. The origin of this fluorescence is unknown, but it
must be related to the specific degradation products.
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2. Coniferaldehyde - As was the case for a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyaceto-
phenone, the acid-chlorite solution became colored upon the addition of
coniferaldehyde. This again is indicative of a fairly rapid chemical
reaction and formation of colored products. The very strong feature at
1570 cm 1, together with the deep amber color of the solution point to
quinonoid degradation products, probably o-quinone type species.
The fluorescence background was very high and obscured much of the
details. Besides the (enhanced ?) 1570 cm-1, the only other features in
the 1600 cm- 1 region were very weak bands at 1600 ca 1, 1625 ac - and
1660 cm-1. These bands are most likely due to unreacted monolignol (the
reagent was limiting).
3. Coniferyl alcohol - Coniferyl alcohol appeared to react substantially
slower than either of the carbonyl-containing monoTignols. The aromatic
ring breathing (shifted to %1590 cm-1) and Ca=C B (01655 cm
-1) stretching
bands, while affected, were readily apparent after treatment. Both of
these bands declined in intensity. Using the 0.1M in methanol data
(10.3X Raman conjugation and preresonance enhancement of the 1610 cm- 1
band relkative to guaiacyl propanol,, 116i55 cm-1 band ~2.3X 1610 cm -1 band
intensity) and assuming the aromatic ring was not affected (see guaiacyl
propanol no. 4, below), the 1590 cm-1 and 1660 cm- 1 bands declined 45%
and 77%, respectively, after 6 hours and 58% and 90% after 16 days. The
1660 cm 1 band behavior points to the disruption of the conjugated
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ethylenic bond. It is believed that the decline of the 1590 cm-1 band is
primarily due to the loss of CE/PRRE brought about by an attack on the
Ca=Ca bond rather than modification of the aromatic ring. (The spectra
do not show any evidence of either quinone- or muconic acid-type
structures - see next paragraph.)
The lack of color change and absence of bands in the 1570 cm-1 and
1670 cm-1 regions suggest that quinones were not formed (under these
reaction conditions). It seems likely that the limited reagent precluded
the further reaction of the modified coniferyl alcohol. Apparently the
chemistry favored the attack on the conjugated ethylenic bonds over
further reactions with the modified coniferyl alcohol to form quinone-
and/or muconic acid-type structures.
4. Guaiacyl propanol - It is unlikely that a reaction occurred between
guaiacyl propanol and acid-chlorite (under these particular reaction
conditions). Guaiacyl propanol's 1610 cm-1 aromatic ring breathing band
was the only feature (other than water's 1630 cm-1 H-O-H bending band) to
occur in the 1600 cm- 1 spectral region. Had degradative reactions taken
place, it is likely that strong features would have been seen in the
1570 cm- 1 and/or 1670 cm- 1 regions. Even after 26 days (under nitrogen
at 4'C) the relative band height decreased by only 5% and it is unknown
if this decrease was real or simply due to experimental error.
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In summary, conjugated carbonyl-containing structures (a,4-dihydroxy-3-
methoxyacetophenone and coniferaldehyde) were particularly sensitive to acidi-
fied chlorite oxidation. The color change as well as the appearance of the
01570 cm-1 Raman band strongly suggested the formation of o-quinone type
reaction products. The reason for this sensitivity may be related to oxygen's
lone pair of electrons (C=O:) which could interact with acid-chlorite species.
In contrast to this, coniferyl alcohol with its conjugated ethylenic bond did
not react as quickly (or as completely) with acid-chlorite. The coniferyl
alcohol data suggested that an attack on C.=Co was favored over further reac-
tions with the ring to form colored degradation products. Apparently this
selective attack only takes place when there are no additional ring conjugated
groups. If these groups are present (Cg=O - coniferaldehyde), then further
reactions (ring) leading to the formation of quinones occur. Guaiacyl
propanol did not appear to react with acid-chlorite under the experimental
conditions suggesting that ring conjugated groups are necessary to initiate a
reaction.
Sodium Borohydride Treatment
Sodium borohydride is an effective reducing reagent. The types of struc-
tures reduced depend on the solvent. In hydroxylic solvents, aldehyde and
ketone groups are rapidly reduced at 25'C.8
Raman spectra were collected from model compounds I-IV treated with 50%
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excess NaBH4 (molar basis) using 514.5 nm excitation. All of the models were
soluble in the NaBH4 solution. Water's 3400 cm
-1 OH stretching band was used
for normalization. The results are shown in Table 15. The spectra are
located in Appendix 7.
Table 15. Effect of Sodium Borohydride Treatment
Monolignol Bands.
on the 1600cm- 1 Region




































0.167M monolignol, 0.250M NaBH4.
0.1M in methanol.
Relative to guaiacyl propanol.
interpretation of these results is as follows:
a,4-dihydroxy-3-methoxyacetophenone - The absence of the
is indicative of the reduction of the a-carbonyl group.










the extent of conjugation which impacted the enhancement (both CE and
PRRE) of the 1595 cm-1 band. This value is essentially equal to that
of guaiacyl propanol which does not contain any conjugated substituents.
2. Coniferaldehyde - After treatment with NaBH4, the model acquired a
coniferyl alcohol-type structure with the reduction of its Z-carbonyl
group (loss of 1660 cm-1 band). As a result of the decrease in conjuga-
tion brought about by the loss of this group, the Ca=C 1615 cm-1 band
was shifted to a higher frequency (1640 cm-1 - same position as Ca=C o
band in NaBH4 treated coniferyl alcohol) and the %1590 cm- 1 band enhance-
ment (CE and PRRE) was decreased to the approximate level seen in treated
coniferyl alcohol. (Previously it was shown that because of its extended
conjugated system [both ethylenic and carbonyl bonds can enter into
conjugation with the aromatic ring], coniferaldehyde's 1595 cmn1 relative
band intensity was approximately an order of magnitude larger than that
of the coniferyl alcohol.)
3. Coniferyl alcohol - Treatment of the monolignoT with NaBH4 had little
effect on its structure. The =1585 cm-1 band enhancement (CE and PRRE)
is approximately equal to that seen with the 0.1M in methanol control
(11.9 vs. 10.3). It is believed that the C=Co 1655 cm-1 band was shifted
to a lower frequency (1640 cmr 1) primarily because of solvent effects.
(The aromatic bands were shifted an equivalent amount which supports this
supposition.) The nature of this solvent interaction is not known, but
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solvent effects such as this are reported in the literature. 258 (There
is some evidence that minor changes occurred; the C.=C/ring ratio
changed slightly from that seen in the control spectrum [1.5 vs. 2.31.
Whether this is also due to solvent effects is not known.)
4. Guaiacyl propanol - Guaiacyl propanol did not appear to be affected by
treatment with NaBH4.
To summarize, sodium borohydride treatment reduced ring conjugated
carbonyls (a - 1670 cm-1 and Y - 1660 cm-1 ) but did not disrupt the aromatic
ring (z1600 cm-1) or ring conjugated ethylenic (Ca=CQ - 1615/1655 cm-1) bands.
Woody Tissue
This section will present the results of experiments directed towards
stabilizing lignin to 514.5 nm radiation. Black spruce 30-micron radial sec-
tions were chiefly used to assess the effect of the photostabilization treat-
ments. In these studies the incident electric vector was parallel to the long
axis of the cell wall and cellulose's 1098 cm- 1 band was used as an internal
standard. (Previously it was shown that this band was stable to 514.5 nm
laser radiation and the effect of mild acid-chlorite oxidation/sodium borohy-
dride reduction on cellulose has been reported to be minor.8 '267) The behav-
ior of lignin's 1595 cm-1 band towards laser radiation was monitored using the
sequential data acquisition capability of the Raman microprobe. A 100X objec-
tive was used and all samples were immersed in water unless otherwise noted.
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Excitation Wavelength
The effect of excitation wavelength on the decay of lignin's 1595 cm-1
band is shown in Figure 57. As can be seen, using 647.1 nm excitation did not
stop the decay although the magnitude of the disruption appeared to be less.
The 514.5 nm data points lie below the 647.1 nm data points even though the
PRRE contribution would be expected to be greater when using 514.5 nm excita-
tion. In order for this to occur, lignin's structure had to have undergone a
greater disruption when using 514.5 nm excitation.
In order to get an estimate of the initial (t=O) 1595 cm-1 band intensi-
ties, Raman spectra were collected from a sequential section using the high
pressure oxygen cell. The relative intensities were found to be 3.44 and 2.80
for 514.5 nm and 647.1 nm excitation, respectively. (These relative intensi-
ties were assumed to be of the same order of magnitude as the S2 1595 cm
- 1
band intensities would have been if 1595 cm-1 band decay had not occurred.
This assumption may not be entirely valid but is useful as a first approxima-
tion. The problems with this assumption are: (1) The 1098 cm-1 and 1595 cm- 1
band intensities obtained with the macromode Raman system include contribu-
tions from areas other than the secondary wall. Thus, these average intensi-
ties may not be representative of the individual (S2 ) ones. (2) It has
been observed that the Raman intensity of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band (internal
standard) is somewhat lower when the sample is dry rather than wet. Tt is
believed that this effect is due to a partial scrambling of the electric
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vector in the dry woody sample. This would have the effect of slightly in-
flating the relative 1595 cm-1 intensity.)
Effect of Excitation Wavelength
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Figure 57. Effect of excitation wavelength on black spruce lignin's 1595 cm- 1
band decay behavior.
The 1595 cm-1 relative intensities (3.44 - 514.5 nm excitation and 2.80 -
647.1 nm excitation) show the expected effect of PRRE; using an excitation
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wavelength closer to the absorption band(s) resulted in a greater intensity.
If these numbers are reasonably correct, then both curves show an initial
precipitous drop (disruption of enhancement mechanisms) followed by a slowing
of the decay rate. The drop is more pronounced when using 514.5 nm excita-
tion. This may be partly due to the greater PRRE contribution but most likely
is also due to the greater disruption of the lignin macromolecule as indicated
above. The gradual decline seen in both curves may be indicative of the loss
of aromaticity/destruction of the ring. (Earlier experiments revealed that
the unenhanced relative 1595 cm-1 band intensity would be approximately 0.4.
[Orientation effects on intensity were not considered in the analysis.] Black
spruce's 1595 cm- 1 band intensity falls below this level, which may possibly
indicate that either the aromatic ring was disrupted or "lignin" became solu-
bilized and diffused away from the area.)
Chemical Modification
Acid-Chlorite/Sodium Borohydride Treatment
Before investigating the decay behavior of acid-chlorite and sodium
borohydride treated wood, macromode (02) spectra were acquired to observe the
changes which had occurred to the 1600 cm-1 region bands. The sections were
treated with: (1) acid-chlorite (AC), (2) sodium borohydride (BH), (3) AC
followed by BH, and (4) BH followed by AC. After treatment, they were dried
under nitrogen prior to Raman collection. In these studies (both macro and
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micro) sequential sections were used to minimize location differences. (The
treatment specifics are located in Appendix 4 and the spectra can be found in
Appendix 8.)
Table 16 and Figure 58 show the effect of these treatments on black
spruce's 1600 cm-1 region band intensities. It can be seen that the treat-
ments disrupted CE/PRRE to varying degrees. The most severe disruption
occurred with the acid-chlorite (AC)/sodium borohydride (BH) treatment while
AC alone only had a slight effect on the band intensities. These data suggest
that the sodium borohydride treatment was more severe than acid-chlorite.
(Acid-chlorite was shown to be very reactive towards carbonyl-containing
structures and yet the BH treatment which attacks carbonyl groups had the
greater effect on the band intensities, i.e., the degree of CE/PRRE disruption
was greater when using BH.) The extent of the acid-chlorite treatment used
here (30 min. at 25'C) has been shown not to alter the lignin content (Klason
and Klason + acid-soluble) of southern pine groundwood. 269
The extent of the disruption of CE/PRRE can be seen by comparing the
514.5 and 647.1 nm 1595 cm-1 relative intensities. The AC values which are
approximately equal to the control values indicate only a very minor disrup-
tion occurred to the lignin macromolecule during treatment. In contrast to
this, both BH/AC and AC/BH essentially showed no difference between the two
intensities. This suggests that these treatments altered the lignin molecule
in such a way as to make this band insensitive to wavelength (647.1 nm) but at
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the same time keeping some degree of CE enhancement. (The nonenhanced
1595 cm- 1 band intensity is approximately 0.4.)
Table 16. Effect of Chemical Pretreatment
Black Spruce(1).













(1) 514.5 nm excitation, high pressure 02 cell.
(2) Values in parentheses were obtained using 647.1 nm
for instrument response.
excitation; corrected
One very curious observation is that the bands do not significantly
change relative to each other in any of the treatments. (The 1620/1595 and
1654/1595 ratios are approximately the same with the possible exceptions of
AC/BH - both, and BH/AC - 1654/1595). The previous model compound studies
revealed that acid-chlorite treatment affected the ring conjugated carbonyl
and Ca=C Raman bands, while sodium borohydride treatment was shown to only
effect ring conjugated carbonyl bands. Thus both the 1620 cm- 1 (Ca=Co) and






























(All bands would be affected due to loss of enhancement, but their heights










Effect of Chemical Pretreatment on the Intensity
of Several Black Spruce Ugnin Bands




of chemical pretreatment on
band intensities.
black spruce lignin's 1600 cm-1
These findings suggest that:











2. The Raman bands probably have contributions from multiple lignin
units/groups, some of which may not be affected during treatment.
3. The fact that band enhancement was significantly altered for most of
the treatments suggests that specific groups (or structural units
containing these groups) which contribute disproportionally to the
band intensities are particularly sensitive to chemical modification.
Figure 59 (a) and (b) show the 1595 cm-1 band decay behavior from loca-
tions in the secondary cell wall layers of black spruce thin sections. The
initial values (t=O, macro-02) are included for comparison. (These initial
values are only approximate and may be too large for the reason given in the
preceding section.) These treatments did not significantly alter the decay
behavior. All the spectra show an initial precipitous drop followed by a
lessening of the slope. The general shapes of the curves are similar, but the
specific values differ. Part of the reason for this difference is due to the
disruption of CE/PRRE but part may also be due to location differences. The
acid-chlorite and sodium borohydride curves can be seen crossing above the
control curve (very early in the irradiation period in the case of acid-chlor-
ite, later for sodium borohydride). Whether this is due to spot-to-spot
variation or represents different kinetics is not known. It is possible that
both treatments altered the chemistry that led to the disruption of the aro-
matic ring. (All curves fall below the nonenhanced value of =0.4 which may be
indicative of aromatic ring disruption/destruction.)
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Effect of Chemical Pretreatment
on the Decay of Black Spruce's 
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Effect of Chemical Pretreatment
on the Decay of Black Spruce's 1595cm "-1 Lignin Band
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Figure 59b. Effect of chemical pretreatment on the decay of black spruce





















Table 17 presents the relative percent loss of the initial (8.3 min.)
1595 cm-1 values together with the relative 1595, 1620, and 1654 cm-1 band
intensities. As can be seen, the 1595 cm-1 band showed a significant decline
after %14 hours of 514.5 nm irradiation regardless of the treatment. The
percent decay was slightly less for acid-chlorite.(AC), sodium borohydride
(BH), and AC/BH treated sections. Whether this is due to a modification of
lignin's structure brought about by these treatments is not known. It could
also be due to structural differences in lignin, i.e., spot-to-spot variations
in the sensitivity to chemical modification.
Table 17. Effect
Region
of Chemical Pretreatment on Black Spruce Lignin's 1600 cm-1
Bands - Microprobe, S2 Cell Wall Layer.( )
Initial Ratios
(8.3 min. Irradiation)
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(1) 514.5 nm excitation.








The order of the 1620 and 1654 cm-1 band intensities parallels the
1595 cm-1 intensity. (The order is most likely a manifestation of the loss of
band enhancement brought about by the treatments as shown by the 02 data.)
The only obvious exception is the AC and BH order for the 1654 cm- 1 band.
It may be that either the AC value is too low or the BH value is too large.
This was not seen in the macrochamber 02 data which suggests that the AC and
BH order was probably the result of spot-to-spot variations.
It is apparent that none of the treatments was able to stop lignin's
1595 cm- 1 band decay. In spite of the disruption of CE/PRRE, decay still
occurred. These results support the idea that the initial rapid part of the
decay is primarily due to the loss of CE/PRRE. The subsequent gradual decline
is most likely due to the loss of aromaticity/dissolution of lignin brought
about by secondary photochemical reactions. The reason that the treated
sections still underwent lignin decay in spite of the loss of band enhancement
may be due to other structures in lignin which were not affected by these
treatments (or the treatments were not 100 percent effective).
Trimethylphosphite Treatment
Trimethylphosphite (TMP) has been shown to react with quinones to effec-
tively block the quinone's oxygens from participating in reactions 270
(Figure 60). In an attempt to determine if quinones (which are speculated to
be present in native wood) contribute to the absorption of 514.5 nm photons,
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black spruce sections were treated with TMP. Because of unwanted reactions
which could possibly occur in water (and perhaps oxygen), the sections were
first run dry under nitrogen then subsequently under oxygen in the macromode
high pressure cell. Figure 61 shows the Raman spectrum obtained in an oxygen
environment. (The relative 1595 cm- 1 band intensity was essentially the
same in both gaseous environments. The only obvious difference in the spectra
was that the background was substantially lower in the oxygen environment.)
The width of the 1595 cm-1 band appears to be greater in the treated section.
(Oxygen's 1550 cm 1 peak, which is readily apparent in untreated wood spectra
[02 environment], is hidden by the 1595 cm-1 band.) This may be indicative of
a reaction between TMP and lignin. In addition, the 2900/1098 cm-1 ratio is
larger in the treated wood which most likely reflects the C-H contribution
from TMP (1.5 vs. 1.1). If quinones were responsible for absorption/PRRE (and
TMP reacted with them) then the relative 1595 cm-1 and 1654 cm-1 band intensi-
ties would be expected to be lower in TMP-treated wood. This is not what is
observed. Both bands are more intense in the TMP-treated wood (1595 cm- 1
band: 3.6 vs. 2.4, 1654 cm 1 : 2.4 vs. 2.1). It may be that the absorption
band(s) of the adduct are in the visible region and therefore the lignin bands
are subject to PRRE(?). These data do not refute the suggestion that quinones
are present in native-wood and therefore can contribute to absorption of 514.5
nm photons. The TMP reaction may indicate their presence, but their contribu-
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The effects of methylation and chelation on the 1595 cm-1 band decay are
shown in Figure 62. Treatment of the extracted black spruce section with an
acetone wash followed by DTPA did little to alter the decay. (The slight
difference is most likely a location variation.) In contrast to this, methyl-
ation appeared to alter the initial precipitous drop. It is likely that
blocking the phenolic OH groups minimized the disruption of the conjugated
structures present in lignin, e.g., coniferaldehyde-type structures. Previous
studies revealed the methylation slowed photoyellowing reactions but did not
entirely stop them.62-65 The gradual decline is still seen with this treat-
ment, supporting the idea that the initial drop is primarily due to the loss
of band enhancement while the more gradual decline is a manifestation of ring
destruction. It is likely that either residual phenolic hydroxyl-containing
structures or other lignin structural elements were present after treatment to
initiate the (primary) photochemical reactions. These reactions probably
produced chemical species (phenoxy radicals ?) which attacked the aromatic
ring. (The methylation data, which were obtained from Umesh Agarwal [USDA,
Forest Products Laboratory], are from a cross-section of black spruce rather
than a radial section. As a result of this, the relative 1595 cm 1 band
intensity is slightly inflated because cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band [internal
standard] is less intense in a cross-section due to orientational effects.)
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Effect of Various Treatments on the Decay
of Black Spruce's 1595cm -1 Lignin Band




Figure 62. Effects of various treatments on the decay of black spruce's
1595 cm- 1 lignin band.
Quenching Agents
In order to investigate the effect of excited state quenchers/radical
scavengers on 1595 cm-1 band decay, black spruce sections were immersed in






















during 514.5 nm laser exposure. Figure 63 presents the result of these inves-
tigations. As can be seen, potassium iodide did little to alter the decay
behavior whereas copper (II) chloride had a significant effect on decay. This
treatment minimized the loss of CE/PRRE 1595 cm-1 band enhancement. The
gradual decline can still be seen which suggests that CuII ions did little to










Effect of Quenchers on the Decay
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Figure 63. Effect of quenchers of the decay of black spruce lignin's









It is conceivable the CuII ions deactivated some of the photoexcited
chromophores before conjugation-destroying reactions occurred (which would
have reduced the extent of PRRE). If (phenoxy) radicals are the cause of the
gradual decline, CuII ions did not prevent their formation nor did they act as
a radical scavenger.
It might have been possible to alter the CuII ion concentration to maxi-
mize the photostabilizing effect had not an interfering chemical reaction
occurred. The brass in the microscope objective reacted with the solution and
CuCl precipitated as the following chemistry shows:
Scheme 7. CuCl2 < > Cu2+ + 2Cl-
Cu2 + + Cu <-> 2Cu+
objective
Cu+ + Cl- <-> CuCi (ppt)
Zn0 + Cu2+ <-> Zn2+ + Cu0
I I I
objective solution plated on objective
The CuCl interfered with data collection after a short period of time. Figure
64 shows the interfering crystals of copper (I) chloride which grew during
laser exposure.
The effect of laser power level on lignin decay can also be seen in this
figure. The 30 mW and 100mW KI curves are not significantly different from
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each other. These data suggest that laser power does not have a significant
effect on decay.
Figure 64. Video image of the interfering CuCl crystals which developed
during 514.5 nm exposure when the black spruce sample was
immersed in CuCl2.
Oxygen has proven to be an effective fluorescence background quencher
when using the macromode high pressure cell. A special oxygen flow-through
cell was constructed to determine if dry wood sections could be used with the
microprobe. (Usually when using 514.5 nm radiation with the microprobe, the
Raman signal is overwhelmed by the fluorescence and the dry sample quickly
burns.) The cell consisted of a microscope slide on which the top of a
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poly(ethylene) container (trademark) was cemented. The top and bottom of this
container had holes cut into them. One accommodated the objective (bottom of
container) while the other allowed the wood section to be taped on the micro-
scope slide. A section of a surgical rubber glove (three attached fingers)
served to seal the container and the microscope objective (center finger) and
permitted the flow of oxygen through the cell (the two outside fingers).
While oxygen quenching is a viable technique for the macromode system, it
did not work with the microprobe. Rather than decreasing, the relative
1595 cm- 1 band increased in intensity after exposure to 514.5 nm radiation.
The initial value was 2.6 after 8.3 minutes of laser exposure; it increased to
5.3 after approximately 7 hours and by the end of 12 hours, the relative
height was =7. The background level behaved similarly; at the end of approxi-
mately 12 hours of 514.5 nm exposure, the level had increased about 6 times.
(Cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band was almost lost in this background level.) Appar-
ently the higher power density altered the chemistry/kinetics. It is probable
that the lignin macromolecule was modified in such a way as to increase the
1595 cm-1 band enhancement.
Nonaqueous Immersion Medium
A black spruce section was immersed in glycerol to both investigate
water's role in the 1595 cm-1 band decay and to determine if immersion in
another medium would be a viable alternative technique. (Water has tradition-
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ally been used because it minimizes thermal damage and quenches the interfer-
ing background fluorescence.) Glycerol did not prove to be satisfactory as an
immersion medium. After a short period of irradiation time (t9 min. @ 100 mW,
=82 min. @ 30 mW) a modification took place. Only two bands were readily
apparent after this time, one at 1325 cm 1 -and another at 1600 cm 1 . The 1098
cm- 1 band was not seen even though the background level fell during irradia-
tion. Apparently lignin was photomodified and the modified material masked
the cellulose features. (Water's thermal conductivity is two times greater
than glycerol's (0.001429 vs. 0.000703 cal/sec.-cm2 ocmo°C), so it is probable
that thermal energy played a role. The time it took the sample to become
photomodified when using different laser power levels (30 and 100 mW) supports
this idea. It took approximately 9 times longer for photomodification to
occur when using a lower incident power level, i.e., a smaller energy input.)
Up until the modification took place, the relative 1595 cm- 1 intensity
decreased only slightly (t8%) - see Figure 62. In addition, the reduction in
background level was not as pronounced as that seen when the sample was im-
mersed in water. Thus, water appears to be intimately involved both in lignin
decay and reduction of background fluorescence.
It is interesting to note that the initial relative 1595 cm- 1 band
intensities were significantly greater when the sample was dry (oxygen:
macro - 3.4, 2.8; micro - 2.6) or immersed in glycerol (2.5) as compared to
when the sample was immersed in water (t1.6). These data suggest that a very
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rapid modification of the lignin macromolecule occurs in an aqueous environ-
ment.
Concluding Remarks
Attempts to stabilize native-state lignin to laser radiation met with
little success. Reduction, oxidation, and substitution reactions of the
lignin macromolecule, as well as the use of fluorescence quenchers/radical
scavengers failed to stop the decay of lignin's 1595 cm- 1 band. The chemical
treatments did, however, alter the percent contribution of CE/PRRE to the 1595
cm-1 band intensity. Several treatments showed promise, e.g., glycerol immer-
sion and the use of CuII ions, but unwanted side reactions prevented their
use. The decay data (as well as the extent of enhancement) were found to be
very location-specific which suggests that the structure of the lignin macro-
molecule may vary from location to location in the secondary cell wall.
The decay of lignin has been found to be a multifaceted problem. Block-
ing the known reaction centers did not stop the decay which suggests that
alternative pathways exist. It is possible that other species (chromophores)
which are not greatly affected by these treatments are present in the wood and
thus contribute to absorption/decay. It has been suggested that simple ex-
traction does not completely remove colored wood extractives such as polyphe-
nolic flavanoid structures because they are either covalently bonded to wood
polysaccharides or lignin. 241 In addition to extractives, a CTC between
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cellulose and lignin may occur in woody tissue and could contribute to absorp-
tion. It is conceivable that structures such as these initiate photochemical
processes which eventually lead to the modification and destruction of the
lignin macromolecule.
To conclude this section on photostabilization, the 1595 cm- 1 decay
behavior for both black spruce and loblolly pine is shown in Figure 65. The
oxygen high pressure cell values are included to indicate the approximate
magnitude of the initial decline in band intensity. As can be seen, loblolly
pine experienced a quicker drop in 1595 cm- 1 band intensity than did black
spruce. It is possible that loblolly pine's 1595 cm-1 band had a higher PRRE
contribution than black spruce. The model compound studies revealed that
those models with the strongest absorption had the greater PRRE of their =1600
cm-1 bands (coniferaldehyde). It may be the loblolly pine has more absorption
centers of this type and that these are very sensitive to photochemical modi-
fication. (An analogy can be found in the acid-chlorite studies. It was
shown that in woody tissue, a substituent which contributed significantly to
the 1595 cm- 1 band intensity was very sensitive to AC treatment. Model com-
pound studies revealed the carbonyl-containing models were extremely reactive
to AC treatment. Taken together, these very sensitive species/groups could be
coniferaldehyde-type structures and it is these structures in wood which
contribute significantly to photochemical decay.)
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In this section, the results of the spectral mapping of the organization
of cellulose and lignin in the secondary cell walls of black spruce and lob-
lolly pine are presented.
Introduction
The results of the photostabilization treatments were disappointing in
regards to the spectral mapping of the organization of lignin in secondary
cell walls. None of the chemical treatments stopped the decay of the 1595 cm-
lignin band during laser exposure of wet woody tissue. (The use of 647.1 nm
excitation was not feasible even though the disruption to the lignin macromol-
ecule was shown to be less, because of the protracted acquisition time needed
to obtain reasonable spectra; a minimum of 50 minutes was required.) Although
complete photostabilization of lignin was not achieved, a methodology that was
thought to minimize the bias introduced by lignin modification was followed in
these studies (see EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS - EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM).
As was previously mentioned, the rotation of the electric vector relative
to morphological features, which was used to infer information about molecular
orientation, was accomplished by using a laser line rotator rather than sample
rotation. This was necessary because of the sensitivity of lignin to laser
radiation and the difficulty in accurately positioning the sample after rota-
tion. When using this method, it was necessary to use a standard to correct
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the spectra for dichroic effects introduced by the microscope's beam splitter.
(The optics in the microscope and spectrometer favor one polarization direc-
tion over another. An electric vector scrambler was used to make the spec-
trometer insensitive to the plane of polarization). Because of this dichro-
ism, the incident power at the sample was t2.1X greater when "perpendicular"
spectra were recorded. In addition to this power effect, another complication
arose because the Raman-scattered light must pass back through the beam split-
ter. Depending on the orientation of its electric vector, the light intensity
could be attenuated as shown below.
Figure 66 shows the correction factor based on toluene. (The toluene
curve reflects both power and polarization effects.) The correction factor
data points were calculated by dividing the "perpendicular" intensity for a
given toluene band of known polarization by the "parallel" intensity for the
same band. The factors range from =1.3 (100% polarized) to 2.1 (depolarized).
(The depolarization ratio is defined as the perpendicular intensity divided by
the parallel intensity for a given band and ranges from 0 to =0.75.) As can
be seen, the effect of band polarization was to diminish the power effect (2.1X).
A second curve is included in Figure 66 to show that the toluene behavior
can be adequately predicted on the basis of beam splitter effects alone
(i.e., there is very little polarization leakage from the scrambler). This
curve was calculated by determining the effect of a 60:40 (R/T) beam splitter
on the reflected and transmitted light intensities and by using the observed
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2.1X power effect.
EV Rotator Correction Factor
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Figure 66. Correction factor for dichroic effects introduced by the
microscope's beam splitter.
Because cellulose and lignin bands may vary in their degree of polariza-
tion, it became necessary to attempt to determine the correction factors for
the 1098 cmn1 and 1595 cm 1 parallel/perpendicular band intensities. In order
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to ascertain these values, "orientation" spectra were acquired from a single
location in the S2 wall of black spruce. The pair of spectra were both
parallel, but in one the incident EV was vertical upon entering the beam
steering optics and the fiber was oriented left-to-right in the microscope's
field of view, while in the other the EV was horizontal and the fiber was
oriented top to bottom. In this manner the only difference in band intensi-
ties between the pair of spectra would be due to dichroic effects (ignoring
lignin decay). The 1098 cm-1 band correction factor was found to be 1.33
while the 1595 cm- 1 band correction factor ranged from 1.6-2.1 (1.8 average).
(It is conceivable that these correction factors are species/location specif-
ic. In order to correct the data, it was necessary to assume that these
differences would be minor and thus the 1.33 and 1.8 factors could be used
universally.)
In the mapping studies, these values (1.33 and 1.8) were used to correct
the data for beam splitter dichroic effects. The "perpendicular" intensities
were divided by 1.33 (cellulose) or 1.8 (lignin) for black spruce and the
parallel intensities were multiplied by these same values for loblolly pine.
(It made little difference which method was used, although correcting the
parallel data resulted in inflating the 1595/1098 cm-1 ratios by approximately
35% relative to the alternative method.)
In order to map cellulose and lignin organization in the cell walls of
black spruce and loblolly pine, several assumptions had to be made. The lack
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of an internal standard necessitated using the initial laser power level and
microscope focus to standardize the spectra. (This meant that absolute rather
than relative band intensities were used in the analysis.) It was assumed
that any difference in results between the two standardization techniques
(internal vs. external) would be minor. The loss of lignin orientation infor-
mation during a second acquisition from the same location precluded obtaining
parallel and perpendicular data from a single location. The parallel and
perpendicular orientation "pair" had to be collected from neighboring spots
=2.5 microns apart. It was assumed that linear interpolation could be used to
estimate the "missing" orientation value at each location. The sum of the EV
parallel and EV perpendicular intensities for a particular component at each
cell wall location was assumed to be representative of the component's concen-
tration at that location. The use of the electric vector rotator necessitated
introducing correction factors for the band intensities, which, although they
might vary from location to location because of polarization effects, were as-
sumed to be unchanging.
Woody Tissue
Black Spruce
Figure 67 shows the cell wall region used for the mapping studies before
(a) and after (b) irradiation. The darker regions above and below the irradi-
ation marks are fiber lumens. The extent of cell wall disruption is readily
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apparent after the 90-second irradiation period. The marks can be seen to
vary in intensity and size. Part of this is due to focus, and part may be
caused by a variation in the structure of the lignin macromolecule. (These








Figure 67. Video enhanced prints showing the area used in the mapping studies
of black spruce before (a) and after (b) irradiation. The grid
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Figure 67 contd. Video enhanced prints showing the area used in the mapping
studies of black spruce before (a) and after (b) irradia-
tion. The grid pattern is depicted in (c). Locations are
















Figures 67c and 68 show the approximate locations of data points. The
sampling grid was 10 (along the longitudinal axes of the fibers) by 6 (perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axes of the fibers). This grid area included
three distinct morphological regions: the S2 cell wall layer from one fiber
(rows A-C), the compound middle lamella between (row D), and the S2 layer of
the adjoining fiber (rows E and F). Thus, a total of 60 data points was used
in the analysis.
The position and spacing of the analysis points shown in Figure 68 and
used in the following topographic plots were determined from Figure 67b with
the aid of Image-Pro II image processing software. The row F, spot 1 (bottom
row, first spot on the left) analysis point served as the origin. The irregu-
lar spacing of the data points was due to the difficulty in accurately posi-
tioning the cell wall in relationship to the probe beam of the laser.
Figures 69-76 show the topographic plots of Raman band intensity vs. cell
wall location. Because of the various assumptions, which were mentioned
above, these plots should be considered zero order approximations and are
meant to show trends and not absolute values.
As was previously mentioned, the (EV) parallel and perpendicular pair of
spectra which were used to investigate orientation, could not be obtained from
the same location. To circumvent this difficulty, it became necessary to
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next location, parallel from the third, and so forth along the fiber. Thus in
these topographic plots, the "parallel" data were collected from row A: spots
1, 3, 5, 7, and 9; row B: spots 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; row C: spots 1, 3, etc. while
the "perpendicular" data were collected from row A: spots 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; row
B: spots 1, 3, 5, etc. The missing intensities were determined by linear
interpolation. For those locations where interpolation was not possible
(i.e., the end points), the neighboring (row) intensity value was used. Thus
for the "parallel" data, the row A/spot2 intensity is an interpolated value
(the intensities at spots 1 and 3 were used) while the row A/spot 10 (end
point) intensity has the same value as row A/spot 9 (actual data point).
Figures 69-71 are topographic plots of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band inten-
sity vs. cell wall location: Figure 69 - EV parallel; Figure 70 - EV perpen-
dicular; Figure 71 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular.* Comparing Figures 69
and 70, it can be seen that the general shape of the parallel and perpendicu-
lar plots is, for the most part, similar but that the parallel intensity
values are greater. This latter point most likely reflects the preferential
orientation of the long axis of the cellulose chains in planes parallel to the
cell wall (radial section).
*Selected spectra and band height vs. location plots can be found in Appendix 9.
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The general shape of both the parallel and perpendicular topographic
plots is echoed in the concentration plot (Figure 71). Because of this, it is
believed that the general shape of these plots is dictated more by concentra-
tion than orientation. Referring to this figure, it can be seen that the
cellulose concentration is not uniform but varies over the different morpho-
logical cell wall regions. The concentration appears to decline across the
cell wall in going from the lumen to the CML; however, this trend is not uni-
versal.. (For example, the concentration at the row C/spot 1 [S2] location is
greater than that at the neighboring S2 and CML locations [row B/spot 1 and
row D/spot 1, respectively].) This suggests that there is a variation in
concentration not only between the different cell wall regions but also within
a single region.*
The 1098 cm-1 band intensities at the row A data locations (located along
the inner S2) for both the parallel and perpendicular EV orientations were
found to be consistently much higher than the 1098 cm-1 band intensities at
the other locations (rows B-F). The reason for this behavior is not known. No
*The "row" mapping data for cellulose and lignin concentration in both of the
woody species were subjected to regression analysis to determine if the trends
in Raman band intensity seen along the fiber were linear. In general, the R2
values were very low and typically did not exceed 0.3. This suggested that
either the trends in the data were not highly linear or that if linearity oc-
curred, it was on a finer scale than 25 microns.
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gross differences between this row and the others were apparent in the video
images. (The cellulose concentration in the neighborhood of the S2-S3 inter-
face has been reported to be slightly lower than the concentration in the
middle of the S2 layer4, not higher.)
The row averages were also analyzed to more clearly see the trends in
organization between the various morphological regions. (Attempts to corre-
late the fine morphological features with the data were not successful. For
the most part, data from regions that visually appeared different did not show
significant differences. Thus only the gross morphology, i.e., inner/outer S2
and CML, was used in the following analysis.)
Table 18 presents the row means and their standard deviation for black
spruce. Each mean represents the average intensity over a =20 micron long by
=1.5 micron wide region of the cell wall (five locations, =5 microns apart).
(The interpolated orientation values, which were used in the topographic
plots, were not included in this analysis.) As can be seen from this table,
the standard deviation varies significantly from location to location. It is
not known if this is an artifact caused by the methodology used or is indica-
tive of variability in the biopolymers' organization from one cell wall loca-
tion to another.
The cellulose data are plotted in Figure 72. This figure shows the vari-
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Figure 72. The variation of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band intensity over
different morphological regions in the latewood cell walls of
acid-chlorite treated black spruce fibers.
It can be seen from Figure 72 that, on the average, the parallel intensi-
ty values are substantially greater than the perpendicular intensity values
for all of the cell wall locations. This most likely reflects the prefer-










cell wall (radial section). These data further suggest that for one of the
fibers ("A-D" fiber), the chain axis of cellulose is slightly more oriented
parallel to the cell wall (radial section) in the inner S2 and this orienta-
tion becomes less pronounced closer to the CML. This preferential orientation
is not as apparent for the adjoining fiber ("D-F" fiber).
Assuming that cellulose does not vary greatly in orientation over a 2.5
micron distance, the EV parallel + perpendicular data indicate that the peak
cellulose concentration occurs in the inner S2 and declines to a minimum in
the outer S2 for one fiber ("A-D" fiber). It remains at that level in the CML
region between the fibers. The adjoining fiber ("D-F" fiber) shows a flatter
cellulose profile. For this fiber, only a slight peak in concentration is
seen to occur in the middle of the S2 wall layer. Figure 73 shows a summation
of known and inferred data for the distribution of the cell wall constituents
in conifers.4 The Raman cellulose concentration data for the "D-F" fiber
parallel the average trend seen in this figure, i.e., the peak cellulose
concentration occurred in the inner S2 cell wall layer and declined to a
minimum near the compound middle lamella. The "A-D" fiber does not show this
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Figure 73. Distribution of the principal chemical constituents within the
various layers of the cell wall in conifers. 4
The topographic plots of lignin's 1595 cm- 1 band Intensity vs. cell wall
location are shown in Figures 74-76: Figure 74 - EV parallel; Figure 75 - EV
perpendicular; Figure 76 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular. Comparing Figures
74 and 75, it can be seen that the general shape of the plots is, for the
most part, similar and that the parallel intensity values are only slightly
greater than the perpendicular values. These data suggest that the aromatic








































































































to the cell wall (radial section). There also appear to be regions where this
preferential orientation is not seen; this is especially apparent in the CML
region. This latter observation may be indicative of the occurrence of nodes
in the molecular orientation of lignin.
The general shape of the EV parallel, EV perpendicular, and concentration
(EV parallel + EV perpendicular) plots (Figures 74, 75, and 76, respectively)
is, for the most part, similar. Because of this similarity, it is believed
that the general shape of these plots is primarily due to concentration rather
than orientation. Referring to Figure 76, it can be seen that the lignin
concentration is not uniform but varies over the different morphological cell
wall regions. The concentration appears to decline from the lumen to CML;
however, this trend is not universal. (For example, the concentration at the
first few CML locations [row D, spots 1 and 2] is noticeably greater than the
concentration at the surrounding S2 wall locations [rows C and E, spots 1
and 2].) This suggests that there is a variation in concentration not only
between the different cell wall regions but also within a single region.
(These data probably still reflect band enhancement effects in spite of the
acid-chlorite pretreatment. An outcome of this is that the observed trends
are possibly the result of both concentration differences and localized varia-
tions in the structure of the lignin macromolecule. The latter would impact
the degree of 1595 cm- 1 band enhancement.)
As was the case with the cellulose data, the 1595 cm-1 band intensities
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at the row A data locations for both the parallel and perpendicular EV orien-
tations were found to be much higher than the 1595 cm 1 band intensities at
the other locations (rows B-F). The fact that both cellulose and lignin data
show this behavior suggests a common origin, but what that origin is remains
unknown. (These row A data may reflect real variability within the cell wall,
but further studies are needed to adequately address this issue.)
The row averages for the 1595 cm 1 band intensity were also analyzed to
investigate the general trends in organization across the various morphologi-
cal cell wall regions. These data are shown in Table 18, page 254, and plot-
ted in Figure 77. (These values represent the average 1595 cm-1 intensity
over a 20-micron region in the cell wall.) It can be seen from this figure
that, on the average, the perpendicular intensity values are slightly greater
than the parallel intensity values from the middle of the S2 layer of one
fiber though the CML region to the outer S2 layer of the other fiber. It is
not known if this reflects a preferential orientation of the aromatic rings in
planes perpendicular to the cell wall (radial section) or is the result of the
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Figure 77. The variation of lignin's 1595 cm-1 band intensity over
different morphological regions in the latewood cell walls of
acid-chlorite treated black spruce fibers.
The EV parallel + perpendicular curve above, for the most part, parallels
the cellulose (concentration) curve (Figure 72). The peak lignin concentra-
tion occurs in the inner S2 (due to the high "A" value) and declines to a
minimum in the outer S2 for one fiber ("A-D" fiber). It then rises slightly








profile. For this fiber, only a slight peak in concentration is seen to occur
in the middle of the S2 wall layer. Referring to Figure 73, the generally
accepted distribution of lignin is a decrease from CML to inner S2. These
Raman data deviate from this distribution substantially. As indicated above,
the CML region shows a very low lignin concentration. It is possible that the
CML lignin was more sensitive to acid-chlorite treatment and consequently
experienced a greater loss of band enhancement, thus impacting these "concen-
tration" data.
The 1595/1098 cm 1 ratio was used to investigate the interrelationship
between the macromolecular organization of cellulose and lignin. The topo-
graphic plots of this ratio vs. cell wall location are shown in Figures 78 and
79: Figure 78 - EV parallel; Figure 79 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular. The
general shape of these plots is, for the most part, similar, which again sug-
gests that orientation does not make a significant contribution to their
general shape.
The 1595/1098 cm-1 ratio is fairly uniform over the cell wall region
studied (Figure 79). This may be indicative of a uniformity in concentration
of cellulose and lignin. (It may also be due, in part, to similar degrees
of 1595 cm-1 band enhancement reflecting a uniformity in structure of the
acid-chlorite treated lignin macromolecule.) An obvious exception to this
uniformity occurs in the CML region, especially in the area of spots 1-3, where




lignin concentration and/or degree of residual 1595 cm-1 band enhancement in
this region and are probably indicative of regional differences in the organi-
zation of lignin. (The lignin topographic plots (Figures 74-76) show this
same feature.)
The variation of the average 1595/1098 cm-1 ratio over the different
morphological regions of acid-chlorite treated black spruce is shown in Figure
79. As was seen in the 1595/1098 cm"1 topographic plots, the lignin-to-
cellulose ratio is fairly uniform over the area investigated. For one of the
fibers, the average ratio (EV parallel + perpendicular curve) decreases
slightly from the inner S2 to the outer S2 cell wall layer, while the opposite
trend is observed for the adjoining fiber. To what extent these data suggest
a uniformity in the concentration of cellulose and lignin is unknown for the
reason given in the preceding paragraph.
It is not known to what extent these data represent the native-state
organization of cellulose and (especially) lignin in black spruce cell walls.
The purpose of the acid-chlorite (AC) pretreatment was to modify the initial
protracted drop in 1595 cm-1 band intensity during laser irradiation. It was
envisioned that the AC treatment would minimize the bias introduced by the
photomodification of lignin. (This treatment was shown to disrupt CE/PRRE of
1595 cm-1 band, but not alter the percent lignin content. In several of the
acid-chlorite decay studies, the initial precipitous drop in 1595 cm-1 band
intensity was not seen but only a gradual decline in intensity during 514.5 nm
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laser exposure, while in others, the AC decay curve was not significantly
different from the control.) Whether this pretreatment was successful is
difficult to assess. It may have minimized the bias introduced by lignin
decay but it also may have disrupted CE/PRRE of the 1595 cm-1 in a nonuniform
manner, i.e., CML lignin appeared to be more sensitive to acid-chlorite than
lignin in the S2 cell wall layer.
Black Spruce
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Figure 79. The variation of the 1595/1098 cm-1 ratio over different







Figure 80 shows the cell wall area used in the mapping studies of loblol-
ly pine before (a) and after (b) 90 seconds of irradiation. The wide feature,
which runs left to right just above the center of the micrograph, is a lumen.
The finger-like projections which extend into the lumen are probably a sec-
tioning artifact. As was the case for black spruce, a substantial disruption
appears to have occurred during this 90-second time interval. The cell wall
markings appear to vary in size and intensity. The reason for these varia-
tions is not known but conceivably could be due to microscope focus effects






Figure 80. Video enhanced prints showing the area used in the mapping studies
of loblolly pine before (a) and after (b) irradiation. The grid
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Figure 80 contd. Video enhanced prints showing the area used in the mapping
studies of loblolly pine before (a) and after (b) irradia-
tion. The grid pattern is depicted in (c). Locations are
numbered 1-10 (L to R). Radial section.
(c)












Figures 80c and 81 show the approximate locations of data points. (The
cell wall region investigated is where the lower irradiation marks are locat-
ed. Row A, spot 1 is the upper left mark; the mark to the left of and between
Rows A and B occurs at the location used to "condition" the A1 spot as de-
scribed in EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS - EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM.) The
sampling grid was 10 (along the longitudinal axes of the fibers) by 5 (perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axes of the fibers). This grid area included
three distinct morphological regions: the S2 cell wall layer from one fiber
(rows E and F), the compound middle lamella between (row G), and the S2 layer
of the adjoining fiber (rows H and I). A total of 50 data points was used in
the analysis.
The position and spacing of the analysis points shown in Figure 81 and
used in the topographic plots were determined from Figure 80b with the aid of
the Extended Analysis Module in Image-Pro II image processing software. The
row I, spot 1 (bottom row, first spot on the left) analysis point served as
the origin. As was the case for black spruce, the irregular spacing of
points was due to the difficulty in accurately positioning the cell wall in
relationship to the optical axis of the microscope/laser beam.
Figures 82-89 show the topographic plots of Raman band intensity vs. cell
wall location. Because of the various assumptions which were made in order to
map cellulose and lignin organization, these plots should be considered zero
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The (EV) parallel and perpendicular pair of spectra could not be obtained
from the same location because of lignin decay. To circumvent this difficul-
ty, it became necessary to collect parallel information from the first loca-
tion, perpendicular from the next location, parallel from the third, and so
forth along the fiber. Thus in these topographic plots, the "parallel" data
were collected from row E: spots 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9; row F: spots 2, 4, 6, 8,
10; row G: spots 1, 3, etc. while the "perpendicular" data were collected from
row E: spots 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; row F: spots 1, 3, 5, etc. The missing intensi-
ties were determined by linear interpolation. For those locations where
interpolation was not possible (i.e., the end points), the neighboring (row)
intensity value was used.
Figures 82-84 are topographic plots of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band inten-
sity vs. cell wall location: Figure 82 - EV parallel; Figure 83 - EV perpen-
dicular; Figure 84 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular.* Comparing Figures 82
and 83, it can be seen that the general shape of the parallel and perpendicu-
lar plots is somewhat similar. Both plots show a v-shape with the minimum
occurring in the CML region; the v-shape is very pronounced in the parallel
plot, while it is much flatter in the perpendicular plot. In general, the
parallel intensity values are greater, which most likely reflects the
preferential orientation of the chain axis of cellulose in planes parallel




to the cell wall (radial section). (The localized regions of higher intensi-
ty, e.g., at locations row E/spot 2 [S2] and row H/spot 5 [S2], in the perpen-
dicular plot may be indicative of the occurrence of nodes in the molecular
organization of cellulose. The fact that these regions of higher intensity are
not as apparent in the parallel topographic plot suggests that they are primarily
caused by differences in cellulose orientation rather than concentration.)
The general shape of both the parallel and perpendicular topographic
plots is mirrored in the concentration plot (Figure 84). Because of this
similarity in shape, it is believed that the overall shape of these plots is
dictated more by concentration than by orientation. In this figure, it can be
seen that the cellulose concentration is not uniform but varies over the
different morphological cell wall regions. The concentration appears to
decline across the cell wall in going from the inner S2 (row E or I) to the
CML (row G). This trend is fairly universal over the region studied. There
is one region (spot 5/rows I, H, and G) which obviously deviates from this
trend. Here the concentration rises slightly in going from the inner S2 (row I)
to outer S2 (row H) and then declines to a minimum in the CML region (row G).
This particular trend parallels the generally accepted cellulose distribution
within conifer cell walls (Figure 73). (This area also showed a higher EV per-
pendicular intensity, which suggests that both concentration and orientation
play a part.) These data suggest that a variation in concentration occurs not
only between the different cell wall regions but also within a single region.
t
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The row averages were also analyzed to more clearly see the trends in
organization between the various morphological regions. (As was the case with
black spruce, there appeared to be little correlation between fine morphologi-
cal features and the Raman data. For example, the cellulose concentration
data from location row E/spot 6 [Figure 84] was not significantly different
from the row E/spots 5 & 7 data even though the row E/spot 6 location appeared
visually different, i.e., darker [Figure 80]. Thus only the gross morphology,
i.e., inner/outer S2 and CML, was used in the following analysis.)
Table 19 presents the row means along with their standard deviations for
each Raman band. Each mean represents the average intensity over a =20 micron
long by =1.5 micron wide region of the cell wall (five locations, =5 microns
apart). (The interpolated orientation values, which were used in the topo-
graphic plots, were not included in the analysis.) In contrast to black
spruce, the standard deviations for the parallel and perpendicular cellulose
data fall into a rather narrow range (EV parallel a: black spruce - 5.0 to
16.2; loblolly pine - 3.9 to 8.1). This may be indicative of a more uniform
organization of cellulose along, i.e., parallel to, the fiber wall in loblolly
pine compared to black spruce (at least for the cell wall regions investigat-
ed). The CML standard deviations for the loblolly pine lignin data are gener-
ally smaller than the neighboring S2 values. It is conceivable that the CML
lignin was more sensitive to 514.5 nm photons and thus quickly experienced a
"leveling" of intensity, i.e., conjugation and preresonance Raman enhancement
- 279 -
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were very quickly disrupted.
The cellulose data are plotted in Figure 85. This figure shows the vari-
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Figure 85. The variation of cellulose's 1098 cm-1 band intensity over
different morphological regions in the latewood cell walls of
loblolly pine tracheids.
It can be seen from this figure that, on the average, the parallel inten-
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sity values are greater than the perpendicular intensity values for all of the
secondary wall locations. This most likely reflects the preferential orienta-
tion of the chain axis of cellulose in planes parallel to the cell wall
(radial section). In contrast to this, the EV parallel values and EV perpen-
dicular values are approximately equal to each other in the CML region. It is
unlikely that these data imply a slight preferential orientation of the chain
axis in planes perpendicular to the cell wall. Rather, it is believed that
this may be an artifact created by the use of the EV rotator intensity correc-
tion factor, i.e., the 1.33 factor for the parallel data may have been too
small and thus the parallel curve should be displaced upwards. These data
also suggest that, on the average, cellulose is more oriented parallel to the
cell wall in the inner S2 layer and this becomes less pronounced closer to the
CML. (The distance between the EV parallel curve and the EV perpendicular
curve decreases as the CML region is approached.) The reason for this orien-
tation trend is not known.
If the assumption is made that cellulose orientation does not vary sig-
nificantly over a 2.5 micron distance, then the EV parallel + perpendicular
data indicate that the peak cellulose concentration occurs in the inner S2
cell wall layer and declines to a minimum near the CML. This trend is seen
for both the "E-G" fiber and the "I-G" fiber, although the peak concentration
differs slightly. These data parallel the generally accepted trend for cellu-
lose concentration in conifer cell walls (Figure 73).
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The topographic plots of the 1595 cm-1 lignin band intensity vs. cell
wall location are shown in Figures 86-88: Figure 86 - EV parallel; Figure 87 -
EV perpendicular; Figure 88 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular. Comparing
Figures 86 and 87, it can be seen that the general shape of the intensity
plots is very similar and that the parallel intensity values are greater than
the perpendicular values. This latter point may be indicative of the prefer-
ential orientation of the aromatic rings in lignin in planes parallel to the
cell wall (radial section). In contrast to black spruce, there do not appear
to be regions where this preferential orientation does not occur. This may
indicate that the orientation of the aromatic rings in lignin is more uniform
in loblolly pine compared to black spruce (at least for the areas investi-
gated).
As was the case for cellulose, the general shape of the concentration
(parallel + perpendicular) plot (Figure 88) is very similar to both the
parallel and perpendicular plots (Figures 86 and 87, respectively). This
suggests that their general shape is primarily dictated by concentration
rather than by-orientation. In Figure 88, it can be seen that the lignin
concentration is not uniform but varies over the different morphological
regions. The concentration appears to decline from the inner to outer S2 and
then increase in the CML region. While this trend appears to be universal,
the specific location concentrations vary. This indicates that there is a





but also within a single region. (To what extent the observed trends are due
to concentration differences is not known. They could also be partly caused
by localized variations in the structure of the lignin macromolecule which
would then impact the degree of 1595 cm-1 band enhancement.)
The row averages for the 1595 cm- 1 band intensity were analyzed to inves-
tigate the general trends in organization across the various morphological
cell wall regions. These data are shown in Table 19, page 279, and plotted in
Figure 89. It can be seen from Figure 89 that the EV parallel intensity
values are consistently greater than the perpendicular values. This suggests
that, on the average, the aromatic rings are preferentially oriented in planes
parallel to the cell wall (radial section). These data also indicate that, in
general, the aromatic rings of the phenylpropane units in lignin are slightly
more oriented parallel to the cell wall in the inner S2 region than in the
outer S2 layer. While the outer S2 region still shows this preferential
orientation, the difference between the EV parallel and EV perpendicular 1595
cm 1 band intensity is less. The reason for this variation in lignin orienta-
tion across the secondary wall is unknown.
The observed trends in aromatic ring orientation across the various
morphological cell wall regions parallel the orientation trends observed for
cellulose. This suggests that during biogenesis, cellulose may have acted as
















Figure 89. The variation of lignin 1595 cm-1 band over different
morphological regions in the latewood cell walls of loblolly
pine tracheids.
Assuming that the aromatic rings in lignin do not vary significantly in
orientation over a distance of 2.5 microns, the EV parallel + perpendicular
data indicate that the lignin concentration decreases from a high value near
the lumen to a minimum in the outer S2 , and then Increases in the CML region.
This trend in lignin concentration parallels that found by Heazel272 using








lignin distribution in conifer cell walls (Figure 73).
There seems to be some disagreement in the literature regarding the
distribution of lignin within the secondary cell wall. Some
researchers9,166,181,273 274 favor a uniform distribution of lignin across the
S2 layer, while others suggest that a gradient exists, i.e., there is some
decline in lignin content in going from the outer to the inner S2 as shown in
Figure 73. If one assumes a uniform lignin distribution, then the gradient
could be the result of structural differences in the lignin macromolecule
across the secondary wall. (These localized structural differences would
impact the degree of 1595 cm-1 lignin band enhancement.) Some support for
this idea is found in the literature. There is evidence of differences in the
phenolic hydroxyl content between the secondary wall and middle lamella in
spruce.275-277 It is conceivable that structural differences such as this
could exist within the S2 of loblolly pine.
The 1595/1098 cm-1 ratio was used to investigate the interrelationship
between the macromolecular organization of cellulose and lignin. The topo-
graphic plots of this ratio vs. cell wall location are shown in Figures 90 and
91: Figure 90 - EV parallel; Figure 91 - EV parallel + EV perpendicular. (Due
to the method employed to correct the data for dichroism, the L/C values are
inflated by ~35%.) The general shape of these plots is very similar, which







As shown in Figure 91, the 1595/1098 cm- 1 ratio is fairly uniform in an
along-the-fiber direction, which may be indicative of a uniformity in concen-
tration of cellulose and lignin in this direction. An obvious exception to
this uniformity occurs in the CML region. The ratio at the row G/spot 5
location is substantially larger than the adjoining (CML) ratios. (This
intensification probably reflects a regional difference in the organization of
cellulose and lignin, i.e., the composition at this location changes in such a
way so as to increase the lignin-to-cellulose ratio.) In contrast, the
1595/1098 cm-1 ratio is not uniform across these regions. It is significantly
more intense along the CML region than it is along either of the S2 regions.
Whether this is due to concentration effects or reflects different degrees of
1595 cm-1 band enhancement brought about by localized variations in the struc-
ture of the lignin macromolecule is not known.
The variation of the average 1595/1098 cm- 1 ratio over the different
morphological regions of loblolly pine is shown in Figure 92. It can be seen
from the parallel + perpendicular curve that, on the average, the lignin-to-
cellulose ratio is uniform within and of the same magnitude between the S2
cell wall regions and that the ratio is significantly larger in the CML re-
gion. The first observation suggests that the composition of the S2 cell wall
layer does not vary significantly between the two fibers studied. The latter
probably reflects the lower cellulose concentration and the higher lignin
concentration/degree of 1595 cm- 1 band enhancement in the CML region.
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The trend of the EV parallel + perpendicular curve very closely resembles the
across fiber trends seen in the previous 1595/1098 cm-1 topographic plots.
This similarity is believed to be a consequence of the uniformity in organiza-
tion of cellulose and lignin. (It can also be seen from this figure that the
EV parallel curve crosses the EV parallel + perpendicular in the CML region.
It is believed that this is an artifact created by the use of the EV rotator















Figure 75. The variation of the lignin-to-cellulose ratio over different

















The organization of cellulose and lignin in loblolly pine cell walls
turned out to be more uniform (both along the fiber direction and within a
particular cell wall layer) and the trends were more consistent with the
literature than what was observed for black spruce. It may be that the cell
wall organization in black spruce is more complex than the organization in
loblolly pine. (Part of this complexity in black spruce may have been due to
acid-chlorite pretreatment as was previously mentioned.)
Concluding Remarks
These Raman spectral mapping studies have provided direct evidence of
molecular organization with respect to cellular morphological features, and
suggest that the cell wall components are more highly organized than has been
generally recognized. The evidence for the orientation of cellulose and
lignin in woody plant cell walls was not unexpected. Atalla and coworkers
have already established, although on a limited basis, that both of these
biopolymers do show orientation.10 ,125 ,222 What this present study has done
is to extend their work by undertaking a more comprehensive investigation of
the patterns of organization of cellulose and lignin in both black spruce and
loblolly pine cell walls. One of the most significant findings, I believe, is
not so much that a variation in molecular organization occurs between the
various morphological cell wall regions, but rather that a variation in molec-
ular order also occurs within these same regions. The problem which lies
ahead in these cell wall architecture investigations is to understand the type
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of order and organization which prevail in native plant tissue.
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CONCLUSIONS
Raman microprobe studies of native woody tissues provided an opportunity
for measurements of the macromolecular organization of cellulose and lignin
across cell walls. These measurements were complicated by photo-induced
changes in the lignin macromolecule that occurred during laser irradiation of
the wet tissue. A considerable effort was spent in exploring this photomodi-
fication, both because it had to be adequately dealt with if the spectral
mapping studies of the biopolymers were to reflect their native-state organi-
zation, and because of the new insights it provided about species which are
constituents of native lignin, but which very likely become fugitive in the
course of most preparative procedures.
There are a number of important findings that resulted from this thesis;
the most significant ones are presented below. (Those pertaining to the
photodecay of lignin are given first.)
Woody tissue, viz lignin, underwent a complex series of photochemical,
degradative reactions which were initiated by the absorption of 514.5 nm
photons. These reactions resulted in an imprinting of the incident intensity
distribution on the secondary cell wall layer that became readily apparent
during SEM visualization. During these reactions, lignin appeared to become
solubilized as indicated by the almost complete disappearance of its 1595 cm-1
(ring breathing), 1620 cm- 1 (C aC B stretch), 1654 cm- 1 (Ca=CO and conjugated
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carbonyl stretch), and 3070 cm-1 (aromatic CH stretch) Raman bands. Addition-
ally, these reactions resulted in the formation of a yellowish-colored chromo-
phore(s). GC/MS analysis suggested that these degradation products included
quinonoid structures.
Lignin's 1600 cm-1 region bands were subject to two enhancement mecha-
nisms, conjugation and preresonance Raman enhancement that arose from conju-
gated structural units in the lignin macromolecule. For black spruce, 49% of
lignin's 1595 cm-1 band was found to be due to conjugation enhancement, 37%
was due to preresonance Raman enhancement and the remainder due to nonenhanced
Raman scattering from an idealized basic phenylpropane unit. For loblolly
pine, these percentages were found to be 33%, 56%, and 11%, respectively. The
difference in values between the species was thought to reflect differences in
lignin make-up.
Lignin model compound studies revealed that the magnitude of both conju-
gation and preresonance Raman band enhancement was directly related to the
degree of conjugation. The more conjugated the monolignol, the greater the
conjugation/preresonance Raman enhancement of its %1600 cm- 1 band. This
observation, together with the finding that the contribution of preresonance
Raman enhancement to the 1595 cm-1 band intensity was greater for loblolly
pine lignin, suggested that loblolly pine lignin may have a larger number of
ring conjugated structures (e.g., coniferaldehyde-type units) than does black
spruce lignin.
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The decay of lignin was found to be a multifaceted problem. Reduction,
oxidation, and substitution reactions of the lignin macromolecule, as well as
the use of fluorescence quenchers/radical scavengers, failed to stop lignin
band decay. (The chemical pretreatment did, however, alter the percent con-
tribution of conjugation/preresonance Raman enhancement to the 1595 cm-1 band
intensity.) It is possible that other species present in woody tissue which
are not sensitive to chemical attack may be the photochemistry initiators.
These species could include polyphenolic flavanoid-type structures (extrac-
tives) or conceivably a charge-transfer complex between cellulose and lignin.
Lignin's 1595 cm- 1 band decay appeared to involve two stages. The very
rapid decline was thought to be primarily due to loss of band enhancement
while the subsequent gradual decline probably reflected the loss of aromatici-
ty. It is felt that phenoxy radical-type species are formed via secondary
photochemical reactions and it is these species which degrade the aromatic ring.
Water was necessary for the photochemical reactions to occur. The lignin
bands did not degrade when the section was dry and only a very slight
degradation was seen to occur with a nonaqueous solvent (glycerol).
Although complete photostabilization of lignin was not achieved, a meth-
odology that was thought to minimize the bias introduced by lignin modifica-
tion was followed in the spectral mapping studies. The major findings result-
ing from this investigation are given below.
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Analysis of the spectral mapping data confirmed that in loblolly pine, on
the average, cellulose is not uniformly distributed in the three morphological
regions (S2/CML/S2). The peak cellulose concentration occurred in the inner
S2 cell wall layer and declined to a minimum near the CML. This trend was
also seen for the adjoining fiber, although the peak concentration differed
slightly. The data also suggested that cellulose is more oriented parallel to
the cell wall (in a radial section) in the inner S2 layer and this became less
pronounced closer to the CML.
Lignin also showed a nonuniform distribution. The 1595 cm-1 lignin peak
intensity decreased from a high value near the lumen to a minimum in the outer
S2, and then increased in the CML region. This was paralleled in the adjoin-
ing fiber. It was unknown if the data reflected a true lignin concentration
or whether the degree of lignin's 1595 cm- 1 band enhancement varied over these
regions. The data also suggested, in general, that the aromatic rings of the
phenylpropane units in lignin are slightly more oriented parallel to the cell
wall (in a radial section) in the inner S2 regions, thus paralleling the
trend seen for cellulose. These data taken together support the idea that
during biogenesis, cellulose may act as a template for lignin organization.
The lignin-to-cellulose ratio was fairly flat for both S2 regions but
showed a strong peak in the CML. This peak reflected the lower cellulose
concentration and the higher lignin concentration/degree of enhancement in
this region.
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In addition to these average trends across the three morphological re-
gions, the molecular organization of cellulose and lignin was found to vary
along these regions as well. This may be indicative of the occurrence of
nodes in the organization of these components.
The interpretation of the black spruce data was more complex. The mir-
roring of the trends in organization for the adjoining fibers was not seen.
For one fiber (A), on the average, the peak cellulose concentration occurred
in the inner S2 and declined to a minimum in the outer S2 and remained at that
level in the CML. The adjoining fiber (B) showed a flatter cellulose profile.
For this fiber, only a slight peak in concentration was seen to occur in the
middle of the S2 cell wall layer. The data suggested that for one of the
fibers (A), the chain axis of cellulose is more oriented parallel to the cell
wall (radial section) in the inner S2 and this orientation became less pro-
nounced closer to the CML. This preferential orientation was not as apparent
for the adjoining fiber (B).
The trends in the 1595 cm-1 band intensity of lignin paralleled those
seen for cellulose. The intensification of this band in the CML region that
occurred in the loblolly pine data was not seen. It was felt that specific
subunits in the CML lignin may have been very sensitive to the acid-chlorite
pretreatment and, consequently, the enhancement of the 1595 cm-1 in this region
was disrupted.
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The lignin-to-cellulose ratio was fairly flat throughout the S2/CML/S2
region. The strong peak seen in the loblolly pine data was not apparent; this
most probably reflected the disruption of the 1595 cm-1 band enhancement
mechanisms.
It is not known to what extent these black spruce data represented the
actual native-state cell wall organization, but it was felt that the acid-
chlorite pretreatment, as well as the sensitivity of black spruce lignin to
514.5 nm radiation may have biased the (lignin) data.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this study have demonstrated that while polarized Raman
microspectroscopy using 514.5 nm excitation is a viable technique to probe
woody cell wall architecture, it is not without problems. The overriding
difficulty is the photomodification of lignin that occurs during irradiation.
Attempts to stabilize lignin to this radiation met with little success.
More fundamental work directed at understanding the photomodification of
lignin in an aqueous environment will be required before in-depth mapping
studies can be undertaken. These studies could involve further modification
of the lignin macromolecule, i.e., acetylation of the phenolic hydroxyl
groups, as well as the use of additional fluorescence quenchers/radical
scavengers to stabilize lignin to 514.5 nm radiation.
The role of water in the lignin decay process needs to be elucidated. It
may be possible to find a nonaqueous immersion medium which would function as
well as water in regards to heat dissipation and fluorescence reduction, but
without the unwanted lignin decay involvement.
An alternative approach would be to use longer wavelengths for Raman
scattering. A FT-Raman microprobe is currently in the development stage. The
use of 1064 nm excitation would effectively minimize both interfering fluores-
cence and lignin decay. Several shortcomings with this system are the high
cost, the larger domain size, and the loss of orientation information. This
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latter problem is due to a fiber optic coupling between the microscope and
spectrometer which scrambles the electric vector. It may be overcome in later
prototypes.
The custom built motorized stage used in this study will have to be
modified to assure that its movements are accurate and reproducible. The
present stage suffers from nonuniform stepping and its axes are not orthogo-
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APPENDIX 1. Selected Raman Spectra Of Black Spruce Tissue Used In The
Local Temperature Determination At The Point Of Laser Focus.
(Radial section, latewood, secondary wall). The first
spectrum shows cellulose's antiStokes 330 (D780) and 380 cm-1
(D740) bands, while the second spectrum shows the Stokes bands
(330 cm-1-D180, 380 cm-1-D225). The large peak in the
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APPENDIX 2. GC/MS (SIMS) Spectra Of Controls And The Water In Which A
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RAHAN SPECIROSCOPIC STUDIES OF
LIGNIN IN NATIVE WOODY TISSUE
R. H. Atalla, J. S. Bond, and C. P. Woitkovich
The Institute of Paper Chemistry
Appleton, WI 54912 U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
In previous reports we have described the use
of Raman spectroscopy In studies of celluloses
and chemical pulps. We are now extending the use
of this technique to Investigations of lignlns.
In the present report we describe experiments
carried out to assess the feasibility of detect-
ing the Raman spectra of native lignins The
approach is based on recording the spectra of
groundwood, subjecting It to successive dellgnl-
ficatlon treatments, and subtraction of the
spectra of the final pulp to Identify the
spectral features associated with residual lignin
at each stage.
BACKGROUND
We have discussed in detail elsewhere the
advantages of using Raman spectroscopy In the
study of pulp and woody tissue (1). The key fac-
tors are: 1. The possibility of recording
spectra with little Interference from moisture:
2. The clear possibility of separating effects
due to Rayleigh scattering; 3. The high depen-
dence on vibrational motions of covalent bond
systems, making the spectra particularly sensi-
tive to molecular architecture and conformational
variation: 4. The greater convenience of work-
Ing with frequencies In the visible and near
infrared domains of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Experimentally, the acquisition of Raman
spectra requires exposure of the sample under
Investigation to an Intense source of exciting
radiation, and examination of the spectral dis-
tribution of the scattered radiation. The Inten-
sity of light at frequencies shifted relative to
the exciting radiation provides a measure of the
exchange of vibrational spectral energy between
- 333 -
the sample and the exciting electromagnetic
field. The information content is not unlike
that of an infrared spectrum, except that the
intensity associated with a particular vibra-
tional mode is highest for the least polar
motions: In this respect Raman spectra are
complementary to infrared spectra.
Although detailed interpretation of the
spectra of lignlns is not possible without rather
complex normal coordinate analyses, some spectral
features can be Informative when they are
examined in conjunction with normal coordinate
analyses of model compounds. Recent completion
of such an investigation of lignin model com-
pounds at our Institute (2) provides the back-
ground against which results of our present
preliminary study are Interpreted.
EXPERIMENTAL
The starting material consisted of air dried
chips from loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.). They
were ground in a wiley mill to pass through 40-
mesh screen. The resulting wood meal was sub-
Jected to vacuum-assisted extraction In the
following sequence: ethanol; chloroform:ethanol
(2:1); ethanol; ethanol:water (1:1); water. It
was then delignified by treatment with acid-
chlorite at 70 deg. C (160 mL distilled water;
0.5 mL glacial acetic acid; I.S g NaCl0 2 per 5
g air-dried wood meal). A small portion of wood
meal (approximately 0.2 g) was removed after
each hour of treatment, at which time pulping
chemicals were replinished. The samples were
extensively washed with distilled, demonized
water immediately after removal.
The original groundwood and those treated for
different periods of time were subjected to the
following measurements: 1. Raman spectra; 2.
FTIR diffuse reflectance spectra; 3. Klason
lignin; 4. Acid soluble lignin. The Raman
spectra were acquired using 514.5 nm excitation:
all are the result of multiple scans. The infra-
red diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired
with a Hicolet model 7199 spectrometer. Subtrac-
tions and Integrations were carried out using the




The Raman spectra are shown In Figure 1. The
spectrum of the untreated wood Is clearly domi-
nated by the 1595 cm- 1 ring stretching mode of
the aromatic rings In lignin, while that or the
sample treated for 6 hours Is typical of the
celluloses from wood pulps, except for the small
residue of the lignln peak at 1595 cm-l. The
spectra of Intermediate samples show the changes
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of wood meal from lob-
lolly pine before and after dellg-
nificatlon for I to 6 hours.
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The changes in the spectra are highlighted
more clearly In Figure 2. which represents the
results of subtraction of the spectrum of the
sample treated for 6 hours from all of the pre-
ceeding spectra. Clearly the most dramatic
change occurs during the first hour of treatment.
This is shown in Figure 3. where the Intensity of
the 1595 cm- 1 band is plotted against lignin con-
tent. The intensity of the band in the original
wood Is a little over 4 times that of Its Inten-
sity after the first period of treatment.
Another interesting feature which Is obvious
In Figure 2, Is the total disappearance of the
1138 cm-1 band during this same Interval. The
other bands in the spectra appear to decay In
proportion to the residue of the 1595 cm-1 band.
Finally, It IS clear that the contribution of
llgnin to the low frequency portion of the spec-
trum is very limited indeed. This is consistent
with the pattern observed by Ehrhardt (2) for the
lignin model compounds, where, with regularity.
the spectra were dominated by one or another of
the symmetric stretching vibrations of the aroma-
tic rings.
A discussion of alt the features In the
spectra are beyond the scope of this report, but
two observations are worthy of note. The first
Is the rapid decline of the 1595 cm-
1 band during
the first interval, and the correlated decline of
the 1138 cm-l band. These suggest a common
origin In aromatic rings with a distinctive pat-
tern of substitution. which may be particularly
sensitive to attack under the conditions of
delignificatlon. The studies on model compounds
suggest that the 1138 cm-l band has its origin In
the stretching vibration between the aromatic
ring and one of its substituent groups. If this
Is indeed the case, this substituent group must
be one that has an effect on the scattering co-
efficient of the 1595 cm-l band. Me are actively
assessing the validity of this Interpretation.
The second interesting feature Is the linear-
ity of the plot In Figure 3. apart from the value
for the original wood sample. The quality of
this fit is superior to those derived from the
1510 and the 1590 ca - 1 bands in the FTIR diffuse
reflectance spectra. Though this observation
- 336 -
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Figure 2. Difference spectra comparing the first
six samples with the sample treated
for six hours.
needs to be Investigated further. It may reflect
a lower sensitivity of the Intensity of the aro-
matic ring stretching bands to substituents In
the Raman effect than In Infrared absorption.
Thus, as the distribution of substituents on the
aromatic rings varies during the progress of
delignlfication. the absorption coefficients of
- 337 -
the Infrared bands will change over a wider
range than the scattering coefficients of the
Raman bands.
Raman Band Height vs Percent Lignin
Meosa e . e a D6t
WV - 0.0010 i 0 0 I 0 4
Figure 3. Variation of the Intensity of the1595 cm- bnd ith gn content.
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160 ml distilled water,
0.5 ml glacial acetic acid,
1.5 g sodium chlorite (80% active).
Treated with 10% excess C102-.
- Extracted with ethanol/toluene (1:2 v/v) at 25'C prior
to treatment,
30 minutes contact time at 25'C,
Gentle agitation every 5 minutes,
Washed with distilled water 3 times.
(BH):
0.25M:
9.46 g NaBH4/1000 ml distilled water.
Treated with 50% excess BH4.
- Extracted with ethanol/toluene (1:2 v/v) at 25'C prior
to treatment,
24 hour contact time at 25'C,
Gentle agitation throughout treatment,
Washed with distilled water 3 times.
After the initial treatment the woody section was stored
in distilled water for 24 hours (4'C, dark), then









Extracted with ethanol/toluene (1:2 v/v) at 25°C prior
to treatment,
75 hour contact time at 25'C,
Solution changed after 22 and 52 hours,
Washed with distilled water 3 times.
Extracted woody section solvent exchanged into methanol,
14 day contact time with DME (see below) at -18VC,
Washed with methanol,
Solvent exchanged into water.
DME reagent - 40% diazomethane and 10% methanol in
anhydrous ether.
Extracted woody section solvent exchanged into methanol,
(Following done in nitrogen atmosphere)
Rinsed 6 times with dichloromethane (DCM),
Treated with 10 pL TMP in 10 ml DCM for 27.5 hours
at 25'C (100 fold excess TMP relative to
assumed number of quinone-type structures in
native lignin - 3 per 100 Cg units),
6 washes with 25 ml DCM,
2 washes with 25 ml DCM, 30 minute contact time
stored in DCM under nitrogen.
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Quenchers: Raman spectra were collected from wood sections immersed
in 0.1M solutions of potassium iodide (KI) and copper
(II) chloride (CuCl2).
0.1M KI - 16.6 g/1000 ml distilled water.
0.1M CuC12 - 17.05 g/1000 ml distilled water
dehydratee).
- 341 -
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APPENDIX 6. Raman Spectra Of Lignin Model Compounds Treated With
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Acid-Chlorite Treatment
Coniferyl Alcohol - 6 hour
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Acid-Chlorite Treatment
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APPENDIX 7. Raman Spectra Of Lignin Model Compounds Treated With Sodium
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APPENDIX 9. Acid-Chlorite Treated Black Spruce Spectral Mapping Data.
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Black Spruce
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Loblolly Pine
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